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ABSTRACT

The United States Coast Guard (USCG) is undertaking an enterprise-wide Financial
Management Business Process Re-Engineering (FM BPR) effort that will transform its delivery
of financial management services which support worldwide operations and mission support
activities. The planned changes will include deployment of new commercial-off-the-shelf
financial management software, and simultaneous changes to USCG organizational structures
and FM processes. Proposed changes to the USCG FM system are intended to bring the Service
into compliance with Federal standards for financial operations, while simultaneously improving
delivery of financial business support to end users.

This thesis applies Dr. Nancy Leveson's System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) safety
methodology to perform a hazard analysis on aspects of the re-engineered (future state) business
processes to help ensure the system can deliver its intended performance. Application of STPA
on the USCG FM system was conducted with the aid of the Safety Hazard Analysis Tool
(SafetyHAT) software released in March 2014 by the Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center. SafetyHAT is intended to aid users in performing hazard analysis using STPA. The use
of SafetyHAT for this thesis research is its first application outside of the Volpe Center and
transportation domain. Recommendations for tailoring the tool to the financial management and
other domains are proposed.

The application of STPA on targeted aspects of the USCG FM system identified 205 causal
factors for potential system hazards. Recommendations to appropriately remediate the causal
factors are proposed based on systems theory principles and tools. Recommended improvements
include robust feedback and communication channels illustrated using the system control
diagram used to perform STPA. System dynamics modeling is also used to quantitatively
illustrate the non-linear interactions that exist in the USCG FM system, and how the system
design will affect its performance over time. The simulations show that if the causal factors
identified using STPA are not addressed, the FM system may fail to achieve its intended
performance. Other recommendations include the expanded use of system dynamic modeling to
inform future design decisions for the USCG FM system, including trade-offs driven by resource
limitations, as the re-engineering effort progresses.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. D. Van Eikema Hommes, Ph.D.
Title: Lecturer, Engineering Systems Division
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Thesis Motivation

I am an officer in the United States Coast Guard (USCG) with a background in financial resource

management, acquisition project management, and engineering system design. In my most

recent assignment, I had the opportunity to serve as the "action officer" for formulating the

USCG's Fiscal Year 2013 $10 billion budget, including strategic planning and programming of

resources that sustain the USCG's 50,000 member military and civilian workforce and

worldwide operations. In this role, I saw firsthand the complexity of the USCG as an

organization, and the importance of maintaining good business practices, and accountability and

stewardship of resources. I was also reminded of the criticality of ensuring that personnel on the

front lines--who perform missions on a 24/7/365 basis--have the tools and support mechanisms

in place enabling them to do what is asked of them.

Providing systems, processes, an organizational structure and operating environment that can

achieve this goal is not straightforward. Limited resources (people, funding, assets, and

information) and cultural inertia are two examples of many challenges that USCG leaders face.

Through this thesis I hope to use the problem-solving methods and systems thinking I have

acquired from the MIT-SDM Program to provide insights and recommendations that can be used

to make the USCG better.

1.2 Opportunities and Challenges

This thesis research focuses on an improvement opportunity associated with the USCG's

delivery of Financial Management (FM) services'. The USCG has reached a point where the

procedures and financial software applications used to support its operations and activities are no

longer adequate. Stronger management practices and controls are required to manage the

USCG's budgetary resources (monies appropriated by Congress for Coast Guard missions),

especially in the current fiscal environment marked by stringent standards and oversight. The

USCG is pursuing a multi-million dollar effort to replace its Oracle Federal Financials (OFF)

1 Coast Guard financial management encompasses a wide range of activities that includes funds distribution and
financial administrative controls; request to procure goods/services (including transactional approvals); and procure
to pay for services.
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financial management application. The OFF application currently being used poses significant

security, "auditability," and funds control risks. The USCG expects to transition to a

Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) financial software application provided by a Shared Service

Provider (SSP) in Fiscal Year 2015. This shift is intended to make the USCG conform to

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

direction on Financial Management System (FMS) replacements, and ensures a future system

will use business processes developed by the Financial Systems Integration Office (FSIO) [1].

Making the transition to a new FM application will enable the USCG to conduct FM operations

more efficiently.

The proposed changes to the USCG FM system are broader than the procurement and integration

of a new financial software application. As part of this transition, the USCG will concurrently

re-engineer its FM business processes to conform to FSIO standards. This business process

reengineering poses both challenges and benefits2 . On one hand, the USCG would conduct

business in a more modernized way that is transparent, auditable with the requisite internal

controls in place that ensure stewardship and governance of its $101B+ annual budget, and

alleviate some administrative functions from frontline operating units. On the other hand, the

transition requires significant changes to the way FM is currently executed. Since the

reengineered system is markedly different from the status quo, there exists significant

uncertainty. Of particular interest, is the potential impact on USCG front-line operating units

whose day-to-day operations hinge upon the FM system's ability to support their missions. If the

USCG's re-engineered FM system does not function as intended, the users will be challenged to

efficiently and effectively perform their missions-save lives, secure the Nation's ports and

waterways, and prevent or respond to maritime accidents. Furthermore, if the re-engineered FM

system does not perform and deliver its intended benefit, an entirely new set of challenges could

emerge that will greatly complicate the day-to-day business of USCG front-line units and

personnel instead of improving it.

2 Due to the pre-decisional nature of the "to-be" state of the new financial management organization, my research
includes assumptions based on information contained in the BPR report required to keep my research effort
progressing. This approach was necessary due to timeline incompatibilities with my research timeline and future
decisions regarding the new financial management organization.
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Designing and implementing the USCG's future FM system is a very complex and challenging

endeavor, and accordingly, my research focuses on applying systems thinking and tools to this

immense effort. Through my research I hope to provide constructive recommendations for

implementing the changes to the USCG FM system that are currently being contemplated.

Additionally, I hope to contribute to the analytical processes and methods so they can be

employed to address future challenges both within the USCG, in other organizations, and across

other domains beyond financial management systems.

1.3 Research Question:

In anticipation of reengineering the USCG's business process and implementing the FM software

application, it is beneficial to consider what challenges may occur for front-line operating units

when the new system is operated. Furthermore, once the challenges are identified, it is also

necessary to identify and use system methods to address the challenges in the system.

Accordingly, I proposed and gained approval to address the following two research questions:

Table 1: List of Thesis Research Questions

Number Thesis Research Question

1 What challenges will the USCG's new FM software application and re-
engineered business process create for front-line operating units once it is
implemented?

2 What system analysis methods may help identify the causal factors that create
the challenges-or system hazards-and mitigate or abate them in the new
USCG FM system?

The research conducted in this thesis will specifically focus on identifying system hazards in the

re-engineered FM system based on the proposed implementation of the "to-be" state3 . The

analysis will identify the causal factors that can lead to system accidents and losses, and

recommend appropriate actions to mitigate or eliminate their existence.

3 The future (to-be) state of the USCG FM system remains notional and pre-decisional. To facilitate the thesis
research, the to-be state reflected in the May 2013 BPR document (Draft) was assumed as the baseline for
conducting the analysis.
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1.4 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 provides a general overview of the USCG FM system and the changes that are being

considered relating to the implementation of the new FM application and Business Process Re-

engineering effort. It includes a high-level description of the Core Accounting System (CAS)

financial management software, along with an overview of the USCG's FM BPR effort. This

chapter also describes the scope of the research and the boundary limits of the system that will be

analyzed for the thesis.

Chapter 3 conducts a review of literature and system methods used to develop this thesis. The

review of methods includes Dr. Nancy Leveson's System-Theoretic Accident Model and

Processes (STAMP), and System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) methodologies. The

chapter explores system process models and control structures, and their relationship to system

safety and causality. Other methods for performing a hazard analysis are presented, specifically

Fault Tree Analysis. Finally, the chapter presents the Volpe National Transportation Systems

Center's Safety Hazard Analysis Tool (SafetyHAT) software application as a efficient means

perform the STPA.

Chapter 4 analyzes the future state, or "to-be" state, of the USCG FM System through the

application of STPA to identify system hazards. Using STPA, a request to procure a product or

service by a USCG operational unit using the new reengineered FM system is analyzed. The

analysis is facilitated by the use of the SafetyHAT software tool. Based on the results of the

analysis, requirement statements that address each hazard are presented, along with an

assignment of responsibility for remediation within the USCG system development organization.

In this section, a qualitative model is also presented to show how USCG FM system hazards can

act to degrade the performance of the FM system.

Chapter 5 applies system dynamics to illustrate how the hazards identified through the

application of STPA could degrade the performance of the USCG FM system, over time, when it

is operated. The system dynamics models and simulations are presented as a means to improve

system learning and provide a better understanding of the non-linear relationships that exist

between variables and components interactions in the FM system.

Scott Peterein Page 14
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Chapter 6 provides conclusions and recommendations relating to the USCG FM system based on

the application of methods and findings outlined in the previous chapters. It also provides an

assessment of the utility and recommendations for the future application of Leveson's STPA

methodology using the SafetyHAT software on complex socio-technical systems.

1.5 Proviso

The reader of this thesis must be aware that the future state if the USCG FM system remains pre-

decisional and notional. Also, the views expressed in this academic paper are those of the author

and do not reflect the official policy or position of the US government, DHS or the USCG. As a

footnote to the academic research and recommendations outlined in this thesis, some

assumptions had to be made regarding details of the future state and design of the USCG FM

system based on the information available to me at the time. If the need arises or the

assumptions need to be updated, the system tools, models and methods developed for this thesis

remain available and can be evolved. With this said, I hope this research will improve our FM

management system operations, but also serves as a "how to" guide for applying STPA and

systems thinking to other fields and programs in the USCG, or beyond.
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Chapter 2: Background

2.1 Overview of the Coast Guard

The USCG is an operating agency within the Department of Homeland Security. The

organization of the USCG is represented in Figure 1 below:

Commandant

Vice Commandant

Resources

Operational
Commander

(Atlantic Area)

Districts

Field
Operating

Units

Deputy
Commandant

for Mission
Support

Director of
Logistics

Field
Log istics

Unit
(Bases)

Deputy
Commandant
for Operations

operational
Commander
(Pacific Area)

Districts

Field
Operating

Units

Figure 1: Organizational Structure of the USCG

The Commandant and Vice Commandant, and their Deputy Commandant for Mission Support

(DCMS) and Deputy Commandant for Operations (DCO) represent the senior headquarters

policy-making and strategy entities of the USCG. The strategy and policy organizational entities

are responsible for the allocation of resources to the field, including people, funding, physical

assets (e.g., ships, aircraft, and boats), support systems and network. They also define the
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organizational structure of the Service and the governing business processes that are employed.

The Atlantic Area and Pacific Area Operational Commanders are responsible for performing

USCG missions in the field, which is enabled by assigned personnel, funding, physical assets,

and other USCG support systems 4. The interactions of the field operating units and field

logistics unit denoted in Figure 1 above, as they relate to the delivery of financial management

and procurement services, will be analyzed in detail in subsequent sections and chapters of this

document. In Figure 1, the tan blocks represent USCG front-line operating units that are

supported by the new USCG FM system. The red blocks represent the mission support entities

that deliver FM services and support to the operating units.

2.2 Core Accounting System Replacement

The USCG Core Accounting System (CAS) is the primary FM software application utilized by

the USCG for a full range of financial transactions. The system is used by the USCG to record

financial transactions affecting apportionments; reapportionments; allotments; agency

restrictions; financial plans; program operating plans; obligations; expenditures; and anticipated,

earned, and collected reimbursements of financial resources appropriated by the Congress. CAS

is used for preparing and reconciling financial reports that display obligations and remaining

unobligated balances by appropriation and allotment for accounts and object class [2]. CAS is

also the primary mechanism the USCG uses for FM operations, including monitoring for how

resources are allocated and spent. The data housed in the financial application is critically

important, and is used extensively for decision-making by USCG leadership. This data is also

used to report financial performance metrics, such as funds expended or remaining in a fiscal

period, to stakeholders throughout the Executive and Legislative branches, and to the public.

In its current state, the USCG FM application (and other associated feeder and mixed systems) is

unstable and unreliable, and no longer practicable to continue operating or maintaining. As

stated in the President's Fiscal Year 2014 Budget Request to Congress relating to the

procurement of a new FM software application [3]:

4 By law the Coast Guard has eleven missions that include: ports, waterways, and coastal security; drug interdiction;
aids to navigation; search and rescue; living marine resources; marine safety; defense readiness; migrant
interdiction; marine environmental protection; ice operations; and other law enforcement. Other support systems
include, but are not limited to: human resources, intelligence, engineering & logistics, and information technology.
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"The legacy Core Accounting System (CAS) suite suffers from poorly documented

customization, and is resource-intensive and non-compliant with the Federal Financial

Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) of 1996. The CAS suite does not meet Statement on

Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 16 Internal Controls Over Financial

Reporting (ICOFR) requirements. The FMSII supports the DHS Chief Financial Officer's

strategic goals to provide efficient financial management services and operations and to

strengthen DHS's financial management systems. The FMSII also supports the DHS Chief

Procurement Officers' strategic initiative to improve federal procurement data quality and to

maintain procurement systems performance. Modernization of the USCG's legacy financial

systems is a critical near-term priority." [4]

The requested funding has since been appropriated by Congress to advance this project, and the

USCG is well along the way to replacing the FM application. The project is being completed by

the USCG's acquisition directorate according to the procedures outlined in the Department of

Homeland Security's Major Systems Acquisition Manual [5]. Sponsorship for the FM

application project is provided by the USCG's Assistant Commandant for Resources and

Assistant Commandant for Acquisition.

2.3 Business Process Reengineering Initiative and Team

In conjunction with the replacement of the USCG's FM application, a concurrent effort is being

undertaken to realign business processes that enhance the operating capability of the USCG

through improved mission support delivery. At the center of this effort is the work of the

Financial Management Business Process Re-Engineering (FM BPR) Team, which is sponsored

by the Deputy Commandant for Mission Support (DCMS) and Assistant Commandant for

Resources/Chief Financial Officer. The goal of the FM BPR team is to evaluate current policies,

authorities, procedures, processes and organization of funding execution and accountability, in

order to make recommendations on how to achieve the desired future state. This effort is

currently underway, and in doing so, a top priority is to align the future (or "to-be") FM

Operating Model more closely with the Mission Support (MS) Business Model that has been

developed and deployed throughout the USCG over the past several years. The MS Business

Model defines way the USCG supports its people, platforms and systems [6]. The recommended
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model will also be compliant with all laws, regulations, and Federal policies, and complementary

to the potential functionality of a new, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) financial management

application (FMA) [1].

As with any effort as comprehensive and organizationally impactful as implementation of the

FM BPR will likely be, there is undoubtedly a resistance to change that is harbored by the users

of the system. As presented in the USCG FM BPR report, this resistance is largely brought

about by skepticism, concern, and fear of potentially debilitating impacts if the transformation

cannot be implemented as designed or envisioned [1]. The current USCG FM system, albeit not

fully optimized, is functional. Parallel to the work of the BPR team, stakeholder engagement and

change management efforts are ongoing for field and Headquarters stakeholders in sub-teams to

make the transition to the re-engineered FM system as smooth as possible. Conducting a hazard

analysis on the future USCG FM system to identify potential gaps that may exist, and

recommending strategies and measures to abate them, could prove useful in overcoming the

resistance to change.

Table 2: Key Findings Related USCG FM System

Organizational and Process Changes

Organizational and process changes are required to better integrate the Mission Support
organization with the financial operational model.

The MS Business Model and FM Operations Model are not aligned. Business practices are
inconsistently linked or decoupled from funds management, producing gaps, inefficiencies,
causing the USCG to miss opportunities for greater effectiveness.

Financial Management Application

CAS is at high risk of catastrophic failure. Over time, customizations to Oracle Federal
Financials (OFF) have prevented the application of security patches since 2008. The Coast
Guard has decided to pursue replacing CAS with a COTS product provided by a Shared Service
Provider (SSP). This strategy aligns with DHS and OMB direction on Financial Management
System (FMS) replacements and ensures a future system will use standard Financial Systems
Integration Office (FSIO) business processes. In preparation, the Coast Guard must re-engineer
its business processes to conform to FSIO standards.
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Sustained System Performance and Auditability

Despite unprecedented improvement in the Service's audit performance, sustaining a clean,
full-scope audit opinion requires integrated business processes that organically incorporate audit
requirements instead of routinely relying on the heroic efforts of business and financial
managers.

The following table contains a summary of the key findings of the USCG's BPR Report (Draft)

and is presented to provide additional context as to why the changes to the USCG FM system are

being pursued: [1]

Taken together, these reasons make a compelling need for the changes the USCG is

implementing. Addressing these shortcomings with a system approach is necessary to sustain

the clean audit opinion, but also to improve the reliability of our financial information and

reporting5 . The USCG is also committed to directing significant attention to strengthening its

internal controls over key financial and business activities [7]. The BPR also recognizes the

need to take a holistic, or systems approach to addressing the challenges regarding the USCG's

FM System:

Current Coast Guard FM business processes are complex, cumbersome, confusing,

inconsistent, non-standardized, difficult to audit, and reliant on an outdated and unstable

Core Accounting System (CAS) and mixed systems. The current FM structure is also

disparate, multi-layered, and inefficient. Collectively, these factors result in a system with

high maintenance costs, numerous audit liabilities, and administrative requirements that

place an undue burden on front line units. These causes for action provided basic

assumptions, constraints, guidelines, and minimum requirements for the scope of this effort

and the final recommended business model [ 1].

A complete draft of the USCG FM BPR is provided in the Appendix.

A clean opinion indicates that an independent auditor has reviewed the USCG financial statements and found
them to be in full compliance, without exception, with applicable laws and accounting standards. The USCG is the
first Armed Service to accomplish this achievement. Sustaining the clean audit opinion is a shared priority for the
USCG and DHS [7].
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2.4 System Boundary and Assumptions:

The USCG's entire FM is an extremely large and complex socio-technical system that would be

nearly impossible to accurately model and meaningfully analyze. The research and application

of methods in this thesis is therefore focused to the evaluation of funds management and targeted

procurement activities of a frontline field-operating unit. An example of a frontline operating

unit would be a small boat station, patrol boat, or aids to navigation team represented as a field

operating unit in the USCG organizational structure in Figure 1 above. These units are typically

staffed by 15 to 75 personnel, and have an annual operating budget of less than $100,000 in

funds designated to support operations and unit level maintenance [2]. The activity encompasses

actions by system operators to request and receive a product or service from a non-governmental

source using the to-be state of the USCG FM system [8].

Financial management operations are accomplished by complex, interacting loops in the FM

organization (system). Within the system are numerous USCG Headquarters strategy and policy

elements, field logistics and operations activities, and external stakeholder elements. Figure 2

below depicts a high-level organizational control structure of the USCG FM system, and

includes the boundary of the system of interest where m research and focus occurs. These lower

levels of the organization are where mission execution is accomplished. The financial resources,

policies and regulations for the operation units, however, are established at the strategy and

policy level of the organization. Additionally, although these higher-level echelons are not

directly considered in the analysis in this thesis, the recommendation regarding the design and

implementation of the system would have to be championed at these levels. This will be

addressed in later sections and chapters.
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Figure 2: USCG Organizational Structure and High-Level Control Diagram

2.5 Targeted Analysis and Research Relating Business Process Reengineering

Building upon the information provided above, Figure 3 denotes the concentration of activity

throughout the echelons of the organization relating to financial management and mission

support activities. The concentration of activities for operations (specifically, the operating units

being analyzed) exists in the "Request to Procure" phase highlighted within the red circle [1].

Since system hazards that persist or affect users operating on the front lines would likely be felt

most acutely, this is the focus of the research effort. The results of evaluating the system at this

level would also apply at other echelons of the system, or in preceding or following FM

activities.
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The USCG BPR report process diagrams were used as the basis for developing the system

control diagram. Figure 4 below, contains a process diagram for how a typical transaction would

be initiated and executed. The activity represented below details how an operating unit would

request to procure a product or service from a commercial vendor.
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Funds Management Processes

Funds Control
Commitment

CCfS. y~ N~~'

Syyes

0,-

-fef a. RjN PR FNN"mco,

TBD

Organization
Requestor

R S

Mission Support Depot Support
Funds Manager Acquisitions Manager.

PR Manager
A. S S

Establishing a Commitment through a Purchase Request in the CAS is the first step in the Funds
Control process. While Commitments are not required by OMB they can be useful in supporting the
USCG Funds Control process.

The following reflects proposed actions to record Commitments:
1. If a Commitment is required, and known, the Requestor will identify a need, and transmit this

request to the Depot. The Depot then initiates a PR or Requisition within the CAS.
2. The Funds Manager then reviews the PR and verifies funds availability within the system
3- If funds are not available, the PR is rejected.
4. If funds are available they are systematically recorded in the GL.
5. When the Commitment is recorded, the Acquisition Manager is notified of the funded PR and

initiates and performs the acquisition of the goods and (or) services.
6. If the vendor is not a Government vendor, the Acquisitions Manager initiates and authorizes thE

award document.
7. The Funds Manager receives the notification of award document and checks funds availability

prior to initiating an obligation within the CAS.

Figure 4: USCG Funds Management Process Based on To-Be State [1]
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Figure 5 contains additional information relating to the 'to-be" process regarding internal control

objectives and risks.

L.TmigFrqenyN/A M. Duration N/sA
- - . -rm N/A 0. Military or CivilianN/

Ref ontol Ojecive iskDescription of Control and
Ref Control Objective Risk Monitoring Activities

Total commitments do not In the financial system the

eceed funding limitations i USCG may record
xth financial system.ns n commitments in excess of

funding limitations.

All commitment transactions In the financial system the

2 are properly authorized in the USCG records unauthorized
financial system. commitment transactions.

All commitment transactions All commitment transactions
are recorded in the financial recorded in the USCG financial
system with the proper fiscal system do not reflect the proper
period, appropriation symbol, fiscal period, appropriation
and amount. symbol. and amount.

Ref

1. Approvals and Segregation of Duties will be implemented.

Contract Information Management System (CIMS) will no longer interface with the new CAS.

2. Contracts will be managed in a Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) module inherently integrated
with the new CAS (e.g., Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) /PRISM).

PRs related to large contracts will be treated the same as other PRs

Ref Gap Impact

TB TBD

1.

Figure 5: USCG FM Future State Control Objectives & Risk [1]

It is worth noting that the process diagrams included in Figure 4 are linear, beginning with the

operational unit that initiates the process, and ending with an award (order being made for

procurement) made by the contracting officer and the requisite records being made in the FM

application. This is significant due to the fact that feedback mechanisms or the manner in which

the various system components (people and teams, software applications, IT systems, USCG
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units) interact is not inherently obvious. This may suggest a lack of consideration of the

necessary feedbacks, and hence inherent risk in the re-engineered process. Also, in the USCG's

FM system, transactions are completed by several sequential and sometimes iterative steps. The

complexity of these interactions is not captured in the process diagrams, and will be analyzed

and discussed in greater detail in subsequent portions of this thesis.

The BPR study is a positive step in the challenging process of realigning the USCG's FM and

business support systems. The BPR study does not, however, provide complete insight into the

expected performance or behavior of the system in operation, and does not address system

hazards. Rather, the BPR report represents the various activities as linear processes by

specifying how various FM activities, based on a defined set of assumptions, conditions, and

constraints will be sequentially performed. It does not address, for example, how the future

system state would perform if organizational elements (funds managers, acquisition managers)

do not interact in an effective manner, if the system is not designed correctly, or if it lacks the

necessary capacity or configuration to support its customers. Considering this, it is important

that the system is first analyzed and tested to the extent possible of understanding its likely

performance when operated, thus identify hazards where possible.
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Chapter 3-Literature Review

A literature review is conducted to gain insight as to whether STPA is an appropriate method to

answer the research questions posed above. This was achieved by first exploring systems theory

as it applies to the USCG FM system. Also, the applicability of using STAMP and STPA (which

is based on STAMP) methodologies is presented, including a discussion of tools to facilitate the

analysis and ways to gain insight into the results of the hazard analysis.

3.1 A Systems Approach

Systems are characterized by the interaction of hardware (built things), software, data, humans,

processes and procedures [9]. In our modem society these interactions grow more and more

complicated and dynamic as individual entities and technology also become more complex over

time. Examples of socio-technical systems can be found in virtually all domains, including

transportation, financial services, health care, entertainment, security, defense, energy, and so

forth. For designed systems, it can be difficult to predict the performance or behavior that

emerges when a system is "in operation" [10]. The International Council on Systems

Engineering (INCOSE) states that a systems approach for analyzing systems focuses on systems

as a whole, not on the individual parts. Taking a "systems approach" emphasizes focusing on the

system in its entirety-in operation-as opposed to the individual components in isolation or in a

static state [9]. The properties that emerge from systems are derived from the relationships,

interactions and feedback among the system components. Quite often, the relationships and

interactions behave in a non-linear manner.

The USCG, as it exists within the DHS, which in turn is an entity inside of the larger Federal

Government, is a socio-technical system. The USCG is comprised of people, ships, aircraft,

buildings, communications and information technology systems, training systems, intelligence

systems, industrial processes, etc., which interact according to specific protocols, processes and

procedures. Together, these entities interact to bring about measurable mission performance6.

Systems thinking, which addresses the complex interactions among various human and built

components and the emergent behavior or performance of the total systems, is a useful way to

6 The USCG's measureable mission performance includes, but is not limited to, number of lives saved, tons of
cocaine interdicted, vessel boarded and inspected, or escorts performed.
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look at the USCG's FM system [11]. A "systems approach" is especially necessary when

considering significant changes that effect its fundamental organization and the processes and

activities of the people operating it.

3.2 STAMP Causality Model Overview

Hazard analysis is a method of identifying deficiencies and risks in systems before accidents

occur. Because the hazard analysis methodology used in my research, STPA, is based on

Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP), it is necessary to begin by discussing

STAMP, and how it is used to understand the causality of accidents. With STAMP, accidents

are considered to be a control problem. In Leveson's paper A Systems Theoretic Approach to

Safety Engineering, it is stated that accidents should not be seen as a component reliability

problem, but rather as a result of inadequate control or enforcement of safety constraints on the

design, development and operation of the system [12].

As Leveson presents in her work, the STAMP model of accident causality is built on three

concepts: 1) safety constraints, 2) hierarchical safety control structure, and 3) process models. In

STAMP, systems are viewed as interrelated components kept in a state of dynamic equilibrium

by feedback control loops. Systems are not treated as static, but as dynamic processes

continually adapting to achieve their ends while reacting to changes in themselves and their

environment [13].

3.2.1 System Safety Constraints

In a general sense, safety constraints allow system designers to specify safety-related

requirements [14]. An example of a safety constraint would be an electro-mechanical interlock

on a machine that prevents its movement or operation if controllers are in certain positions;

physical barriers that protect humans from coming in contact with hazardous materials; or

protocols that direct operations in a manner that prevents accidents from occurring. In the

context of the USCG's FM system, a safety constraint would be for individuals (e.g., funds

managers) to have established credentials in order to access and perform tasks in the FM

application. Another example would be that transactions (procurements) could not be performed

in the FM software application if there were an insufficient account balance. Accidents occur
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when safety constraints are not enforced. The USCG's financial system is laden with safety

constraints. The constraints are codified in laws, regulations, and job process guides, and hard-

coded into FM applications. There may be gaps, and even in spite of these constraints, it is

possible that accidents can occur based on the manner in which the human controllers interact

and operate the system.

3.2.2 System Control Structure

Leveson describes that systems exist as hierarchical structures, where each level imposes

constraints on the activity of the level below it. Constraints, or lack thereof, bring about the

performance or behavior of lower level processes. Control processes operate between levels to

control the processes at lower levels in the hierarchy. These control processes enforce the safety

constraints for which the control process is responsible [13]. In the USCG, constraints are

typically enforced through the hierarchal chain of command structures outlined in Figures 1, 2, 4

and 5 as presented above.

Accidents occur in a system when the governing processes intended for control are not present,

or when the safety constraints of the system are violated. By describing accidents in terms of a

hierarchy of control based on feedback mechanisms, adaptation also plays a central role in the

understanding and prevention of accidents [13]. Systems can migrate from a "safe" state of

operation to an unsafe state over time. For example, a change in staffing, lapse in training,

modifications to a system component, or processes employed by the operators can cause the

system to move to an unsafe state. At each level of the hierarchical structure, inadequate control

may result from a missing constraint (unassigned responsibility for action in the system),

inadequate safety control commands (unspecified processes, design deficiency), commands that

were not executed correctly at a lower level (training gap), or inadequately communicated or

processed feedback about constraint enforcement [13].

The following is a generalized model of a socio-technical hierarchy control structure from

Leveson's book, Engineering a Safer World [13]. Figure 6 below represents the manner in

which systems are developed and operated, including the critical feedback loops that exist in the

system.
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Figure 6: Generalized Control Structure Diagram [13]

Of special note is the Operating Process that is embedded within the System Operation structure

in the lower right portion of Figure 6. From within the operating process emerges the measurable

output and usefulness of the system. Inside of the operating process is a control loop that

consists of a controller (that can be automated or a human), actuator(s), controlled process, and

sensor(s). When the system is operated, it is the interactions and feedback that occur among

these components that determine the state, safety, performance or behavior (output) of the

system. The same operating process, as it would exist in the USCG FM system operation, is

described in greater detail in Figure 7 and in the following text below.
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Figure 7: Control Loop (Leveson)

1. Controller: Funds manager; makes decisions and takes action to control the system, based

on the process model

2. Actuator: Transmits or conveys data or information downward from the controller to affect

the state of the system to the controlled process

3. Controlled Process: USCG's FM software (Core Accounting System); financial

transactions that support USCG operations

4. Sensor: Conveys upward feedback for the state of the system to the controller, who

interprets the observed condition

This generalized theoretical control diagram serves as the basis for performing the STPA

analysis, specifically for creating the control diagram for the USCG FM system which is

addressed in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 System Process Models

Process models are required for control in systems. In STAMP (and STPA), the goal of a

process model is the enforcement of safety constraints by the controller. Enforcing safety

constraints is achieved by implementing control actions (downward in the system via actuators),

receiving observed behavior of the process (upward in the system via system sensors), and

assessing the model's condition or state [13]. In the USCG's FM system, the process models of

the system controllers, particularly those of the individuals who operate it, are extremely
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important for achieving safe system performance. In the USCG FM system, the process models

of the controllers can be thought of as the aggregation of their past experiences, training,

certification, job description, understanding of the system goals, and criteria used for decision-

making necessary to achieve desired system performance7 . Flawed decision-making can be the

result of inaccurate or miscalibrated process models. The following figure is a generalized

process model for a controller in a system.

Controller

Model of
Process

Control
Actions Feedback

Controlled Process

Figure 8: Generalized Process Control Model [10]

A controller's (human, software-hardware) flawed model of the process could result in "unsafe"

control actions, affect the controlled process, and create hazards in the system. In STAMP,

accident causality, or the presence of hazards, can be classified by the following:

1. Unsafe Inputs

2. Unsafe Control Algorithms or Control Actions

3. Inconsistent, Incomplete or Incorrect Process Models

4. Response of the Controlled Process

Figure 9 below illustrates how the classification of accident causality would exist in a system and

lead to hazards.

7 In the Coast Guard's financial management system, process models can also be thought of as the mental models
for the individual system operators.
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Figure 9: Accident Causality (Leveson)

Note: In the STPA analysis performed in the research, a more specific set of causal factor

guidewords is used to analyze the system.

3.3 STPA Method

Based on STAMP, System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard analysis technique

that treats safety as a control problem, rather than a specific component or design problem.

STPA builds upon the causal factors identified in STAMP and improves techniques for

analyzing system hazards [13]. Systems, both in design and operation, are comprised of

interacting loops of control comprised of controllers, actuators, controlled processes and sensors

as presented in the prior section. Among the primary benefits of using STPA is that it can be

applied during the design phase, prior to the implementation of the design and system operation.

For this reason, STPA is applicable to analyzing the future state of the USCG FM system [15].

Moreover STAMP (which STPA is built upon) has also been proven as a useful method for

investigating accidents that have occurred in USCG systems8 [16] [17]. Since STPA is a

8 Two of my USCG MIT-SDM predecessors, Jon Hickey and Steven Osgood, used system engineering tools and
methods (specifically STAMP and CAST methods) to analyze and recommend improvements for USCG systems
and programs.
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relatively new method for hazard analysis, I anticipate this research will be useful for the USCG

in the future, as well as other organizations that design and operate complex socio-technical

systems

STPA is performed in two steps. The first step entails identifying the potential for inadequate

control in the system that could cause a hazardous state. Inadequate system controls result in

hazard states, and can cause accidents (losses) [13]. Inadequate controls occur because [15]:

1. A required control action to maintain safety is not provided

2. An incorrect or unsafe control action is provided that induces a loss

3. A potentially correct or adequate control action is provided too early, too late, or out of

sequence

4. A correct control action is stopped too soon

Systems typically require control action from both human and automated controllers to maintain

safe operation. In STPA, a functional control structure diagram for the system of interest must

be defined. Defining the control structure is an important preliminary step in STPA, and requires

a detailed understanding of the system, especially the interactions between system components.

The resolution and level of detail provided in the control diagram is proportional to the

usefulness derived from performing the hazard analysis. Inadequate control in a system would

fall into one of the four above categories outlined above.

The second step in STPA is to determine how potentially hazardous control actions occur in the

system. This is achieved through an examination of the control loops in the system. Based on

the results of the analysis, additional controls or mitigating measures can be integrated into the

system to increase system safety and performance [13]. Figure 10 below presents generalized

approaches that can be used to address system hazards. For system stakeholders, it is worth

noting the relationship between the approach to mitigating hazards or risks in the system, and the

effectiveness and cost of the approach. From this figure, it is most effective to eliminate hazards

as compared to focusing on damage reduction measures. As is the case in most projects,

specifying requirements early in the project lifecycle is preferred, compared to waiting until the

system is substantially developed or built.
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HAZARD CONTROL

Reducing exposure
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Protection systems and fail-safe design

DAMAGE REDUCTION

Figure 10: Addressing System Hazards [13]

3.4 Safety Hazard Analysis Tool (SafetyHAT)

As in STAMP, a thorough and methodical process must be followed to conduct a hazard analysis

using the STPA methodology. Depending on the size and complexity of the system, using STPA

can become difficult if only using basic tools such as spreadsheets to perform the analysis. For

example, a modification to the control diagram, controller actions and/or hazards necessitates

tremendous care to ensure the changes are consistently documented and the integrity of the

analysis is maintained. The complexity of the process can be overwhelming, especially if there

are breaks during the analysis or multiple people performing the analysis.
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In response to this challenge, Dr. Qi Van Eikema Hommes and Mr. Chris Becker from the Volpe

National Transportation Systems Center developed the Safety Hazard Analysis Tool

(SafetyHAT) as a means to efficiently perform STPA. SafetyHAT is built on a Microsoft Access

software platform, and guides users through the application of STPA based on the two-part

process of Leveson. With SafetyHAT, the application of STPA is possible in a methodical,

repeatable, and traceable manner. [18].

3.5 Other Safety Hazard Analysis Techniques

Other hazard analysis techniques could be applied to the USCG FM system. The utility of an

alternative method to STPA depends on its attributes, including the appropriateness of applying

it at a particular stage of the system development or operation; whether a qualitative or

quantitative analysis is preferred; and the desired level of effort or detail desired for the analysis.

For the USCG FM system, a Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) could be used as an alternative to STPA

to identify system hazards and root causes in the early phases of system development [19].

3.5.1 Fault Tree Analysis:

Fault Tree Analysis is a top-down methodology of hazard analysis in which unsafe conditions (or

risks) in systems that contribute to an undesirable state or risk are decomposed pictorially to

understand how the system could fail, the inherent risk of failure, and what measures could be

used to mitigate or manage the risk in the system. In an FTA, a structured logic diagram is used

to perform the analysis and decompose events or actions by systematically walking through the

chain of causation [20]. FTA is performed by resolving the causes for an undesirable event

using an appropriate logic diagram. The decomposition of the event is continued until the basic

causes are identified [21]. When the causes are identified, mitigating measures can then be used

to address them.

With FTA, the control the mechanism for the system is not specifically considered. Also with

FTA and other linear approaches, there is more of a focus on component reliability, rather than

overall system safety [10]. For illustration purposes, Figure 11 below is a basic Fault Tree

Analysis diagram developed to analyze a hot water heater tank explosion.
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Figure 11: Example Fault Tree Analysis (Resource Engineering, Inc. Image)

3.6 System Dynamics

System dynamics is a powerful method of analyzing and understanding complex socio-technical

systems. In John Sterman's book, Business Dynamics, he states that "All too often, well-

intentioned efforts to solve pressing problems lead to policy resistance, where our policies are

delayed, diluted, or defeated by the unforeseen reactions of other people or of nature. Many

times, our best efforts to solve a problem often make it worse" [22]. As described in Sternan's

work, system dynamics is an analytical method to improve learning in complex systems, so the

effects of actions can be better understood before they are taken. System dynamics is founded in

the theory of non-linear dynamics and feedback control, and can help in the understanding the

sources of policy resistance. Systems dynamics models are built to solve important problems.

The models enable simulations in the systems, and allow system owners to design more effective

policies and take better actions that achieve desired performance [22].

In Business Dynamics, Sterman describes how system dynamics models can improve the

understanding of one's decisions, so adjustments can be made to align decision-making with the

state of the system. With this understanding, mental models can be adjusted and be used to

redesign processes and the system itself. Learning in systems involves continuous

experimentation, and iterative adjustments to both the structure of the system and the variables
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that influence the system's performance. Through learning, systems can be improved and more

successful policies implemented, which is extraordinarily useful in complex systems [22].

Among the most useful aspects for learning in systems is the ability to build an understanding of

how specific variables and system influencers reinforce desired system behavior, and those that

degrade or counteract against it.

The use of causal loop diagrams is a method of relating key variables that may exist in a system.

Causal loops are also an effective method of capturing one's hypotheses about the causes of

dynamics, and communicating the feedbacks that may be responsible for the problem or

condition that is being analyzed in the system. Causal loops consist of variables connected by

arrows denoting the causal influence (positively reinforcing, or negatively balancing) among the

variables. These are called causal links [22]. Figure 12 below is a simple causal loop diagram

that explains population dynamics in a system of interest. Of note is the positive and negative

influence, denoted by (+) and (-) symbols, the variables births and deaths have on the population.

The parallel lines across the arrows denote a delay that would occur in the system. Generally, a

change in the population would not instantaneously result in a greater number of deaths or birth,

but both the number of deaths and births would increase (or decrease) as the population size also

increased (or decreased).

+

Births R Population B Deaths

Figure 12: Causal Loop Diagram For Population (Image Wordpress.com)
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Performing simulations to quantitatively analyze variables in systems is extremely complex. In a

system dynamics model, the relationships between variables would be represented with various

mathematically functions and formulas. Fortunately, software applications, such as Vensim, are

commercially available and used to develop, analyze, and adjust complex systems based on user

inputs [23]. With applications such as Vensim, it is possible to develop very complex models to

analyze how systems respond to various inputs over time. Additional information regarding the

use of system dynamics modeling and simulation is provided in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.7 Literature Review Summary

Based on the literature review conducted, and in consideration of other analyses conducted on

USCG systems using techniques built on STAMP, STPA is an appropriate methodology for

analyzing the USCG FM system. Although the FTA methodology is also presented and

discussed in the preceding section, its applicability and utility for analyzing complex socio-

technical systems, such as the USCG FM system, is assessed to be less than that of STPA.

Furthermore, STPA is a relatively new methodology and it is therefore desirable to apply it to

new problems and build upon existing work. Considering the thesis work of my two USCG

colleagues and MIT-SDM Program predecessors, this will be especially beneficial for enhancing

the culture of system thinking within the USCG.

Considering the scope and complexity of the analysis that will be performed, employing Volpe's

SafetyHAT tool is also appropriate for the analysis. To date, the use of SafetyHAT has not been

documented or assessed outside of the Volpe Center. Finally, system dynamics will prove useful

to facilitate learning and a better understanding as to how the USCG FM system will perform

once it is implemented. System dynamics modeling can be used to help system designers

develop improvements to the USCG FM system and make informed decisions regarding design

changes or trade-offs.
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Chapter 4: Application of STPA

4.1 STPA Analysis

To facilitate the analysis of the "to be" state of the USCG FM system, a procurement transaction

of a generic product or service was analyzed. For the transaction, it is assumed that the operating

unit making the request to procure the product or service is supported by a Base logistics

activity, as described in Figure 2. The processes and constraints that govern this request are

based on the information outlined in the Draft BPR report. The system hazard analysis for this

transaction was conducted according to the STPA methodology described in Leveson's book

Engineering a Safer World, and paper Modeling and Hazard Analysis Using STPA [ 13] [15].

4.1.1 SafetyHA T Preparatory Steps

Thanks to my thesis advisor, Dr. Qi Van Eikema Hommes and her colleagues at the Volpe

National Transportation System Center, I was able to use the SafetyHAT Tool for this analysis

and research prior to its formal release outside of the Volpe Center. The SafetyHAT tool

facilitated the STPA in an extraordinarily efficient, highly effective, well-organized manner.

With an understanding of how to conduct an STPA hazard analysis, the tool guides users through

the STPA process in eight sequential steps based on Leveson's work. Overall, the tool is very

intuitive, and has features the user can reference to guide the analysis. Figure 13 below shows

the main screen in SafetyHAT, and identifies the steps and actions required for the analysis:
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Main Menu

Welcome to the Transportation Systems Safety Hazard Analysis Tool
(SafetyHAT). This tool will guide you through hazard analysis using the Thisform allows you to enter the components of yoursystem.

System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) method. 1. Components

Please complete the Preparatory Steps before accessing the forms below. Thisform allows you to enter connections between the components of your
The Preparatory Steps can be reviewed using the "Review Preparatory 2. Connections system.
Steps" button at the bottom of this screen. A control structure diagram can
be uploaded using the "Upload Control Structure Diagram" button at the Thisform allows you to enter specific Contiol Actions issued by contrilers in
bottom of this screen. 3. Control Actions your system.

Complete the forms in the order presented below to ensure a complete
analysis.

Thisform will allow you to enter accidents (or losses) specific to your system.
4 Accidents or Losses

Thisform will allow you to enter hazards specfic to your system.
5. Hazards

Unsafe Control Action Thisform will guide you through evaluating Unsafe ControlActions and
6. Analysis potentially related system hazards.

Thisform will guide you through evaluating Unsafe ControlActions and
7 Causal Factor Analysis potential causalfactors.

This will compile the STPA results and export the data to MS Excel.
8. Export Data

Advanced Review Preparatory Upload Control Locate Additional
Options Steps Structure Diagram STPA Resources

The National tansporrttion 5ystcms Center

Figure 13: SafetyHAT Analysis Steps as Represented on Main Menu Screen

As a preparatory step for applying STPA using SafetyHAT, the user must first identify the

system losses (accidents) and hazards. Also, a hierarchical control structure diagram for the

system being analyzed must also be developed. For this analysis the control structure diagram

replicates the FM system where an operating unit makes a request for a product or service,

through the point in the process where the requested product/service is delivered to the operating

unit by a commercial vendor.

The Microsoft Visio software program was used to generate the control diagram for the system.

Developing the control diagram was an iterative process. It is worth noting there was significant

learning about the system operation during the iterations, which ultimately helped in the

understanding and analysis of the system. Also, as in most complex socio-technical systems,

there was a need to differentiate between time-sequenced steps in the processes in order to

perform the hazard analysis. Using the MS Visio layer functions greatly helped with this

process.
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To provide additional context for the control diagram described above, a high-level USCG

control structure is presented below in Figure 14. The diagram helps illustrate the hierarchy and

relationships of various system components for both the system development and system

operation entities within the USCG. Of note is the system of interest boundary embedded within

the system operation side of the control structure (bottom right of the figure below).

System Development I I System Operation

Commandant

Vice Commandant

Deputy
Commandant
for Mission

Support

Deputy
Commandant
for Operations

Resourt

Notes:
Black Solid Arrow Lines Indicate Formal Relationships

Gray Dashed Arrow Lines Indicate Informal or Ad Hoc Unes
of Communication

Red Solid Lines Differentiate Between System Development
and System Operation

Us j
Directo
Logisti

Operational
Commander

(Area)

r of Districts
Cs

Figure 14: Generalized USCG Control Structure Diagram

A more detailed control diagram is provided below in Figure 15. This diagram shows the level

of detail needed to actually perform the hazard analysis using STPA, including the individual

components of the system, loops, and feedback pathways. Each of the funds management and

procurement steps that must occur from the operating unit's request, through delivery of the

product or service, is represented in the various color-coded loops. The sequencing of activities

and actions indicated by the system components are based on information outlined in the USCG

FM BPR Report and activities specified in the Simplified Acquisitions Procedures (SAP)
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Manual, USCG Finance Center Standard Operating Procedures [1] [8] [24]. Note: the control

diagram does not include or represent iterations caused by errors that may occur as the request

progresses through the FM system.

S(1 lake Request to
Procurement Manager

T ransmit
Request (A)

Documentation to Procurement
Request Manager

2) EnterData/Initiate
Procurement Request--

In CA.S

Re quest in
CAS [A)

3; Review Request
Approve Commitment

Re que st
Commitme 5) Approve

Obligation

Record in
CAS (A)

Record
Ob gin 

Record in
General Ledger

Product.
Se-vice DeliveredOperating Unit

(Controller)

PrOcur ern ent
Re li est

M-Aanager
(Controller)

Funds
f'.iana ger

(Contro ller)

Confim ation of Request

Notification of Request

C ontf
Co

Confi
Of Ob

A ard
Notification

Notification of
Funded Request

irm ation of
mmitment -

m ation
ligation Re que st

Notiicaton
in GAS (S)

Conmitmnent
Notification
in CAS (5)

ACquisit On1-
(6) Perf orm
A cquisition Manager

(Controller ) Obligation
(4j Process Notification

Acquisition Request n CA s)

Confirm at ion
Award Award Of Award Obligation

Notification Notification Award Recorded
Ext ernal (A) in CAS (Al Notification

Record Obligation in CAS (S) Commitment
Recorded

Award Award Ma de
Approval Core Accounting

System
(Controlled Process)

Commitment
Requested

Notification
of Product'
Service iSj

A

N T
Order N :Aif icati on Transm itted

Ven dor/Service
Provider

Provide Product;(Controlled Process) Service

Figure 15: USCG FM Control Diagram Structure (Organizational Unit Committed Obligation)
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When represented concurrently, the various steps in the control diagram become difficult to

distinguish. To better describe how the FM system operates, each of the individual steps

required to complete the transaction in the USCG FM system is broken out and described in

more detail.

Step 1: The Operating Unit makes the request to the Procurement Request Manager based on

the requirement to obtain a product or service needed to support the unit's operations. This

action is represented in the red colored line in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Request to Procurement Request Manager (Step 1)
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Step 2: The Procurement Request Manager enters the necessary data into the FM application

(Core Accounting System, CAS). The request is then transmitted to the Funds Manager. This

step is represented below in Figure 17 as the bold magenta colored loop.

Operating Unit
(Controller)

Tramil it
equest Aj

-P ement
Requiest
Manager

AS (A)

Mlanager
(Controller)

Acquisition
lanager

(Controller)

Core Accounting
Sy stern

(Controlled Process)
Ai

Vendor/Service
Provider

(Controlled Process)

Figure 17: Enter Request in CAS (Step 2)
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Step 3: The Funds Manager reviews the request and approves it in CAS. Notification of the

approved request is made to the Acquisition Manager. This step is represented below in Figure

18 as the bold green colored loop.

Operating Unit
(Controller)

T ransmit
request i

r uest in

f3) Reiew R eq t -

Reccr d in
CAS (A)

Reord in
Gener: -

Confirma4 ton of

N

Notifkation of
unded RegLsV

Commitment
Notrfkation

n CAS (S)T~FLN~dA, 16qu-

Comrrilment

Core Accounting
Sy stem .--

(Controlled Process)
c-m In

Figure 18: Review and Approve Commitment (Step 3)
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Provider
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Step 4: The Acquisition Manger performs the acquisition process and makes the award

notification in CAS. The Funds Manager is notified for additional funds management actions

required to complete the procurement in CAS. This step is represented below in Figure 19 as the

blue colored loop.

Operating Unit
(Controller)

Tiansmit
Pequest (A

Pr curnent

j[T!3 t j P'I --

quest -1
4AS i

i le nt

CA-S (A)

Recofd in

Acquisition
Manager

Award
Notification

(4) Process
Ac quisition Request

ConfirmoatfOn
Award Of Award

Notification Award
in CAS (A) Notification

in CAS (S)

Award Award Made
Approal Core A ccounting

System
(Controlled Process)

vendor/Service
Provider

(Controlled Process)

Re que s!
N Not ificati cr

in CA5 UT.

NcAItatjon

nt

Figure 19: Process Acquisition Request (Step 4)
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Step 5: The Funds Manager approves the obligation in CAS for the final amount of the award

based on the Acquisition Manger's prior acquisition process.

Figure 20 as the bold gold colored loop.

This step is represented below in
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in CAS (A) Notification
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Figure 20: Approve Obligation (Step 5)
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Step #6: The Acquisition Manager provides notification to the vendor that is authorized to

deliver the contractually agreed-upon product or service. This step is represented below in

Figure 21 as the olive colored loop, and completes the process for the committed obligation

process that is being analyzed. Upon notification, the vendor will deliver the product or service

to the operating unit.
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Ven dor/Service
p Provider
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4.1.2 SafetyHAT Analysis

Based on these preliminary steps outlined above, the STPA analysis was performed using

SafetyHAT, and is described below.

Step 1: System Component Input

In this first step, components (controllers, actuators, sensors and controlled processes) for the

system are input based on the structure of the control diagram. A description for each of the

components is also provided9 . Figure 22 below includes the listing of the system components

according to the control structure diagram presented above.

System Component Input Form

Existing System Components Sort: Order Entered v & A-Z v a

Award Not fication External (A;

Award Notification in CAS (A)

Award Notification in CAS (S)
Commitment Notification in CAS (S)

Core Accounting System (CP)
cunds Manager

Notification of Product/Service (S)
Obligation Notification in CAS (S)
Operating Unit

Drocurement Request Manager

Record in CAS (A)

Record Obligation in CAS (A)
Request in CAS (A)

Request Notification in CAS (S)

Transmit Request (A)
Vendor/Service Provider (CP

Return to Main Menu
Step 2:

connections

Enter Component Name:
Acquisition Manager

Enter a Component Description:
Embedded (or distributed) as a USCG Base activity; possesses legal authority to obligate
funds on behalf of the USCG for oroducts and services.

V O Ip.O e The Nationol Transportation Systems Center

Figure 22: System Component Input Form (Step 1) in SafetyHAT

9 In this step (Step 1), and in all of the other subsequent steps, SafetyHAT allows the user to enter detailed
descriptions relating to the components, connections, and actions to support the analysis.
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Step 2: System Connection Input Form

System connections represent the directional flow or interactions (upward, downward, input,

output) between system components, as represented in the control structure diagram.

Components have different functions in the system, and are therefore assigned as "component

types" in this step (Figure 23).

System Connections Input Form

Existing System Connections

w A-Z From Type v A - A-Z

Acqursitiun Manager

Awuard Notifcainon External (A)

Award Notification in CAS (A)

Award Notification in CAS (S)

Award Notification in CAS (S)

Commitment Notification in CA
Commitment Notification in CA

Core Accounting System (CP)

Core Accounting System (CP)

Core Accounting System (CP)

Core Accounting System (CP)

Funds Manager

Funds Manager
Notification of Product/Service

Notification of Product/Service

Sort: Order Entered v

To Type I

Controller Award Notification External (A) Actuator

Actuator Vendor/Service Provoaer (CP) Controlled ProcE

Actuator Core Accounting System (CP) Controlled Proce

Sensor Acquisition Manager Controller

Sensor Funds Manager Controller

Sensor Acquisition Manager Controller

Sensor Funds Manager Controller

Controlled Process Obligation Notification in CAS (5 Sensor

Controlled Process Commitment Notification in CA: Sensor

Controlled Process Request Notification in CAS (S) Sensor

Controlled Process Award Notification in CAS (S) Sensor

Controller

Controller
Sensor
Sensor

Obligation Notification in CAS (! Sensor

Obligation Notification in CAS (5 Sensor

Operating Unit Controller

Procurement Request Manager Controller

Record in CAS (A) Actuator

Record Obligation in CAS (A) Actuator

Request in CAS (A) Actuator

Request Notification in CAS (S) Sensor

Request Notification in CAS (S) Sensor
Trainsmit Rpr iipt I L\ Artiatnr

Record Obligation in CAS (A)
Record in CAS (A)
Operating Unit

Acquisition Manager
Funds Manager

Acquisition Manager
Transmit Request (A)

Request in CAS (A)
Core Accounting System (CP)
Core Accounting System (CP)
Core Accounting System (CP)
Funds Manager

Procurement Request Manager
PrnirprAn RanttpO M-Apr

Actuator

Actuator
Controller

Controller

Controller
Controller

Actuator

Actuator

Controlled Proce
Controlled Proce

Controlled ProcE

Controller
Controller
Ontrniled Prnr V

Step: 1 3 - 4 - S - -

Connection Originating Component

Name: Acquisition Manager

Type: Controller

Connection Terminating Component

Name: Award Notification in CAS (A)

Type: Actuator

Enter a Connection Desciption:

The acquisition manager performs the acquisition process and prepares the

award for recording in CAS.

Delete Existing Modify Existing Save As New

Return to Main Menu
Step n:

Component
Step A:

Control Action
View Control

Structure Diagram

i'e The National Transportation Systems Center

Close Form

Form Guidance

Figure 23: System Connections Input Form (Step 2) in SafetyHAT

Step 3: Control Action Input Form

Control actions for the system result in the change of the system state. Control actions are

necessary to ensure the system functions properly, and ultimately, ensure the safety of the system

when it is operated. In this step, control actions for each of the controllers are specified. For

example, in the simulated transaction, the Procurement Request Manger would initiate the

procurement request (PR) in the CAS FM application. A similar input is provided for each of the

other controllers (Operating Unit, Funds Manger, Acquisition Manger), along with a description
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of the control action. Table 3 below includes a complete listing of control actions for each

system controller derived from the information outlined in the USCG FM BPR Report.

Table 3: Summary to Control Actions

Controller Control Action Description
Makes request to the procurement request

Operating Unit manager to initiate an order for products or
services

Procurement Request Manager Initiate Procurement Request (PR) in CAS
Review request and approve commitment
Approve obligation
Perform acquisition process for the core

Acquisition Manager accounting system
Perform acquisition process for external
notification to vendor

The input form for this step of the STPA in SafetyHAT is provided in Figure 24 below:

Control Action Input Form Step: 1 - 2 - - 4 -5 - 7 -8

view Control Actions by Controller Sort: Order Entered A-Z Select Controller
Funds Manager 

0
unds Manager

o oEnter Control Action:
Review request and approve commitment

Enter Detailed Description of the Control Action:
After reviewing the procurement request and verfying the avalabdity of funds, the funds
manager approves the request. The approval of the commitment will be (ultimatley)
recorded in the core accounting system and General Ledger.

Delete Existing Modify Existing Save As New

Step 2: Step4: View Control
Return to Main Menu Connections System Accidents or Losses Structure Diagram Close Form

The Nfna' TrnprtrForm GuidanceVil'r Tre Nursonul Tronsportrton Systems Center

Figure 24: Control Action Input Form (Step 3) in SafetyHAT
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Step 4: Accident (or Losses) Input Form

In the STPA hazard analysis, an accident is defined as an undesired event or condition resulting

from a system hazard under worst-case environmental conditions. Accidents lead to losses, but

should not be confused with hazards, which are system states that lead to accidents. In this stage

of the STPA, two separate and distinct accidents are identified in the table below that can occur

in the FM System:

Table 4: Description of Potential System Accidents

Accident Type Description
A breakdown in the financial

Operating Unit cannot meet operational management/procurement system results in the

requirements or commitments. inability of the frontline operating unit to
perform its missions.

A breakdown in the system results in the
violation of Federal/USCG financial

Violation of USCG Financial Management viltoofFdr/UC fnacl

Violaio o Cicia Mmanagement laws or regulations that occur
while operating the financial management
system.

These accidents represent the two most likely scenarios of losses that occur in the USCG FM

system, although certainly other accident types could be defined. Accordingly, this input is

provided to SafetyHAT, as represented in Figure 25 below.
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Accident (or Losses) Input Form Step: 1 -2-3-0-5-6-2-8

Existing System Accidents (or Losses)

Step 3:

Sort: Order Entered v A-Z v

Violation of USCG Financial Management Laws and/or policies

Enter System Accident (or Loss):
Operating Unit cannot meet operational requirements or commitments

Enter Detailed Description of the Accident (or Loss):
A break-down in the financial management/procurement system results in the inability of
the front-line operating unit to perform its missions.

Delete Existing

Step S:
stem Hazards

Modify Existing

View Control
Structure Diagram

Save As New

Close Form

Form Guidance

Figure 25: Accident (or Losses) Input Form (Step 4) in SafetyHAT

Step 5: System Hazards Input Form

Hazards are defined as system states or conditions that lead to a system accident under a specific

set of worst-case conditions. Hazards are high-level and broadly defined conditions that cause a

system accident. For the USCG's FM system, there are five likely system hazards that exist as

presented in Table 5 below. In this step of STPA, each of the hazards is also associated with

possible accidents that could result from the system operation. In identifying the system hazards,

the list of hazards should be complete, but it is not required to specify every possible hazard

scenario. Typically, the number of hazards identified is less than seven [25].
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Table 5: Description of System Hazards and Associated Accident(s)

System Hazards Description Associated Accident(s)

Commitments or obligations are not Commitments or obligations are not in Violation of USCG Financial
in line with USCG financial policy, line with USCG missions, spending plan, Management Laws and/or
spending plans, or congressional financial resources management policy, policies.
intent. congressional intent, or do not reflect the

correct amount or purpose.

Commitments or obligations are The total commitments or obligations Violation of USCG Financial
recorded in excess of funding exceed funding limitations in the financial Management Laws and/or
limitations. system. policies.

Financial commitments or Transactions (commitments and/or Violation of USCG Financial
obligations are inaccurately or obligations) are not properly entered in Management Laws and/or
improperly recorded in the financial the financial system, i.e., do not contain policies.
system. the correct fiscal period, appropriation

symbol, amount, quantity, and/or purpose.

Operating unit has missing and/or The procurement of products/services did Operating Unit cannot meet
inoperable equipment, services, or not occur in a manner that enabled the operational requirements or
supplies; or lacks qualification. operating unit to obtain supplies or commitments.

services to repair assets or maintain a
required state of readiness and/or crew
qualification. Violation of USCG Financial

Management Laws and/or
policies.

USCG contracts are executed prior USCG contracts are executed, or funds Violation of USCG Financial
to sufficient funds being obligated, prior to sufficient funds being Management Laws and/or
appropriated or committed. appropriated or committed. policies.

Figure 26 below shows the Hazard input form. The highlighted system hazard on the left-hand

side of the column (Commitments or obligations are recorded in excess offunding limitations) is

associated with the accident on the lower right-hand side (Violation of USCG Financial

Management laws and/or policies), consistent with the information also presented in Table 5.
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Hazard Input Form Step: t - - 3 -4 6 - 7 - ft

Existing System Hazards Sort: Order Entered * - A-Z - - Enter System Hazard:
Commitments or obligations are not lne with 1sjS financial poicy, spend plans, or congi Operating unit has missing and/or ioperable equiomenw, services, suppies; or lacks quahfc,
Commitments or obligations are recorded in excess of fundmg limitations Enter Detailed Description of Hazard:
Fnancia5 commrtrmernts orobhgations are smaccurately or rmproperly recorded : the francs The procurement of products/services did not occur in a mannerthat enabled the operating

USCG contract s are e xecuted prior to sufficient funds being appropriated or committed unit to obtain suplies or services to repair assets or maintain a required state of readiness
USCGcorlrats re secredpr~rtosuf~csot fodsbe~f atsror~tedorc~srsttd add/or crew qualfication.

Select Associated Acrcident(s):

Delete Existing Modify Existing Save As New

Return to Main Menu Step 4: Step 6: View ControlSystem Accidents or Losses Unsafe Ctl Action Analysis Structure Diagram lose Form

-r% - aFormtcGuidaneV The Notional Transportation Systers Center

Figure 26: Hazard Input Form (Step 5) in SafetyHAT showing system hazards

Step 6: Unsafe Control Action (UCA) Analysis Input Form

In this step, an assessment is performed to identify potential unsafe control action scenarios that

could lead to an unidentified system hazard. In this stage of the analysis, the control actions that

were input in Step 3 are assessed using the six unsafe control actions categories presented in

Table 6 below, for each of the four controllers.

Table 6: Possible Unsafe Control Actions Scenarios in SafetyHAT

Unsafe Control Action Category

Provided when the control action is not needed or unsafe

Provided, but the intensity is incorrect (too much or too little)

Provided, but executed incorrectly

Provided, but duration is too long or too short

Provided, but the starting time is too soon or too late

Not provided when needed to maintain safety

Completing this step, however, requires the user to have a solid understanding of how the system

operates, including an understanding of the controllers' actions, process model and system

constraints. Not all of the unsafe control action categories are applicable to each of the control

actions. Figure 27 below shows the SafetyHAT input form used to analyze each of the control
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actions. In the figure, the operating unit's action Makes request to the procurement request

manager to initiate an order for products or serves is analyzed by assessing if an unsafe control

action applies to a particular hazard.

Unsafe Control Action (UCA) Analysis

Select Controller

Operating Unit

Control Action: I of I
Makes request to the procurement request manager to initiate an order for products or services

Control Action h~~~its ds
Analysis Completed

Select Unsafe Control Action Category Complete Add Note
Provided, but the intensity is incorrect (too much or too little) 4 Qj

Existing UCAs for Selected Control Action and UCA Category

Return to Main Menu Step S:
System Hazards Causa

M Ir The Natonal ironsportaonof Systems Conter

Step 7:
1 Factor Analysis

Step: i -2 - 3 - 4 - -- - -8

Next ontiol Ac tion

Enter or Select a Detailed Description for UCA
The operating unit does not provide alI of the required request information to accurately
nitiate the procurement process.

(All UCAs for Selected Controli) I

Select Relevant Hazards (if applicable)

Commitments or obigations are recorded in excess of funding limitations

nancial commitments or obligations are inaccurately or improperly recorode in the finan
Commitments or obligations are not in line with USCG financial policy, spend plans, or con
USCG contracts are executed prior to sufficient funds being appropriated or committed

Delete Existing Modify Existing

View Control
Structure Diagram

Save As New

Close Form

Form Guidance

Figure 27: Unsafe Control Action Analysis Input Form (Step 6) in SafetyHAT

Table 7 provides a summary and description of the Unsafe Control Actions identified in the

system.

Step 7. Causal Factor Analysis

The final step of STPA using SafetyHAT is to evaluate each of the previously identified unsafe

control actions that could lead to a system hazard. This is the most time consuming part of using

STPA, and is where the benefits of the SafetyHAT tool are most noticeable. The input form for

Step 7 is provided in Figure 28 below.
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Table 7: Component Unsafe Control Actions

I
Component Control Action Unsafe Control Action Description

Name

Procurement Initiate Procurement The procurement request manager did not initiate the procurement
equest Request (PR) in CAS request, which prevented the product/service from progressing
Manager through the financial management system.

Procurement The request was initiated in the financial management system, but
Request Initiate Procurement contained data errors, or possibly incorrect routing for transmittal to
Manager Request (PR) in CAS the level.
Procurement The product/service requested is incorrect--i.e. wrong vendor,
Request Rquest Pro urement incorrect funding level, wrong quantity, incorrect unit cost or total
Manager amount, or incorrect accounting information.
Procurement Initiate Procurement The procurement request manager initiated the procurement request
Request Request (PR) in CAS too late, which delayed its progress through the financial management
Manager system.

Makes request to the
procurement request The operating unit does not initiate the request to the procurement

Operating Unit manager to initiate an request manager, which prevented the product/service from being
order for products or delivered.
services
Makes request to the The operating unit transmits the incorrect request information
procurement request (vendor, product, quantity, type, etc.), or makes the request to the

Operating Unit manager to initiate an incorrect PR manager. This action prevents the transaction from
order for products or being properly initiated by the PR manager.
services
Makes request to the
procurement request The operating unit does not provide all of the required request

Operating Unit manager to initiate an information to accurately initiate the procurement process.
order for products or
services
Makes request to the The operating unit is unable to transmit/provide all of the required
procurement request request information within prescribed lead-time requirements, which

Operating Unit manager to initiate an prevents the product/service from being procured and delivered
order for products or within the required timeframe.
services

The funds manager did not approve the obligation, which delays
Funds Manager Approve obligation subsequent steps in procurement process from occurring.

The funds manager approves the committed obligation, but the
Funds Manager Approve obligation obligation contains inaccurate information that creates errors in the

core accounting system.
Following the award in CAS, the Funds manager approves the

Funds Manager Approve obligation obligation for an amount that exceeds the level of available funding
in the system or makes a duplicate entry in the financial management
system.
The funds manager records the committed obligation too late, which

Funds Manager Approve obligation prevents the procurement from progressing through the financial
management system.
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The funds manager received the request, but did not review, verify
Review request and and/or approve the commitment, which prevented the request for

Funds Manager approve commitment products or services from progressing through the financial
management system within acceptable limits.
The funds manager reviews and approves the commitment, but it

Review request and contains errors or inaccurate information that prevents the
approve commitment procurement from progressing through the financial management

system.

Review request and Funds manager approves the procurement request (commitment) for
Funds Manager approve commitment an amount that exceeds the level of funds available in the system.

The funds manager reviews, verifies and approves the procurement
Funds Manager Review request and request too late which prevents the request from progressing through

approve commitment the financial management system within acceptable limits.
o aFor External: The acquisition manager does not complete the

Acquisition Perform acquisition acquisition process, which results in an unacceptable delay in the
Manager process for external delivery of the requested products/services from the vendor to the

notification to vendor operating unit.
For External: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition
process, but all of the steps required to place the order to the vendor

. Perform acquisition are not completed, or are made out of sequence. These conditions
Acquisition process for external could results in delays and/or cause the vendor to provide the
Manager notification to vendor incorrect product or service to the operating unit as originally

requested. The action could also violate USCG financial
management or procurement regulations.
For External: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition

Perform acquisition process, but it is incorrect (i.e., contains wrong vendor, incorrect
Acquisition pefor autin funding level, wrong quantity, incorrect unit cost or total amount,
Manager nocss o enor and/or incorrect accounting information), which results in an

notification to vendor incorrect order being prepared for the vendor. This action will likely
delay the procurement process and introduce financial errors in CAS.

f For External: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition
Acquisition Perform acquisition process, but it occurs too late and results in an unacceptable delay in
Manager process for external processing the order and consequently the delivery of

notification to vendor products/services from the vendor to the operating unit.
. Perform acquisition CAS: The acquisition manager does not perform the acquisition

Acquisition process for the core process, which results in delays in the procurement of the goods or
Manager accounting system services.

CAS: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition process, but
the transaction is not executed properly and cannot be completed (i.e.

Acquisition Perform acquisition incorrect financial information, wrong vendor, insufficient
anasen process for the core procurement authority), which delays the procurement process and/or

Manager accounting system violates USCG policies. The process can also be performed out of
sequence with other actions, which could be a violation of financial
management or procurement regulations.
CAS: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition process, but

Perform acquisition it is incorrect (i.e., contains wrong vendor, incorrect funding level,
Acquisition pefor acon wrong quantity, incorrect unit cost or total amount, and/or incorrect
Manager process for the core accounting information), which results in erroneous obligations being

accounting system recorded in CAS. This action will likely delay the procurement
process and introduce financial errors in CAS.

Acquisition Perform acquisition CAS: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition process, but

Manager process for the core the delayed action prevents the procurement process from being
accounting system completed within time limits.
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Causal Factor Analysis

Controller I of 4
Acquisition Manager

Description 1 of 8
For External: The acquisition manager performs the acquisition process, but all of the steps required to place the
order to the vendor are not completed, or are made out of sequence. These conditions could results in delays

UCA Analysis
Completed

lieviui Contiolle : Previrus Wlecord

Sort: Order Entered V Component Name A-Z V

Existing Causal Factors for Selected Unsafe Control Action
Component Name or

Causal Factor Connection From Connection To

Actuator inadequate operation, change over ti, Award Notification Ext
External disturbances Acquisition Manager
Process model or calibration incomplete or inc Acquisition Manager
Controller to actuator signal ineffective, missir Acquisition Manager Award Notification Extf:
Actuation delivered incorrectly or inadequatel Award Notification Ext Vendor/Service Providi
Sensor to controller signal inadequate, missing Notification of Product Acquisition Manager

Next Record

Step: I 2 ; 3 - 4 - S - 6 -

Associated Hazards:

Operating unit has missing and/or inoperable equipment, services, sup
USCG contracts are executed prior to sufficient funds being appropriate

Next Controller

Select: Component or Connection
Component

Causal Component
Vendor/Service Provider (CP)

Component Type Controlled Process

Select the Appropriate Causal Factor
Controlled component failure, change overtime

Enter or Select a Causal Factor Description
The vendor's requirements for taking orders have changed, or new and unfamiliar
information is required.

i7-i

All Causal ractor Descriptions for Seiectvd Component / Connection and Causal 
0
actor

Delete Existing Modify Existing Save As New

View Control
Structure Diagram

Causal Factor Diagram

Close Form

Form Guidance

Figure 28: Causal Factor Analysis Input Form (Step 7) in SafetyHAT

The analysis performed in Step 7 includes an assessment of causal factors of the unsafe control

actions initiated by system controllers. In this part of the STPA, causality is examined for each

of the system controllers, actuators, controlled processes, sensors, and connections between the

components. To aid with the analysis, the SafetyHAT tool has a listing of generalized

descriptions for how a UCA could occur in the system based on the research and work of

Leveson and others [13]. Research at the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center further

adopted Leveson's UCA guidewords to transportation systems, and built them into SafetyHAT

(Figure 29) [26].
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Causal Factor Analysis - Causal Factor Diagram
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Figure 29: Causal Factor Analysis Diagram Provided For SafetyHAT STPA Analysis

Although the form and guidewords are useful in performing STPA, and were used to analyze the

USCG FM system, it still requires the user to provide (and record) the details of how the causal

factors would relate to the actions made during the operation of the FM system. This includes all

of the steps and actions taken from when the operating unit initiates the request until the product

or service is delivered. A complete list of causal factors for the STPA of the USCG FM system

is presented in Table 8 (discussed in greater detail below). Also, in Chapter 6 of this document,

recommended causal factor guidewords are proposed that are more applicable to Federal

financial management operations. A complete summary of the STPA analysis data derived from

SafetyHAT is provided in Appendix B.

Step 8: Export Data
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The last step in SafetyHAT is to export the data generated from applying STPA. A convenient

and extraordinary useful feature in SafetyHAT enables the data to be exported to a Microsoft

Excel workbook where SafetyHAT STPA inputs and outputs are separated on individual tabs.

With the workbook, desired analytical operations can be performed. Figure 30 depicts a

representative data export in Microsoft Excel for the STPA performed using SafetyHAT.
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OC( ] -Data Export_41v2 - Excel
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iHAZNO HAZARD UCA_NO COMPONENTNA
Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement

2 2 supplies; or lacks 1 Request Manager
Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement

2 supplies; or lacks 1 Request Manager
Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement

4 2 supplies; or lacks 1 Request Manager
Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement

5 2 supplies; or lacks 1 Request Manager
Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement

8 2 supplies; or lacks 2 Request Manager
Operating unit has missing

andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement
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Operating unit has missing
andlor inoperable
equipment, services, Procurement
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financial management system, but
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External
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External
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CFUSERDESC
Lack of training, poor job performance,
improper prioritization of tasks, or lack of
feedback regarding the status of the system
caused the PR manager to introduce errors

Excessive workload, job pressure, or some
form of distraction caused the PR manager to
inaccurately make the request--i.e.
introduction of errors.

A CAS system error prevents the commitment
from being accurately recorded.

A system error caused the introduction of
errors as the request progressed through
subsequent stages of the approval process.
Excessive workload, job pressure, or some
form of distraction caused the PR manager to
inaccurately make the request--i.e.

introduce errors.
Lack of training, poor job performance,
improper prioritization of tasks, or lack of
feedback regarding the status of the system

caused the PR manager to introduce errors

A CAS system error prevents the commitment
from being accurately recorded.
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Figure 30: Representative Data Export for SafetyHAT STPA Analysis
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The application of STPA to the USCG FM system identified a total of 205 causal factors. The

following sections of this document deal with analyzing and recommending actions to mitigate

the presence or effect of the hazards in the system.

4.2 Interpretation of Data

4.2.1 Hazard Mitigation

For the hazard analysis performed on the USCG FM system, the causal factors relating to the

unsafe control actions is of particular interest so that actions can be taken to mitigate their impact

in the system or eliminate their presence. The list of causal factors identified using STPA

(SafetyHAT Step 7) is included in Table 8 below. Based on the STPA results from SafetyHAT,

requirements were generated to mitigate the hazard and risk to the system based on their

causality, and also included in Table 8. Additionally, building upon the information presented in

Chapter 2 regarding roles and responsibilities in the USCG FM system, primary responsibility

for remediating the hazard is recommend for assignment to either the sponsor/acquirer of the

financial management software application (CAS), or the Business Process Reengineering Team.

These requirements and assignment of primary responsibility will enable these responsible

USCG elements to address them in the system. It is worth noting that one benefit of using

SafetyHAT is that the hazard analysis process is completely repeatable and traceable, which is

especially important for follow-on work that may generate new system requirements.
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Table 8: USCG FM System STPA Analysis Causal Factors

Causal Factor User/Detailed
Description

From To Component
Component (if applicable)

Requirement Statement

Primary Hazard
Remediation
Responsibility

External control input The requirements of the operating Procurement The operating unit shall have a means to Financial Application

I or information wrong or unit were not correctly Request convey a time requirement associated with Finnc A ireo
missing interrupted/explained, resulting in a Manager the request. Sponsor/Acquirer

time lag in the process.

Lack of training, poor job
performance, improper prioritization

Process model or of tasks, or lack of feedback Procurement The procurement request manager shall have Financial Application
2 calibration incomplete regarding the status of the system Request a means to receive and track the time Sponsor/Acquirer

or incorrect prevented the service from being Manager requirements associated with the request.

ordered (and thereby delivered)
within the required time.

The acquisition manager does not
make the award in CAS due to lack of

Process model or training, improper prioritization of Acquisition The acquisition manager shall have a means Financial Application
16 calibration incomplete workload, sub-par job performance, Manager to receive and track the time requirements Sponsor/Acquirer

or incorrect or no feedback on the status of the associated with the request.
system (i.e. follow-on notification or
reminder to perform the task).

The acquisition manager (and other system
controllers) shall be provided a work

Excessive workload, form of Acquisition environment conducive to completing Business Process
19 External disturbances distraction, or other pressure could Manager accurate and timely financial management Reengineering Team

cause the delayed action. services. This includes sufficient workforce
capacity to complete request/tasks within
time limits.

Actuator inadequate A CAS system error could prevent Award

21 operation, change over the award transaction from being Notification The CAS shall record transactions within Financial Application

ti recorded in CAS in a timely manner i CAti(n [specify time]. Sponsor/Acquirer
time in CAS (A)

as required.

The acquisition manager may lack the
Process model or proper training or sense of Acquisition The acquisition manager shall receive Business Process

22 calibration incomplete prioritization for the task or does not Manager training and feedback regarding job Reengineering Team
or incorrect know the status of the system and requirements and performance expectations.

realize action is required.
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Process model or
26 calibration incomplete

or incorrect

The acquisition manager does not
make the award to the vendor due to
lack of training, task prioritization,
sub-par job performance, or lacks
sense of urgency to complete the
transaction/order the product or
service.

Acquisition
Manager

The acquisition manager shall receive
training and feedback regarding job
requirements and performance expectations.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

External control input The delay could be caused by a delay . Funds managers (and other system Business Process
28 or information wrong or in input from another controller-, i.e., Acquisition controllers) shall take action on requests Reengineering Team

missing the funds manager. Manager within [specify time].

The acquisition manager (and other system
External disturbances in the form of controllers) shall be provided a work
excessive workload, job stress, or Acquisition environment conducive to completing Business Process

29 External disturbances other distraction could cause a delay anaser accurate and timely financial management Busines Proes
or lag in the acquisition manager's Manager services. This includes sufficient workforce Reengineering Team
action. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.

The process model of the acquisition
manager inhibits him/her from
making the award to the vendor in a

Process model or timely manner. This could be caused .q.i.nThe acquisition manager shall receive Business Process
30 calibration incomplete by lack of training, sub-par job Acquisition training and feedback regarding job Busines P es

or incorrect performance, improper prioritization, Manager requirements and performance expectations. Reengineering Team
or lack of feedback regarding the
state of the system and action that is
required.

The funds manager (and other system

Excessive workload, job pressure, or controllers) shall be provided a work

distraction could prevent the funds Funds environment conducive to completing Business Process50manager from recording the Manager accurate and timely financial management Busine Proce
obligation in CAS. services. This includes sufficient workforce

capacity to complete request/tasks within
time limits.

Actuator inadequate The funds manager attempted to Record
51 operation, change over record the obligation, but the action Obligation in Funds managers shall have access to the Business Process

time was not communicated to the core CAS (A) CAS to perform financial operations. Reengineering Team
accounting system.
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Input to controlled
53 process missing or

wrong

The information that should have
been provided by the funds manager
is missing, which results in
incomplete or inaccurate information
in the core accouintingY system

Core
Accounting
System (CP)

The funds manager shall have a feedback
mechanism to ensure transactions are
complete and free from data entry or
approval errors.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Output of controlled Missing information results in errors Core
54 po contrbued within CAS and prevents accurate Accounting The CAS system shall not record transactions Financial Application

process contributes to reporting of financial management System (CP) that are missing information. Sponsor/Acquirer

information.

The funds manager (and other system
Sensor inadequate The funds manager is not aware that Award controllers) shall be notified of required Financial Application

55 operation, change over action is required to record the Notification actions, and have feedback regarding the Sponsor/Acquirer
time obligation in CAS. in CAS (S) state of the system, including pending actions

required.

The funds manager recorded the The funds manager shall receive training and

Process model or excessive obligation due to lack of feedback regarding job requirements and
57 calibration incomplete training, poor job performance, Funds performance expectations. The CAS shall Business Process

or incorrect improper prioritization of workload, Manager not allow users to record obligations that Reengineering Team

or missing feedback regarding the exceed the availability of available funding.
status of the system.

Actuator inadequate A system error caused the funds Record Funds managers shall not be able to enter or
58 operation, change over manager to inadvertently enter a Obligation in approve transactions in CAS that exceed the Financial Application

time transaction in CAS that exceeded the CAS (A) amount of available funding. Sponsor/Acquirer
level of available funding.

Sensor inadequate The funds manager is not made aware Award Funds managers shall not be able to enter or
61 operation, change over of the excessive obligation in a Notification approve transactions in CAS that exceed the Financial Application

time manner that prevents it from being in CAS (S) amount of available funding. Sponsor/Acquirer
recorded in the system.

The funds manager (and other system
Excessive workload, job pressure, or controllers) shall be provided a work
distraction could prevent the funds Funds environment conducive to completing Business Process

65 External disturbances manager from recording the Manager accurate and timely financial management Reengineering Team
obligation in CAS in a timely services. This includes sufficient workforce
manner. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.
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Process model or
66 calibration incomplete

or incorrect

The funds manager did not record the
obligation in a timely manner due to
lack of training, poor job
performance, improper prioritization
of workload, or missing feedback
regarding the status of the system.

Funds
Manager

The funds manager shall receive training and
feedback regarding job requirements and
performance expectations.

Business Process

Reengineering Team

Funds managers shall be able to determine

Input from a different funds manager Core who is responsible for taking actions,

67 Conflicting control overrode or delayed recording the Accounting including designated responsibility for taking Financial Application
action obligation in CAS. System (CP) primary (and back-up) actions on requests, Sponsor/Acquirer

and receive confirmation for the completed
action.

The funds manager did not accurately
record the obligation. The error could

Process model or be the result of lack of Traiing poor Funds The funds manager shall receive training and Business Process
72 calibration incomplete .b erf om ac, distrain , or Mn ge feedback regarding job requirements and Bus ine eringoe am

or incorrect job performance, distraction, or Manager performance expectations. Reengineering Team
missing feedback regarding the status
of the system.

Actuator inadequate A CAS system error prevented the

73 operation, change over obligation from being accurately Record in The CAS shall accurately record obligations Financial Application

time recorded, including the introduction CAS (A) based on user inputs and data provided. Sponsor/Acquirer
of data errors.

Sensor inadequate Lack of information regarding the Award The funds manger (and other system users)

77 operation, change over status of the system could cause the Notification shall be able to access or be notified of the Financial Application

time funds manager to record the in CAS (S) state of requests and pending or completed Sponsor/Acquirer
inaccurate obligation in the CAS. actions taken by controllers.

Excessive workload, job pressure, or The funds manager shall receive training and
distraction could cause the funds Funds feedback regarding job requirements and Business Process

82 External disturbances manager to record a commitment that Fnds performance expectations. This includes Reengineering Team
exceeds the level of funding Manager sufficient workforce capacity to complete
available. request/tasks within time limits.

The funds manager recorded the
excessive commitment due to lack of

Process model or training, poor job performance, Funds The funds manager shall receive training and Business Process
83 calibration incomplete improper prioritization of workload, Fnds feedback regarding job requirements and Busines P es

or incorrect or due to an effective feedback Manager performance expectations. Reengineering Team
mechanism regarding the status of the
system.
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Actuator inadequate
84 operation, change over

time

A CAS system error could cause the
funds manager to record a
commitment that exceeds the level of
available funding.

Record in
CAS (A)

Funds managers shall not be able to enter or
approve transactions that exceed the amount
of available funding.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

A CAS system error prevented the
commitment from being recorded in a

Actuator inadequate timely manner, which delays the Users shall have access to the CAS to

operation, change over procurement and delivery of the Record in approve and record commitments in [specify Financial Application
89 ti products or services to the delayed CAS (A) time] so follow-on financial management Sponsor/Acquirer

start for follow-on financial activities can occur.
management or procurement
activities.

Excessive workload, job pressure, or The funds manager shall receive training and

distraction could prevent the funds Funds feedback regarding job requirements and Business Process
93 External disturbances manager from taking action to Manager performance expectations. This includes Reengineering Team

review, verify and approve the sufficient workforce capacity to complete
procurement request. request/tasks within time limits.

Controller to actuator A missing or ineffective means to
signal ineffective, communicate the request to the The operating unit shall have a means to

95 missing, or delayed: procurement manager ultimately Operating Transmit communicate requests to the procurement Besinergces
hardware open, short, delays or prevents the delivery of the request manager.
missing, intermittent or required products or services.
faulty

The operating unit (and other system
controllers) shall be provided a work

Excessive workload or distractions .ontrollen shadlcbe ocdmpleting
could prevent the operating unit from Operating environment conducive to completing Business Process

96 External disturbances codven the etin ai fm pt accurate and timely financial management Busines Proes
conveying the request in a timely Unit services. This includes sufficient workforce eengineering eam
manner. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.

Lack of feedback regarding the status The operating unit shall be provided with a
Process model or of the system (and specifically, the feedback mechanism to communicate the
Process mode or status of the pending request for a Operating febcmchnstoomuiaehe Business Process

97 calibration incomplete ptadu o senine) u t the U n g status of requests, including any missing or Reengineering Team

or incorrect product or service) could inhibit the Unit incomplete information required by other
operating unit from submitting the system controllers.
request for products or services.
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Process model or
99 calibration incomplete

or incorrect

Lack of feedback regarding the status
of the system (and specifically,
missing details regarding the request,
or status, for the product or service)
could be the cause for submitting the
incorrect information.

Operating
Unit

The operating unit shall be provided with a
feedback mechanism to communicate the
status of requests, including any missing or
incomplete information required by other
system controllers.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

The operating unit obtains incorrect
or incompatible information
(regarding the product or service) The operating unit shall be provided with a
from a source external to the system,Teopriguntsalbprvddwha

External control input . feedback mechanism to communicate theExrnraonronu o which is transmitted to the Operating status of requests, including any missing orProcess
2 ifing procurement request manager for Unit saofpleesinformation required by other Reengineering Teammissing action. The errors or information incomplete rar

incompatibility prevents the system controllers.
transaction from being initiated by
the PR manager.

The operating unit obtains incomplete
information (regarding the product or The operating unit shall be provided with a
service) from a source external to the feedback mechanism to communicate the

External control input system, which is transmitted to the Operating status of requests, including any missing or Business Process
104 or information wrong or procurement request manager for Unit incomplete information required by other Busines Proes

missing action. Also, the operating unit may system controllers. The operating unit shall Reengineering Team
not be aware of all the requirements be provided with training regarding
necessary for the procurement procedures and processes to make requests.
manager to initiate the transaction.

The operating unit (and other system
Excessive workload or distractions controllers) shall be provided a work
could prevent the operating unit from . environment conducive to completing Business Process

105 External disturbances conveying all of the required Operatig accurate and timely financial management Busines Proes
information relating to the request in Unit services. This includes sufficient workforce Reengineering Team
a timely manner. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.
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Process model or
107 calibration incomplete

or incorrect

Lack of feedback regarding the status
of the system (and specifically, the
status of the pending request for a
product or service) could inhibit the
operating unit from providing all of
the information required to initiate
the procurement process. The
operating unit may also not be aware
of the requirement to provide
information.

Operating
Unit

The operating unit shall be provided with a
feedback mechanism to communicate the
status of requests, including any missing or
incomplete information required by other
system controllers. The operating unit shall
be provided training regarding procedures
and processes to make requests.

A missing or ineffective means to

Actuator inadequate communicate the request to the Transmit The operating unit shall have a means to Business Process
108 operation, change over procurement manager prevents the Request (A) communicate requests to the procurement Reengineering Team

time initiation of the process to procure the request manager.

required products or services.

The operating unit cannot obtain the The operating unit shall have a means to
necessary information required to determine committed, obligated and available

External control input initiative the request, or the operating funding balances. The operating unit shall be

109 or information wrong or umt does not have an accurate Operating provided with a feedback mechanism to Business rocess

missing account balance(s) due to erroneous Unit communicate the status of requests, including Reengineering Team
system reporting. The erroneous any missing or incomplete information

reporting may be the result of other required by other system controllers.

unsafe control actions.

The operating unit (and other system

controllers) shall be provided a work
Excessive workload or distractions .on irol e nt sha dlcb e oid mpleting

could prevent the operating unit from Operating environmi~ent conducive to completing Business Process
110 External disturbances inidipeing the etin i f npt accurate and timely financial management Busines Proes

initiating the request in a timely Unit services. This includes sufficient workforce Reengineering Team
manner. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.

The operating unit shall be provided with a

Process model or Lack of feedback regarding the status p . feedback mechanism to communicate the
Prces odl r of the system could inhibit the Operating sttso euss nldn n isn r Business Process

III calibration incomplete operating unit from submitting the Unit status of requests, including any missing or Reengineering Team
or icorrect oertgt from smtine incomplete information required by other

request for products or services. system controllers.

Controller to actuator A missing or ineffective means to The operating unit shall have a means to
signal ineffective, communicate the request to the Operating Transmit make a request, including means necessary to Business Process

112 missing, or delayed: procurement manager prevents Unit Request (A) make requests under non-routine Reengineering Team
hardware open, short, initiation of the procurement process, circumstances or when deployed.
missing, intermittent, or and ultimately delivery of the
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faulty required products or services.

Excessive workload, job pressure, or The procurement request manager (and other

some form of distraction prevented Procurement system controllers) shall be provided a work Business Process114 External disturbances the PR manager from initiating the Request environment conducive to completing Reengineering Team
request in a timely manner. Manager accurate and timely financial management

services.

Miscommunication or Procurement request manager shall be able to
Hazardous interaction communication among individual PR Procurement determine who is responsible for taking
with other components managers could confuse who is Requet actions, including designated responsibility Financial Application
in the rest of the [FM responsible (or lead) for initiating the Manager for taking primary (and back-up) actions on Sponsor/Acquirer
system] procurement on behalf of the requests, and receive confirmation for the

operating unit. completed action.

The requirements of the operating
External control input unit were not correctly Procurement The operating unit shall receive training Business Process

118 or information wrong or interpreted/explained, so the PR Request regarding procedures necessary to make Reengineering Team
missing manager did not take appropriate Manager requests.

action to initiate the request.

The procurement request manager (and other

Excessive workload, job pressure, or system controllers) shall be provided a work

some form of distraction prevented Procurement environment conducive to completing Business Process119 External disturbances the PR manager from initiating the Request accurate and timely financial management Reengineering Team
request. Manager services. This includes sufficient workforce

capacity to complete request/tasks within
time limits.

Lack of training, poor job

Process model or performance, improper prioritization Procurement The procurement request manager shall Business Process
121 calibration incomplete of tasks, or lack of feedback Request receive training and feedback regarding job

or incorrect regarding the status of the system Manager requirements and performance expectations. Reengineering Team
prevented the service from being
ordered.
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Hazardous interaction

123 with other components
in the rest of the [FM
system]

Miscommunication or
communication among individual PR
managers could confuse who is
responsible (or lead) for initiating the
procurement on behalf of the
operating unit, so it was never
initiated

Procurement
Request
Manager

Procurement request manager shall be able to
determine who is responsible for taking
actions, including designated responsibility
for taking primary (and back-up) actions on
requests, and receive confirmation for the
completed action.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

The procurement request manager (and other

system controllers) shall be provided a work

Excessive workload, job pressure or Procurement environment conducive to completing Business Process
127 External disturbances some form of distraction caused the Request accurate and timely financial management nes P eam

PR manager to inaccurately make the Manager services. This includes sufficient workforce R n g
request, i.e., introduce errors. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limits.

Lack of training, poor job

Process model or performance, improper prioritization Procurement The procurement request manager shall Business Process
129 calibration incomplete oegasdgthe status of the system Request receive training and feedback regarding job Benineeingoeam

or incorrect cad the PR m a to inte Manager requirements and performance expectations. Reengineering Team
caused the PR manager to introduce

errors into the procurement request.

The procurement request manager (and other
Excessive workload, job pressure, or Procurement system controllers) shall be provided a work Business Process

133 External disturbances somnfor o isaction cae the Request environment conducive to completing Re TPR manager to inaccurately make the Manager accurate and timely financial management engineering eam

request, i.e., introduce errors. services.

The acquisition manager makes an
incorrect order due to lack of training,

Process model or task prioritization, sub-par job Acquisition The acquisition manager shall receive Business Process
142 calibration incomplete performance, or inadequate sense of Manager training and feedback regarding job Reengineering Team

or incorrect urgency to complete the requirements and performance expectations.

transaction/order the product or
service.

A disturbance caused by job stress, The acquisition manager shall receive

excessive workload, or other Acquisition training and feedback regarding job Business Process
147 External disturbances distraction could contribute to the Manager requirements and performance expectations. Reengineering Team

AM not completing the order This includes sufficient workforce capacity
correctly. to complete request/tasks within time limits.
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Process model or
148 calibration incomplete

or incorrect

The acquisition manager does not
properly execute the transaction due
to a process model problem.
Potential causes: lack of training,
poor job performance, or no feedback
mechanism regarding the status of the
system or vendor specific
requirements necessary to properly
complete the acquisition process.

Acquisition
Manager

The acquisition manager shall receive
training and feedback regarding job
requirements and performance expectations.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, The systems required by the AM to Award The CAS and other systems, materials,

149 missing, or delayed: complete the acquisition process are Acquisition Notification infrastructure, means of communication and Business Process
hardware open, short, not available. Manager External (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or the acquisition manager.
faulty

Actuator inadequate The means to transmit the order to the Award The operating unit shall have a means to Business Process
150 operation, change over vendor does not exist, so the process Notification communicate requests to the procurement Reengineering Team

time is not completed. External (A) request manager.

Actuation delivered
incorrectly or The order is transmitted to the Awardt. Vendor/Service The acquisition manager shall have a means Business Process
inadequately: incorrect incorrect vendor. Notification Provider (CP) to make dorm orders are submitted to Reengineering Team
connection Etra orc edrfrflilet

The vendor's requirements for taking The acquisition manager shall be able to

Controlled component orders have changed, or new and Vendor/Servi receive confirmation that the vendor has
152 failure, change over unfamiliar information is required. ce Provider received all required information necessary BReine rogeam

tieConsequently, the order is delayed or (CP) to fulfill the order, and the product or service Reengineering Team
the incorrect product or service is is .
provided. beig provided to the operating unit.

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, The AM is not able to perform the Award The CAS and other systems, materials,

156 missing, or delayed: acquisition process because the Acquisition Notification infrastructure, means of communication and Business Process
hardware open, short, required systems are not available, so Manager External (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or the action is delayed. the acquisition manager.
faulty

The acquisition manager performs the
acquisition process, but a system

Actuator inadequate error (SWS, CAS) causes a delay in Award The acquisition manager shall have the tools Business Process
157 operation, change over transmittal to the vendor. The time Notification and systems available to perform assigned Reengineering Team

time lag results in the inability of the External (A) tasks.
vendor to provide the service to the
operating unit in a timely manner.
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Process input supplier
158 inadequate operation,

change over time

The vendor does not receive the order
notification in a timely manner from
the acquisition manager.

Vendor/Servi
ce Provider
(CP)

The procurement manager shall have a
feedback mechanism to verify orders are
received and being fulfilled by vendors.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

A delay in the means of transmittal

Actuation delivered (mail, electronic, other) causes a

incorrectly or delay in the delivery of the order to Award Vendor/Service The acquisition manager shall have a means Business Process
159 inadequately: actuation the vendor. This in turn causes a Notification vderice to convey an order to a vendor withl h mtoadeonveelan orderttona.vendordeit(in)Reengineering Team

delayed delay in the vendor receiving and External (A) specified time requirements.
completing the order to the
operational unit.

The acquisition manager does not The acquisition manager (and other system
External control input make the award because input from Acquisition controllers) shall have a feedback mechanism Financial Application

160 or information wrong or another system component is missing Manager regarding the status of requests, including Sponsor/Acquirer
missing or not received by the AM. pending or completed transactions.

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, The systems required by the AM to Award The CAS and other systems, materials,

161 missing, or delayed: complete the acquisition process are Acquisition Notification infrastructure, means of communication and Business Process

hardware open, short, not available, or the AM does not Manager External (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or perform the acquisition process. the acquisition manager.
faulty

Actuator inadequate A system error prevents the AM from Award The CAS shall record approved actions and

164 operation, change over completing the acquisition process Notification make notification to other system Financial Application

time and initiating the notification to the External (A) components or entities so follow-on tasks can Sponsor/Acquirer
vendor. be performed by others.

The means of delivering the

Actuation delivered notification to the vendor does not

incorrectly or exist, so the acquisition process is not Award Vendor/Service The acquisition manager shall have a means Business Process
165 inadequately: hardware completed. The vendor does not Notification Provider (CP) to convey an order to a vendor within Reengineering Team

iaute receive the order, nor deliver a External (A) specified time requirements.
faulty product or service to the operating

unit.

The vendor's requirements for The acquisition manager shall be able to
Controlled component receiving orders have changed, or Vendor/Servi receive confirmation that the vendor has Business Process

166 failure, change over they are new and unfamiliar. ce Provider received all required information necessary Reengineering Team
time Consequently, the order is not (CP) to fulfill the order, and the product or service

received by the vendor. is being provided to the operating unit.
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Sensor to controller
signal inadequate,

167 missing, or delayed:
hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
faulty

There is no means for the vendor to
contact or communicate information
to the AM, including what's required
to complete the order. Therefore, the
order is not completed.

Notification
of Product/
Service (S)

Acquisition
Manager

The acquisition manager shall have multiple,
reliable means to communicate with vendors
and receive updates regarding the status of
orders that are pending, in-progress, or
completed.

Business Process

Reengineering Team

Sensor to controller Senso to ontrllerThe acquisition manager shall have multiple,signal inadequate, There is no means for the vendor to The ansto mnrate haveu op,

missing, or delayed: contact or communicate information Notification Acquisition reliable means to communicate with vendors Business Process
168 hardware open, short, to the AM, including what's required of Product! Managero and receive updates regarding the status of Reengineering Team

missing, intermittent or to complete the order. Service (c) orders that are pending, in-progress, or
faulty completed.

The acquisition manager (and other system
A disturbance caused by job stress, controllers) shall be provided a work
excessive workload, or other .q.i.nenvironment conducive to completing

169 External disturbances distraction could contribute to the Acquisition accurate and timely financial management Business Process
acquisition process being improperly Manager services. This includes sufficient workforce Reengineering Team
performed. capacity to complete request/tasks within

time limit.

This acquisition manager does not
properly complete the acquisition

Process model or process due to a process model .q.i.nThe acquisition manager shall have a Business Process
170 calibration incomplete problem. Potential causes: lack of Acquisition feedback mechanism to verify orders are Reengineering Team

or incorrect training, poor job performance, or no Manager received and being fulfilled by vendors.
feedback mechanism regarding the
status of the system.
A system error in CAS prevents the

Actuator inadequate acquisition process from being Award
172 operation, change over accurately completed, and possibly Notification The CAS shall accurately record acquisition Financial Application

time introduces corrupt data into the in CAS (A) manager actions. Sponsor/Acquirer
procurement process.

Controlled component A CAS system error prevents the Core
173 failure, change over acquisition process from being Accounting The CAS shall be able to complete and Financial Application

time completed and recorded. System (CP) record accurate procurement transactions. Sponsor/Acquirer

The acquisition manager does not The acquisition manager shall have a
Sensor inadequate The auso manardes t Award feedback mechanism to verify obligations are Financial Application

174 opereceive a status output regarding the Notification completed and necessary actions (by other Sponsor/Acquirer

timeov status of the acquisition process from in CAS (S) controllers) are being taken and their pending

status.
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Sensor to controller
signal inadequate,
missing, or delayed:

175 hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
fruIt

The acquisition manager is not
alerted to an improper operation in
CAS, which prevents the acquisition
process from being completed.

Award
Notification
in CAS (S)

Acquisition
Manager

The CAS shall provide notification to next in
line controllers of required actions.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

The acquisition manager (and other system
controllers) shall be provided a work

Excessive workload or pressure Acquisition environment conducive to completing Business Process
176 External disturbances prevents the acquisition manager Manager accurate and timely financial management Reengineering Team

from completing acquisition process. services. This includes sufficient workforce
capacity to complete request/tasks within
time limit

Controller to actuator
signal ineffectiveAward The CAS and other CG data networks and

78 missing, or delayed: the A sysnterfors tne, Acquisition Awa means of connectivity shall be available for Business Process

178 hardware open, short, the AM cannot perform the Manager CA in the acquisition manager and other users Reengineering Team

missing, intermittent or acquisition process. CAS (A) [specify availability rate].
faulty
Actuator inadequate A CAS error prevents the acquisition Award The CAS shall accurately record acquisition Financial Application

180 operation, change over process from being completed. Notification manager actions. Sponsor/Acquirer
time in CAS (A)

Sensor measurement The status of award notification in the Core Award The acquisition manager shall have a Financial Application
181 incorrect or missing CAS is not available to the Accounting Notification in feedback mechanism via CAS regarding the Sponsor/Acquirer

acquisition manager. System (CP) CAS (S) status of completed or pending actions.

Sensor to controller
signal inadequate, The acquisition manager is not Award .q.i.nThe acquisition manager shall have a

182 missing, or delayed: alerted to the required action in CAS, Notification Acquisition feedback mechanism via CAS regarding the Financial Application

hardware open, short, which prevents the acquisition in CAS (S) Manager status of completed or pending actions. Sponsor/Acquirer

missing, intermittent or process from being performed.
faulty

External disturbances in the form of The acquisition manager (and other system

excessive workload, job stress, or Acquisition controllers) shall be provided a work Business Process
183 External disturbances other distraction could prevent the Manager environment conducive to completing Reengineering Team

acquisition manager from executing accurate and timely financial management
the process correctly in CAS. services.

Process model or The acquisition manager does not The acquisition manager shall receive

184 calibration incomplete make the award correctly in CAS due Acquisition training and feedback regarding job Business Process

or incorrect to lack of training, sub-par job Manager requirements and performance expectations. Reengineering Team
performance.
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Actuator inadequate
186 operation, change over

time

A CAS system error prevents the
award transaction from being
correctly recorded in CAS.

Award
Notification
in CAS (A)

The CAS shall be able to record acquisition
manager inputs.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Sensor to controller The acquisition manager is not The acquisition manager shall have a
signal adequate' alerted to an improper operation in Award feedback mechanism via CAS to receive

188 missmg, or delayed: CAS, which prevents the acquisition Notification Acquisition notification regarding the status of completed Financial Application
hardware open, short, process from being executed in CAS (S) Manager or pending actions, including what actions or Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or procesro e information are not provided or missing in
faulty properly. the system.

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, The CAS system is unavailable, so Award

189 missing, or delayed: the AM cannot perform the Acquisition Notification in The CAS shall be available to users [specify Financial Application
hardware open, short, acquisition process, which delays the Manager CAS (A) time requirement]. Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or award transaction.
faulty
Controlled component A CAS system error prevents the Core

190 failure, change over acquisition process from being Accounting The CAS shall record transactions within Financial Application
time completed in a timely manner. System (CP) [specified timeframe]. Sponsor/Acquirer

The acquisition manager does not The acquisition manager shall have a
Sensor inadequate receive a status output regarding the Award feedback mechanism to verify obligations are Financial Application

191 operation, change over status of the acquisition process from Notification completed and necessary actions (by other Finnr/Acti n
time the CAS. As a result, the process is in CAS (S) controllers) are being taken and their pending Sponsor/Acquirer

delayed. status.

Sensor to controller The acquisition manager is not The acquisition manager shall have a
signal inadequate, alerted to the required action in CAS, Award feedback mechanism via CAS to receive

192 missing, or delayed: which prevents the acquisition tfiAar ion Acquisition notification regarding the status of completed Financial Application
hardware open, short, process from being performed in a in CAS (S) Manager or pending actions, including what actions or Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or timely manner. information are not provided or missing in
faulty the system.

Sensor to controller The funds manager shall have a feedback
signal inadequate, The funds manager does not receive . mechanism via CAS to receive notification

194 missing, or delayed: feedback regarding the excessive aotation Funds Manager regarding the status of completed or pending Financial Application
hardware open, short, obligation, or possibly the existence in CAS (S) actions, including what actions or Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or of a duplicate entry. information are not provided or missing in
faulty the system.
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Sensor inadequate
195 operation, change over

time

Information regarding the excessive
obligation is not reported in a timely
manner from CAS.

Obligation
Notification
in CAS (S)

The CAS shall not allow users to record
obligations that exceed the availability of
funds. If excessive obligations are requested,
higher-level authorities receive notification.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Funds managers shall be able to determine
Input from a different funds manager woi epnil o aigatos
could provide conflicting inform-ation Core who is responsible for taking actions,

197 Conflicting control that results in the excessive obligation Accounting including designated responsibility for taking Financial Application
action being approved and recorded in the System (CP) primary (and back-up) actions on requests, Sponsor/Acquirer

befinapr and de iand receive confirmation for the completed
CAS financial system. action.

The funds manager did not approve

Process model or the obligation due to lack of training' The funds manager shall receive training and
199 calibration incomplete or job erfork ad or si nae feedback regarding job requirements and Reegineering Ieam

or incorrect prioritization of workload, or missing Manager performance expectations. RegneigTa
feedback regarding the status of the
system.

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective,

200 missing, or delayed: The unavailability of a system Funds Record in The CAS shall be available to users [specify Financial Application
hardware open, short, prevented the funds manager from Manager bA ( n time requirement]. Sponsor/Acquirer

misiginemitet r approving the obligation. CAS (A)missing, intermittent or
faulty

Sensor to controller The funds manager shall have a feedback
signal inadequate, mechanism via CAS to receive notification
missing, or delayed: The funds manager does not receive Award regarding the status of completed or pending Financial Application

203 hardware open, short, feedback regarding the need to Notification Funds Manager actions, including what actions or Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or approve the obligation, in CAS (5) information are not provided or missing in
faulty the system.

Lack of information from CAS The acquisition manager shall have a
Sensor inadequate regarding the status of the system Award feedback mechanism to verify obligations are . .

205 operation, change over cegarding the stats mfnahe sy m Notification completed and necessary actions (by other Fnancial Application
timecould delay the funds manager from in CAS (S) controllers) are being taken and their pending Sponsor/Acquirer

approving the obligation. status.

Actuator inadequate The funds manager attempted to Record
206 operation, change over record the obligation, but a system Obligation The CAS shall be able to record funds Financial Application

time error prevented the action from being CAS (A) manager inputs. Sponsor/Acquirer
completed in a timely manner.
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Controller to actuator
signal ineffective,

207 missing, or delayed:
hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
faulty

The unavailability of a system
prevented the funds manager from
approving the obligation in a timely
manner.

Funds
Manager

Record
Obligation in
CAS (A)

The CAS shall be available to users [specify
time requirement].

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Sensor to controller The funds manager shall have a feedback
signal inadequate, The funds manager is not aware of Award mechanism via CAS to receive notification

208 missing, or delayed: the requirement to approve the Notification Funds Manager regarding the status of completed or pending Financial Application
hardware open, short, obligation, which delays the process. in CAS (S) actions, including what actions or Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or information are not provided or missing in
faulty the system.

A CAS system error prevents the
Controlled component obligation from being completed and Core

209 failure, change over recorded in a timely manner, which Accounting The CAS shall record transactions withn Financial Application
time delays the acquisition of the product System (CP) [specified timeframe]. Sponsor/Acquirer

or service.
Controlled component A CAS system error prevents the Core The CAS shall be able to complete and Financial Application

210 failure, change over commitment from being accurately Accounting Te are abrent tand Finsor/Acti n
time recorded. System (CP) record accurate procurement transactions. Sponsor/Acquirer

Inaccurate information that originated
Output of controlled from prior financial transactions Core All system users shall be made aware of
2 utpt o controlle from paust fin l manartos Coun actions (including relevant details) taken as a Financial Application211 process contributes to causes the funds manager to Accounting request advances through the funds Sponsor/Acquirer
system hazard subsequently approve the obligation System (CP) management processes.

with inaccurate information present.

Input received from a prior financial The CAS shall notify subsequent users when

Sensor inadequate transaction initiated by another Commitment approvals or actions are completed in the

213 operation, change over controller is not received, contains Notification system. Notifications shall include Financial Application

time inaccurate information, and creates a in CAS (S) transaction details, including whether Sponsor/Acquirer

system hazard. additional action is required by another
system user or stakeholder.

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when
Sensor to controller approvals or actions are completed in the
signal inadequate, The acquisition manager does not Commitment system. If action is not taken, subsequent

214 missing, or delayed: receive timely notification of the Notition Acquisition notifications will be made to primary and Financial Application
hardware open, short, requirement to perform the in CAS (S) Manager secondary controllers. Notifications shall Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or acquisition process. include transaction details, including whether
faulty additional action is required by another

system user or stakeholder.
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Controlled component
215 failure, change over

time

A CAS system error prevents the
acquisition/award from being
accurately recorded or notifying the

acquisition manager of a pending
robALem wix7th the ac uiiin

Core
Accounting
System (CP)

The CAS shall be able to complete and
record accurate procurement transactions.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Controlled component A CAS system error allows the Core The CAS shall not allow users to record Financial Application

217 failure, change over obligation to be approved for an Accounting obligations that exceed the availability of Sponsor/Ac uirer

time amount that exceeds the amount of System (CP) funds.
funds available.

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when

Sensor to controller approvals or actions are completed in the

signal inadequate, The funds manager does not receive Obligation system. If action is not taken, subsequent

missing, or delayed: feedback regarding the state of the oigation notifications will be made to primary and Financial Application

hardware open, short, system and that the obligation has not Notification Funds Manager secondary controllers. Notifications shall Sponsor/Acquirer

missing, intermittent or yet been approved. include transaction details, including whether

faulty additional action is required by another
system user or stakeholder.

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when

Sensor to controller approvals or actions are completed in the

signal inadequate, The funds manager does not receive Obligation system. If action is not taken, subsequent

219 missing, or delayed: feedback regarding the state of the Notification Funds Manager notifications will be made to primary and Financial Application

hardware open, short, system, including that the obligation . CAS secondary controllers. Notifications shall Sponsor/Acquirer

missing, intermittent or contains errors. include transaction details, including whether

faulty additional action is required by another
system user or stakeholder.

The funds manager shall receive training and
Excessive workload, job pressure, orfedakrgdigjbeureesad
distraction could prevent the funds Funds requirements and Business Process

220 External disturbances dan ou prevent th fuds Funds performance expectations. This includes R Tmanager from approving an accurate Manager sufficient workforce capacity to complete eengineering eam
or correct commitment. request/tasks within time limits.

The funds manager did not accurately

Process model or record/approve the commitment. The The funds manager shall receive training and
error could be the result from lack of Funds . . Business Process

221 calibration incomplete tannpojbpefrnc, M agrfeedback regarding job requirements and ReegneigTeam
or incorrect training, poor job performance, Manager performance expectations. eengineering

distraction, or missing feedback
regarding the status of the system.
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Sensor to controller
signal inadequate,
missing, or delayed:

222 hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
faulty

Inaccurate financial information that
originated from a different controllers
prior action is conveyed to the funds
manager.

Request
Notification
in CAS (S)

Funds Manager
System controllers and FM personnel shall
receive job/task specific training required by
their position.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when

Sensor inadequate Inaccurate financial information that Request approvals or actions are completed in the

223 operation, change over originated from prior step i the Notification system. Notifications shall include Financial Application

time process is transmitted to the funds in CAS (S) transaction details, including whether Sponsor/Acquirer
manager. additional action is required by another

system user or stakeholder.

A CAS system error prevented the
commitment from being accurately The CAS shall accurately record funds

Actuator inadequate recorded, including the introduction Record in manager and under designated user inputs Financial Application
224 operation, change over of data errors. These errors prevent CAS (A) without the introduction of erroneous data or Sponsor/Acquirer

time the commitment from progressing information.
further in the financial management
system.

Excessive workload, job pressure, or The funds manager shall receive training and
Extrcsive worlod pre ssurte, ords Fud feedback regarding job requirements and Bsns rcs

225 External disturbances distraction could prevent the funds Funds performance expectations. This includes Business Process
manager from completing the Manager sufficient workforce capacity to complete Reengineering Team
necessary steps in a timely manner. request/tasks within time limits.

Sensor to controllerSsa toonadeolae The funds manager shall be notified ofsignal inadequate, Timely notification of the Request pending system actions. If action is not
226 hardwarelen, requirement to perform the action was Notification Funds Manager taken, subsequent notification shall be made Financial Application

hmsdnare opent short, not received by the funds manager. in CAS (S) to the primary and secondary funds manager Sponsor/Acquirer

faulty of the pending action.

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, Systems required by the funds

227 missing, or delayed: manager to approve the commitment Funds Record in CAS The CAS shall be available to users [specify Financial Application
hardware open, short, were not available, which delayed the Manager (A) time requirement]. Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or action.
faulty
Controlled component A CAS system error prevents the Core

228 failure, change over commitment from being completed in Accounting The CAS shall record transactions withn Financial Application
time a timely manner. System (CP) [specified timeframe]. Sponsor/Acquirer
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Sensor inadequate
230 operation, change over

time

Information regarding the status of
the transaction was not available to be
sent to the funds manager.

Request
Notification
in CAS (S)

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when
approvals or actions are completed in the
system. Notifications shall include
transaction details, including whether
additional action is required by another
system user or stakeholder.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

The funds manager did not take The funds manager (and other system
Hazardous interaction action on the request because of controllers) shall have a means to specify

231 with other components confusion or conflicting guidance Funds who has primary (or back-up, if applicable) Financial Application
in the rest of the [FM regarding responsibility for Manager responsibility for taking action on a pending Sponsor/Acquirer

system] completing the action with another or incomplete request. All users shall have
funds manager. visibility of the status in the system.

The acquisition manager does not The acquisition manager (and other system
Hazardous interaction take action due to confusion or controllers) shall have a means to specify

232 with other components conflicting guidance regarding which Acquisition who has primary (or back-up, if applicable) Financial Application
in the rest of the [FM acquisition manager has the Manager responsibility for taking action on a pending Sponsor/Acquirer
system] responsibility for completing the or incomplete request. All users shall have

acquisition process. visibility of the status in the system.

Actuator inadequate A system error prevents the AM from Award The CAS shall enable the acquisition Financial Application
233 operation, change over completing the acquisition process Notification manager to complete necessary actions for Sponsor/Acquirer

time accurately. External (A) making and recording obligations.

The funds manager did not take
Process model or action regarding the request due to Funds The funds manager shall receive training and Business Process

234 calibration incomplete lack of training, poor job Manager feedback regarding job requirements and Reengineering Team
or incorrect performance, and/or improper performance expectations.

prioritization of workload.
Actuator inadequate A CAS system error prevented the Record in The CAS shall be able to record financial Financial Application

235 operation, change over commitment from being approved. CAS (A) commitments. Sponsor/Acquirer
time
Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, Systems required by the funds The CAS and other systems, materials,

236 missing, or delayed: manager to approve the commitment Funds Record in CAS infrastructure, means of communication and Financial Application
hardware open, short, were not available, which prevented Manager (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Sponsor/Acquirer
missing, intermittent or him/her from taking action. the funds manager.
faulty
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Controlled component
237 failure, change over

time

A CAS system prevents the
commitment from being completed
and recorded.

Core
Accounting
System (CP)

The CAS shall allow commitments to be
completed and recorded.

Financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Inaccurately reported information
Output of controlled reported from, or stored in, CAS Core System controllers and financial management Business Process

238 process contributes to causes the funds manager to approve Accounting personnel shall receive job/task specific Reengineering Team
system hazard the request even though it exceeds the System (CP) training required by their position.

level of available funds.

The CAS shall notify subsequent users when

Sensor inadequate The funds manager is not aware that Commitment approvals or actions are completed in the

239 operation, change over t ppve amount exceeds the Noication system. Notifications shall include Financial Application
23 prtion, change ovrfh arvaled munxdsn the NtfCAtion) transaction details, including whether Sponsor/Acquirer

additional action is required by another
system user or stakeholder.

A missing or ineffective means to

Actuator inadequate provide the request to the The operating unit shall have a means to

240 operation, change over procurement request manager Transmit make a request to the PR manager, including Business Process

time prevents the initiation of the process Request (A) confirmation of the submitted request and Reengineering Team
to procure the required products or feedback/status.
services.

Actuation delivered Not all of the required information is
conveyed from the operating unit to T Procurement The operating unit shall have standardized

241 inadequately: hardware the procurement request manager, Ranst Request methodology and procedures for conveying Reengineering Team
f ute which prevents the request from Request (A) Manager request information to PR manager.

proceeding in a timely manner.

The operating unit (and other system

Excessive pressure, distraction, or controllers) shall be provided a work

workload could cause the operating Operating environment conducive to completing Business Process
242 External disturbances wora or submit incorrect Unit accurate and timely financial management Busines Proes

unit to transmit services. This includes sufficient workforce Reengineering Team

capacity to complete request/tasks within
time limits.

The operating unit does not have
adequate feedback or input that Notification

Sensor inadequate enables them to provide the necessary of The operating unit shall have a feedback Business Process
243 operation, change over information regarding the expected ru . mechanism to be made aware that products Besines eam

time product or service that is to be Product/Servi or services are available for delivery. Reengineering Team

provided by the vendor at the front- ce (S)
end of the process.
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Controller to actuator
signal ineffective,

244 missing, or delayed:
hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
faulty

A missing or ineffective means to
make the request to the procurement
manager delays or prevents the
submission of an accurate request to
the PR manager, and the procurement
is therefore not initiated.

Operating
Unit

Transmit
Request (A)

The operating unit shall have a means to
make a request to the PR manager, including
confirmation of the submitted request and
feedback/status.

Business Process
Reengineering Team

Actuation delivered Information is incorrect or missing as

incorrectly or it is conveyed from the operating unit Transmit Procurement The operating unit shall have standardized Business Process
245 inadequately: hardware to the procurement request manager' Request (A) Request methodology and procedures for conveying Reengineering Team

faulty which prevents the request from Manager request information to PR manager.
proceeding in a timely manner.

A missing or ineffective means to The operating unit shall have a means to
Actuator inadequate provide the request to the Transmit make a request to the PR manager, including Business Process

246 operation, change over procurement request manager Request (A) confirmation of the submitted request and Reengineering Team
time prevents the process from being feedback/status.

accurately or completely initiated.
Controller to actuator The operating unit does not obtain all
signal ineffective, of the information required to make The operating unit shall have a means to

247 missing, or delayed: the request, is not aware of what Operating Transmit make a request to the PR manager, including Business Process
hardware open, short, procedures or steps to follow, or Unit Request (A) confirmation of the submitted request and Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or who/where the request should be feedback/status.
faulty make to.

2 ctuation delivered The operating unit does not make the Procurement The operating unit shall have a standard Business Process
248 Auat incorretd request to the correct procurement Transmit Request methodology and procedures to convey Reengineering Team

inadequately: incorrect request manager, so it is rejected. Request (A) Manager request information to PR manager.
connection

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, th PR P t The CAS and other systems, materials,
missing, or delayed: Systems required by e manager rocurement Request in CAS infrastructure, means of communication and Business Process

249 hardware open, short, to initiate the request are not Request (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or available, which delays the process. Manager the procurement request manager.
faulty

Actuator inadequate A CAS system error prevented the PR The CAS shall allow users to transmit
A0oeaton maeuae manager from making the request to Request in requests to subsequent level users, and Financial Application

250 operation, change over the next component (e.g., funds CAS (A) received feedback/status regarding the status Sponsor/Acquirer
time manager) and delayed the process. of the system and request.

Controlled component A CAS system prevents the Core The CAS shall record transactions within Financial Application
251 failure, change over commitment request from being Accounting [specified timeframe] upon a user's Sponsor/Acquirer

time recorded, and delays the process. System (CP) input/approval action.
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Actuator inadequate
252 operation, change over

time

A system error prevented the PR
manager from making the request to
the next component (e.g., funds
manager).

Request in
CAS (A)

The CAS shall allow users to transmit
requests to subsequent level users, and
received feedback/status regarding the status
of the system and request.

financial Application
Sponsor/Acquirer

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective, Systems required by the PR manager Procurement The CAS and other systems, materials,
missing, or delayed: to initiate the request are not Requet Request in CAS infrastructure, means of communication and Business Process

253 hardware open, short, available, which prevents the process Request (A) resources shall be available and accessible to Reengineering Team
missing, intermittent or from being completed. Manager the procurement request manager.
faulty

Actuation delivered A missing or ineffective means to Core The operating unit shall have a means to
254 incorrectly or convey the request to the funds Request in Accounting communicate requests to the procurement Business Process

inadequately: hardware manager prevents request from being CAS (A) System (CP) request manager. Reengineering Team
faulty initiated in CAS.

The procurement request manager (and other
Sensor to controller The request was made, but is system users) will have a feedback

256 signal inadequate, mistaenly sent twi preven or elay Noifiction Funds Manager mechanism that specifies details regarding Financial Application
missig, or delayed: the request from advancing through in CAS (S) pending or incomplete actions. Updates will Sponsor/Acquirer
incorrect connection subsequent stages in the system. be automatically generated until all

transactions are complete.

The operating unit shall have a feedback
Sensor inadequate Information regarding the status of Request mechanism to verify actions are taken on Business Process

257 operation, change over the transaction was not available to be Notification requests, and are aware of the pending status, Reengineering Team
time sent to the PR manager regarding the in CAS (S) and whether additional information or action

errors in the system. is required.

t iA financial system problem caused
Actuator inadequate the introduction of errors after it was Request in The CAS shall not introduce erroneous data Financial Application

258 operation, change over initiated by the procurement request CAS (A) or errors. Sponsor/Acquirer
manager.

Actuator inadequate A system error caused the
A9oeator maeuae introduction of errors as the request Request in The CAS shall not introduce erroneous data Financial Application

259 operation, change over progressed through subsequent stages CAS (A) or errors. Sponsor/Acquirer
time of the approval process.

Actuation delivered Information/data relating to the Core The operating unit shall have a means to
260 incorrectly or request submitted by the PR manager Request in Accounting communicate requests to the procurement Business Process

inadequately: hardware is corrupted as it is conveyed to the CAS (A) System (CP) request manager. Reengineering Team
faulty CAS system.
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Controller to actuator
signal ineffective,
missing, or delayed:

261 hardware open, short,
missing, intermittent or
faulty

The procurement request manager
does not enter the correct information
in CAS, which is a foundational early
step in the financial and procurement
processes.

Procurement
Request
Manager

The operating unit shall be made aware of
Request in CAS the request details. The procurement request
(A) manager shall receive training necessary for

the assigned position.

Business Process
Reengineering Team
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4.2.1 Hazard Mitigation (continued)

Each of these causal factors will have to be individually addressed by the responsible USCG

entity identified in Table 8. For the USCG FM system, some of the hazards identified can be

eliminated through the FM application's coding and addressed in the project requirements or

through technical specifications. For example, incorporating relatively simple software

algorithms can prevent funds managers from approving commitments when there is an

insufficient level of funding or balance recorded in the CAS.

Other hazards that result from UCAs require a more detailed analysis so positive measures can

be taken in the system to abate their presence. For example, inadequate staffing levels (which is

a design decision) in the system can lead to excessive workload and job pressure for individuals

who act as the procurement request managers, funds managers, or acquisition managers. In a

resource-constrained environment with limited personnel and/or other forms of support available

to the USCG FM system (supporting IT Systems, optimal work setting, operating budgets,

training, and so forth) system developers will be faced with making tough trade-off decisions. If

left unabated.in the system, these hazards could have degrading effects on system performance.

The causal factors presented in Table 9 were identified in the STPA using SafetyHAT. These

select causal factors that pertain to workload, job pressure, training, and feedback will be

analyzed in more detail in Chapter 5 to illustrate how system dynamics can be used to address

them in the USCG FM system.

Table 9: Unsafe Control Actions For Detailed Analysis

Causal Causal Factor Causal Factor User/Detailed Component
Factor # Description Description

Lack of training, poorjob performance,Process model or
Palbrate mo improper prioritization of tasks, or lack of Procurement

2 calibration feedback regarding the status of the system Request
incomplete or prevented the service from being ordered (and Manager
incorrect thereby delivered) within the required time.

19 External Excessive workload, form of distraction, or other Acquisition

disturbances pressure could cause the delayed action. Manager

Excessive workload, job pressure, or

65 External distraction could prevent the funds manager Funds Manager
disturbances from recording the obligation in CAS in a

timely manner.
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Hazardous Miscommunication or communication among
interaction with individual PR managers could confuse who is Procurement

116 other components responsible (or lead) for initiating the Request

in Fesrest the procurement on behalf of the operating unit. Manager

4.3 System Communication and Feedback

The STPA revealed the need for effective feedback, communication and monitoring in the

USCG FM system. For example, there does not appear to be a specific feedback mechanism

between the procurement request manager and the operating unit in the CAS FM application as

illustrated in Figure 16. Provided in Figure 31 are recommendations for adding or strengthening

feedback and communication mechanisms in the FM system within the bounds of the system that

was analyzed. This may be especially beneficial to the FM system, considering that individual

components that comprise it (operating units, procurement request managers, funds managers,

and acquisition managers) will likely be separated by significant distances where face-to-face

and/or daily interactions are not feasible. Moreover, many of these organizational elements are

not in the same chain-of-command, which, absent other mechanisms to enforce and verify the

effectiveness of system constrains, could prove problematic when the system is operated.

The specific details for improving the system communication and feedback are left to the FM

BPR Team and FM system sponsor and acquirer. With that being said, the solution must address

the needs of the various system users and operators with regard to the status of "requests" as they

are processed through the system. The information and recommendations outlined in Table 8

can guide this work. To validate the efficacy of the system, designers should at a minimum

provide a loop for feedback and communication between all of the system operators during each

of the steps required to complete a request transaction. Use of the system control diagram will

be useful for this effort as presented below in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: System Control Diagram with Feedback & Communication Pathways

4.4 System Approach for Development and Operation

The STAMP and STPA methodologies view safety in a top-down manner. In the same way,

gaps or challenges that exist in a system should also be addressed with a top-down approach.

With regard to the USCG FM system, the stakeholders at the strategy and policy level must

ensure the results of the STPA analysis are addressed in the system design before operation.

Evaluation of the USCG System Development and System Operation structure should be utilized

to ensure necessary safety constraints are established during development, and maintained and
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enforced during operation. The causal factors analysis provided in Table 8 should be utilized for

this effort. The figure below (Figure 32) identifies areas where attention should be given for

designing and monitoring the operation of the USCG FM system:

System Development System Operation

Commandant

Vice Commandant

t Deputy ResourcesOperational

for Mission Commandanter
por isfor Operations (Area)4 Support

____________ I,j L ....
~- Direc or OfI

Cori "lw
Notes: e
dIdacK : ulia-ArrWW-ie: Inuicate Pud a-l iaxrnbmp , e
Gray Dashed Arrow Lines Indicate Informal or Ad Ho Line System of Interest
of Communication

Field
Red Solid Lines Differentiate Between System Developmen- Logistics
and System Operation Units/ Operating

ActivitiesUnt

Figure 32: Annotated System Development and System Operation Diagram

The analysis of the USCG FM system using STPA contained in this thesis was limited to one

segment of the FM system. Given resource constraints, it may not be practical to complete a

detailed analysis on the entire re-engineered FM system. There are, however, insights and

recommendations derived from the STPA hazard analysis that translate to other facets of the FM

system. As a starting point, the recommendations outlined in Table 8 and insights provided in

the system dynamics simulations (addressed in Chapter 5) relating to overall system performance

should be accessed for their applicability to other aspects of the FM system.
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4.5 Achieving System Performance

The system dynamics causal loop analysis method introduced in Chapter 3 is a useful way of

understanding the effects that the UCAs have on the performance of the USCG FM system. For

the transaction that was analyzed in the preceding sections, system hazards will likely

compromise the requests made by operating units due to the introduction of errors, processing

delays, or incomplete actions if they are not addressed. Ultimately, the requests made by the

operating unit for products or services would be delayed, impacting the operating unit's

readiness. Even if errors are caught and corrected before the request progresses to the next step,

the added effort will delay progress and cause subsequent requests to back up. Furthermore, the

unsafe control actions (or errors) made by controllers in the system cause errors that result in a

significant financial audit liabilities. From a qualitative standpoint, the hazards and causal

factors' impact on the USCG's FM system performance could be represented in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Qualitative Model of Factors impacting USCG FM System Performance

Here it is shown that deficiencies in the design of the system, user operation (operating unit,

procurement request manager, funds manager, and/or acquisition manager), and software
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application degrades the FM system's performance. Conversely, user proficiency, effective

communication and feedback, a productive operating environment and strong project

sponsorship will enhance the overall performance of the USCG FM system. This is only a

qualitative analysis. With the use of system dynamics modeling and Vensim, it is also possible

to quantitatively analyze the FM system design to better understand how hazards and controller

actions interact to impact its performance. This is performed for the causal factors listed Table 9

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Use of System Dynamics

5.1 Experimentation Using STPA Results:

To facilitate learning in the USCG FM system, a system dynamics model using Vensim was built

to simulate its performance in operation based on the results of the STPA. As presented in

Chapter 4, workload pressures and accuracy in processing requests can be a function of the FM

system's workforce size. For example, if the workforce size is too small relative to the workload

introduced into the FM system, worker accuracy will decrease, and have secondary effects on

productivity. Because of this relationship, these variables are included in the structure of the

system dynamics model. In order to develop the system dynamics model and perform the

simulations, extensive use was made of the theories and examples presented in lectures and

course materials provided in MIT's System Dynamics (MIT Course ESD.74) and System Project

Management (MIT Course ESD.36) courses, taught by Professors Dr. Brad Morrison, and Dr.

James Lyons, respectively [27] [28].

5.2 Evaluating the FM System

5.2.1 USCG FM System Model

For building the model and performing a baseline simulation, it is assumed that the reengineered

financial system would have an initial steady-state capacity to process orders at the rate they are

submitted 0 . The system performance is generally defined by the rate at which work is

completed and introduction of errors that occurs in the process. For the USCG FM system,

variables that influence the performance would include the rate and manner requests are made by

the operating unit, the workforce that accomplishes the work, and the effect of the working

environment or productivity.

To achieve maximum throughput in the system, the controllers and other components and

processes outlined in the preceding sections must interact in a harmonious and effective manner.

From a practical standpoint, the degradation of performance will be manifested by decreased

efficiency in processing requests submitted by operating units. To illustrate, erroneous or

10 The to-be state will be evolved from the current organizational state, which currently functions and fulfills
operating units' requirements to acquire products and services and manage financial resources.
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delayed actions by a procurement request manager, funds manager, or acquisition manager (e.g.,

system controllers) would decrease the system's overall throughput capacity, creating a highly

problematic backlog of requests. An increase, oscillation, or sudden spike in the number or

orders introduce to the system would also further stress individual components and likely result

in decreased individual performance, and an overall degradation of the system's performance.

Additional effects can also be modeled to simulate an overall loss of system effectiveness. For

example, when a request is not completed or is completed with errors it has to undergo a "re-

work cycle." Rework is the unnecessary effort of redoing a process or task that was incorrectly

or improperly completed the first time, and can lead to significant time and money resource

inefficiency [29]. The manner and degree to which this might occur could also be evaluated

using system dynamics. The basic system dynamic model used to perform experiments on the

FM System is represented in Figure 34.
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The important output variables in the model are the requests made by the operation unit

(Requests Made), the number of requests completed over a period of time (Requests Completed),

and the backlog (Pending Request Backlog). The rate at which requests are completed (Request

Accomplishment Rate) is a function of the request submission rate, which will fluctuate for

various reasons11, the size of the workforce accomplishing the work, worker productivity, and

the average time to process a request. The workflow variable structure in the model is a means

to vary the way requests are introduced into the system, e.g. sinusoidal input, steady rate

increases, pulses, or steps increases or decreases. These variables can be changed to perform

desired simulations. For the simulations, the time unit is presented in terms of weeks.

The output variable of Inaccurate Transaction Complete accounts for the accumulation of

inaccurate transactions that would occur over time due to causal factors identified in STPA,

including distraction, workload, and job pressure. In the USCG FM system, these inaccuracies

would represent a latent audit liability and would assumedly have to be corrected at a later point

in time. A complete documentation of the model, including variables, initial variable values, and

equations is contained in Appendix C of this document.

5.2.2 Simulations

Based on the information outlined above, and initial model settings, a baseline output for the

variables Requests Made, Requests Completed, Pending Requests and Inaccurate Transactions is

presented below in Figure 3512. The baseline simulation represents the initial operating

performance of the FM system. For the purposes of demonstration, the system has slightly more

throughput capacity as compared to the input of requests (work) as illustrated by the size of the

request backlog. This simulation result suggests the FM system would perform satisfactorily in

operation.

" The model is initialized with a sinusoidal shaped input to represent fluctuations in submitting procurement
requests intended to replicate quarterly spending metrics and workflows. It is possible to replicate other workflow
characteristics using the model inputs variables.
12 Although the model variables are initialized to achieve equilibrium conditions and baseline equilibrium to
compare simulations against, it is not appropriate to assume that the actual USCG FM model design, capacity and
robustness is commensurate with the actual work input that will be generated by the units that it is intended to serve.
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Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made I Requests Completed I Pending Requests I Inaccurate Transactions
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Figure 35: System Dynamics Model Output (Baseline Variable Inputs)

For the purposes of demonstration and system learning, another simulation is performed where

worker productivity is decreased by 10%, and all other variables are held constant. With the

decrease in productivity, there is both a decrease in requests completed, and an increase in

backlog. The graphical results, for the same variables displayed above, are presented in Figure

36. Note the growth to the backlog, which would be highly problematic for the operating units:

Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made I Requests Completed I Pending Requests Inaccurate Transactions
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Procurement Requests Completed : Baseline Simulation_ 10% Reduction in Productivity ------------ --- ----

Pending Request Backlog: Baseline Simulation 10% Reduction in Productivity - -- ---

Inaccurate Transactions Completed :Baseline Simutlation_10% Reduction in Productivity

Figure 36: System Dynamics Model Output Worker Productivity Changes (Vensim)
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Another simulation was perfonned to evaluate changes in the system's capacity, as it relates to

the size of the workforce. The model inputs are changed to represent a 10% decrease in the size

of the workforce. With all other initial variables reset to the baseline condition, the decreased

workforce dramatically increases the size of the backlog as represented in Figure 37.

Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made Requests Completed I Pending Requests I Inaccurate Transactions
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Procurement Requests Completed : Baseline Situlainon_ 10% Reduction in Workforce
Pending Request Backlog: Basefine Simulation_ 10% Reduction in Workforce - -

Inaccurate transactions Completed : Baseline Sinulation_10% Reduction in Workiorce

45 50 55 60 65
Time (Week)

70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Figure 37: System Dynamics Model Output For Workforce Size Reduction (Vensim)

Conversely, if the size of the workforce is increased by 15%, and all other variables are held

constant, the backlog of work and rate of accumulation of inaccurate transactions would

significantly decrease as represented in Figure 38. This type of simulation could prove useful for

making design trade-offs for the USCG FM system, including allocation of personnel resources

to the FM system.
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Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made Requests Completed Pending Requests I Inaccurate Transactions
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Procurement Requests Completed : Baseline Simulationl 5% Workforce Increase -
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Inaccurate Transactions Completed : Baseline Simulation_15% Workforce Increase

Figure 38: System Dynamics Model Output For Workforce Size Increase (Vensim)

Other simulations that can be performed to learn about the system and the way it responds to

changes in multiple variables using the model. For example, with both of the decrease in

workforce size and worker productivity simulated re-applied, and a 25% increase in the rate

requests are made to the system (surge operation, service provided to other units), the response is

as shown below in Figure 39. In this simulation, the FM system is completely overwhelmed.

Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made I Requests Completed I Pending Requests I Inaccurate Transactions
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Figure 39: System Dynamics Model Output for Workforce, Productivity, and Requests Changes (Vensim)
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Using Vensim, it is also possible to isolate and learn about the behavior of one, or a few related,

system variables, which could also be valuable when making system design decisions or trade-

offs. As shown in Figure 40, the potential processing rate for requests is dramatically impacted

as the size of the workforce, workforce productivity, and requests made are increased.

I Potential Processing Rate Based on Workforce

4.25

2.75

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Time (Week)

F ".z -B W k- Bd l-,

Figure 40: Potential Processing Rate Based on Workforce For Multiple Simulations

Using the basic system dynamics model, simulations can also be conducted where there is a

steady increase over time in the rate of requests made to the system by the operating unit. In

such a scenario, it can be seen (Figure 41) that the FM system cannot support the additional

infusion of work, and there is an exponential rate of degradation of system performance. Under

real circumstances, this could occur through the introduction of additional work (additional units

to support) or new work requirements (new FM procedures or processing requirements) without

a commensurate increase in resources to perform the work.
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Operating Unit Requests: Requests Made Requests Completed IPending Requests I Inaccurate Transactions
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Figure 41: System Response To Steady Increase in Number of Requests Made Over Time (Vensim)

Vensim has additional functionalities that allow for changes to multiple input variables for

efficient analyses and exploration of the sensitivity of changes to certain variables. This mode is

represented in Figure 42.
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5.3 Recommendations

The purpose for including these simulations as part of this thesis is not to comprehensively

analyze the design or recommend an optimized USCG FM system. Rather, the goal is to

demonstrate how the use of systems dynamics models can be used to inform design decisions

and improve system performance through experimentation and learning before operation. Most

importantly, use of the models includes an illustration of the negative effects that will persist if

the system hazards identified using STPA are not mitigated. An analogy is using Finite Element

Analysis software for structural design and fatigue analysis in ship-hull design. Before the ship

is actually built, there are additional analyses, prototypes built, and other testing that also occurs.

With regard to the implementation of the new FM software application and/or re-engineered

business processes, a prototype or pilot should be tested in small scale before full-system

operation to the extent possible given the complexities of using parallel FM software

applications. Similar approaches have been taken within the USCG when shifting to a new and

unfamiliar business (logistics) processes. In 2007-2008 two USCG Sectors were used to

prototype the implementation of a new small boat maintenance business model. Such an

approach also makes the overall effort more manageable, and validates or demonstrates that the

system can perform as it was designed to. If unforeseen challenges arise, they can be

expediently addressed. This approach, coupled with active monitoring and measurement of

performance (supported by theoretic system dynamics modeling) can positively contribute to the

successful implementation of the new processes throughout the entire USCG [30].
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, Recommendation & Future Research

6.1 Addressing Thesis Questions

Based on the research and analysis performed in the preceding chapters, the following discussion

is provided relating to the thesis questions originally presented in Chapter 1 Table 1, and

repeated below:

Number Thesis Research Question

1 What challenges will the USCG's new FM software application and re-
engineered business process create for frontline operating units once it is
implemented?

2 What system analysis methods may help identify the causal factors that create
the challenges-or system hazards-and mitigate or abate them in the new
USCG FM system?

6.2 Applicability of STPA

Using the STPA methodology to evaluate the USCG FM system, we identified a total of 205

causal factors relating to the design and operation of the system, CAS FM software application,

system capacity and worker environment that can lead to system accidents. The outcome of this

analysis unequivocally demonstrates the utility of STPA to methodically evaluate a complex

system and identify its hazards in a rigorous, traceable, repeatable manner that addresses the

entire system. The STPA results will allow the system designers and sponsors to revalidate

requirements and the designs. An important aspect of applying the STPA method is developing

the system control diagram. This requires a thorough understanding of the system and how the

various components interact. Furthermore, the system control diagram is also extremely useful

to system owners for developing and implementing hazard control, reduction and/or elimination

measures.
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6.3 System Dynamics Modeling & Simulation

The use of system dynamics is a powerful method to understand the behavior of complex

systems that have non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs. The basic simulations

performed in Chapter 5 are useful to begin understanding how the USCG FM system will

respond to various inputs, based on the system design. To facilitate a more robust analysis,

additional features can be incorporated into system dynamics model of the USCG FM system.

Additional features for the SD model could represent delays in the FM system caused by late or

non-existent controller action, the impact of re-work, endogenous factors that affect worker

productivity and accuracy in processing requests and transactions, and the effect that staffing

levels have on the throughput capacity and resiliency of the USCG FM system.

The model and outputs can be useful in conveying information to stakeholders and decision-

makers regarding expected system performance, and most importantly, allow for testing of any

changes proposed on the system. This would include measures taken (or not) to mitigate the

hazards identified in STPA, or other design changes to the system. Perhaps the most useful

learning that can occur through the use of system dynamics is insight as to how resource trade-

offs will affect the operation of the USCG FM system-especially the current constrained fiscal

environment.

Beyond the evaluation of the USCG FM system, use of system dynamics in other areas (mission

planning, resource allocation, project management, and logistics) can also improve the USCG's

mission outcomes and business processes.

6.4 Sponsoring and Leading Change

Many of the concepts Ralph Katz presents in his work The Human Side of Managing

Technological Innovation, are applicable to the USCG's efforts to reengineer its FM system.

Among the most applicable is the need for strong sponsorship by USCG senior leaders to prepare

the system for the changes that are needed. Before the changes can be implemented, there must

first be a common understanding of the problem and consensus on how to resolve it, especially

when considering that systems are often fundamentally resistant to change. This will require

very strong and active sponsorship and the assemblage of credibility and trust for the agents that
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will implement it. In his work, Katz also presents very powerful insights into the benefit of

building (or strengthening) information networks across organizational boundaries. In general,

organizations do not serve to integrate efforts within a system; rather they differentiate between

the roles and responsibilities that individuals have in it [31].

In the context of the USCG FM system, the information networks that bridge the system

development and system operation sides of the organization must be strongly connected to

ensure the system achieves and maintains its envisioned level of performance. These networks

will also be useful in calibrating the process models-or mental models-of the individuals who

operate the system [32]. Implementing the changes outlined in the Draft BPR and transition to

the new FM application will surely be a challenge. With the right design of the approach for

implementation, it can be successful. It is my hope that the information and findings presented

in this thesis will contribute to its success.

6.5 Utility of SafetyHAT

The SafetyHAT application developed by the Volpe Center facilitated a thorough review of a

very complex socio-technical system that was used to define new traceable requirements for the

system. I am very thankful to my advisor for making it available. The application was very

intuitive to use and allows even novice or first-time STPA users to conduct a hazard analysis

without becoming overcome by the challenges associated with an expansive listing of causal

factors and hazards. Moreover, the ability to revise prior steps or portions of the analysis while

preserving the integrity of the unaffected data or information was especially useful. During the

analysis, I performed multiple iterations caused by changes in the system control diagram and

omissions made during prior steps.

To improve the user experience of SafetyHAT, it is recommended that the user first customize

the causal factor analysis "guidewords" in a way that tailors the language to their specific

domain, i.e., food safety, cyber-security, finance, aviation operations, within the context of the

STPA methodology and presented by Leveson and related literature and research. This will

facilitate a better analysis using STPA, and make the output easier for engineers and decision-

makers to understand and take action on.
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Based on the analysis performed using SafetyHAT in the domain of financial management

operations, more applicable guidewords were identified relating to the USCG FM system". The

following figure contains causal factor guidewords that may enable other STPA and SafetyHAT

users to perform a hazard analysis in the field of government FM operations. This evolved list of

guidewords (Figure 43) may also serve as a basis to develop guidewords for other fields or

domains. Recommended changes to guidewords are contained in the red dashed ovals.

Recommended Financial Management (FM) Causal Factor Categories

(1) External control input
or information wrong or
missing

(2) External Disturbancesi
Job Pressure, Distraction

(3) Workload Input
(high, low,
fluctuations)

(4) Hazardous interaction
with other FM System
Components

Controller to actuator
signal ineffective,
missing, or delayed:
(16) Supporting IT systerr

(2), (4 open, short, missing,
intermittent faulty

1 (17) Communication bus
error
(25) Incorrect connection

(2) (3), (4) (15) Actuator
( inadequate o

change over*

2) Actuation 
de

( nr2orrertiy or narlenurtes
(18) Hardware/IT system
fauty
(19) Actuation delayed
(26) Incorrect connection

Controller/
Operator 2 (5) Conflicting

by other cont
Process Input Supplier

(23) Process input
supplier inadequate
operation, change over
time

(21)1
proce
wron

Controller

(7) Controll
(inadequate
task prioriti
performanc
adaptation)

/Operator

er error
training,

zation, job
e, or

(6) Operator not
Present or unable
to perform task

(8) Process (Menta
model or calibratio
incomplete or
incorrect

nj

Actuator (Terminal, Other) Sensor (Terminal, Other)

(9) Sensor
peration, operation,
time Controlled Process over time

(FM Software Application)

(20) Controlled component

control action failure, change over time

roller/operator

nput to controlled
ss missing or (2), (3), (4)

Adop

Sensor to controller
signal inadequate,
missing, or delayed:
(10) Supporting IT system 12
open, short, missing, -(2
intermittent faulty --
(11) Communication bus
error
(24) Incorrect connection

inadequate (2), (3), (4)
change

(12) Sensor measurement, or
reported data incorrect or

-mnissine
(13) Sensor measurement
inaccurate

(14) Sensor
measurement delay

(22) Output of controlled
process contributes to
system hazard

ted and Modified from Leveson 2012

) (4)

(2), (4)

Figure 43: Suggested Causal Factor Guidewords for Government Financial Management

13 The original Safety-IAT guidewords were developed for and are most applicable to transportation systems.
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6.6 Future Areas of Study and Research

The following opportunities for future areas of study and research based on this thesis include:

* Continue to use STPA and system dynamics modeling and simulation to throughout the

design and implementation of the USCG's FM system re-engineering effort, especially to

develop and inform design trade-off decision-making.

" Perform a retrospective comparison between system hazard analyses using STPA and other

methodologies used in the past by the USCG to evaluate the efficacy of the different

methods. The comparison should consider the level of effort and results derived from the

different methods.

" Perform additional hazard analyses using the Volpe National Transportation Systems

Center's SafetyHAT software to continue evolving the causal factor guidewords to other

fields and domains and build the expertise of using STPA to evaluate complex socio-

technical systems.
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Appendix A

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

Financial Management
Business Process

Reengineering
Final Report

May 15, 2013

.

The Financial Management Business Process Re-Engineering (FM BPR) Team was chartered on
August. 9. 2012 by the Deputy Commandant for Mission Support (DCMS) and the Assistant
Commandant for Resources (CG-8) to examine the current policies, authorities, procedures,

processes and organization of funding execution and accountability in the Coast Guard, exclusive
of budget formulation.
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1. Executive Summary

The Financial Management Business Process Re-Engineering (FM BPR) Team was chartered
by the Deputy Commandant for Mission Support (DCMS) and Assistant Commandant for
Resources (CG-8) to examine the current policies, authorities, procedures, processes and
organization of funding execution and accountability in the Coast Guard, exclusive of budget

formulation (Appendix A). The charter required the project team to provide findings,
recommendations, and courses of actions (COA) leading to a future FM Operating Model that
is more closely aligned with the Mission Support (MS) Business Model; compliant with all

laws, regulations, and Federal policy; and complementary to the potential functionality of a
new, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) financial management application (FMA). In essence,
the FM BPR Charter asks "What is the optimal organization design to enable the capabilities a
new financial management application and that best align standardized FM processes with
mission support?"

1.1 Stakeholder Engagement and Change Management

Parallel to the FM BPR was a robust effort to analyze and overcome natural resistance to

change, promised to be acute given the nature and magnitude of the changes the FM BPR
was contemplating. Stakeholder engagement and change management efforts included
extensive, repeated stakeholder analysis, two service-wide stakeholder surveys,
comprehensive, repeated briefings to operational and support leadership, and inclusion of
field and Headquarters stakeholders in sub-teams and a subject matter expert (SME)
workgroup.

1.2 Findings

Three main findings from benchmarking, research, stakeholder input and organizational

analysis were central to the development of the recommended FM Operating Model:
" Support processes should be modeled in accordance with the Federal Enterprise

Architecture (FEA) Business Reference Model (BRM) to cleanly align activities
with supporting COTS FMA and enable Coast Guard compliance with
government auditing and reporting requirements.

* FM processes should be modeled in accordance with Financial Systems
Integration Office (FSIO) standards and infused into BRM structured support
processes with configuration and internal control oversight from the CFO.

* Support and financial processes should be delivered to the operational Coast
Guard via a Front-End-Back-End business model with front end units focused on

customer support and back end units focused on enterprise process efficiency.

Although the notional FM Operating Model satisfied most objectives of the FM BPR
Charter, it did not fully align with an evolving MS Business Model. To achieve full
alignment, the FM BPR identified and recommended modifications to the scope and
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structure of the MS Business Model that would allow both models to combine for the
creation of an overarching Coast Guard Business Model.

1.3 Coast Guard Business Model

FM BPR adapted a notional FM Operating Model into a modified MS Business Model,
which has steadily evolved since Coast Guard Modernization. Referred to as the Coast
Guard Business Model (CGBM), the key components of this "to-be" model include

" Business Line Service Delivery Structure - Segmentation of the Coast Guard into
mission support levels with standardized roles, responsibilities, and capability:

o Strategy and Policy Level (S&P)
o Functional Depot Level (Functional D-level)
o Regional Depot Level (Regional D-level)
o Organizational (0-level)

* Integrated Standard FM Processes - Standardized FM processes infused into
business functions and executed at assigned organizational entities. Development

of standard business functions that align with BRM Business Lines, and executed

through product/service lines.

" Aligned Funds Distribution, Technical Authority, and Internal Controls -

Alignment of expertise and authorities to create single points of accountability,

specifically to certify and obligate funds, at D-level entities; distribution of

budgetary authority (funds) to D-level entities within Business Functions; and

designation of D-level entities as assessable units.

" Business Intelligence, Reporting, Assessment and Assurance - Establishment of a

hierarchy of reporting and monitoring capabilities, activities and requirements to

ensure transparency and visibility of funds, business activities and performance

measurements:

o Analytical Reports
o Standardized Push Reports

o Supported Unit Ad Hoc or On-Demand Reports

o Internal 3rd Party Assessment

o Statements of Assurance

" Uniform and Focused Contingency Business Operations - Leveraging the

capabilities developed in the CGBM to focus mission support on contingency

response.

1.4 Recommendations

The following are the high-level recommendations to implement the CGBM:

* Adopt CGBM organizational level designations
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* Establish business lines, business functions, and service/product lines with
associated functional owners and defined responsibilities and authorities at each
CGBM organizational level.

* Integrate FM processes into business functions and consolidate budget authority

and obligation authority at the depot level

" Align funds distribution with business lines
* Align the Comptroller evaluation and delegation chain with the COCO evaluation

and delegation chain to create FM single points of accountability

* Develop an expanded system of internal controls including D-level assessable

units and increased 3rd party inspections/audits.

* Develop a uniform FM contingency operations response capability that aligns
with the CGBM

* Develop a robust knowledge management capability and expanded business
intelligence system

* Revamp FM and DCMS doctrine

1.5 Conclusion

The FM BPR recommendations reflect the steps required to implement the CGBM and

are subject to the approval of Coast Guard leadership. However, unlike previous studies,
these recommendations are not intended to remediate a specific gap, but rather to build a

cohesive model. In the former case, a decision to not implement a recommendation

resulted in an enduring gap for which the Coast Guard has decided to assume the risk. In

the FM BPR, each recommendation is part of a holistic model. "Picking and choosing"

from the FM BPR's comprehensive and interdependent list of recommendations puts at

risk any expected outcome. The recommendations are not scalable and do not enjoy a

simple time-linear relationship. However, sequencing the implementation of
recommendations may be necessary and beneficial.
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2. Backround

Current Coast Guard FM business processes are complex, cumbersome, confusing,

inconsistent, non-standardized, difficult to audit, and reliant on an outdated and unstable

Core Accounting System (CAS) and mixed systems. The current FM structure is also

disparate, multi-layered, and inefficient. Collectively, these factors result in a system with

high maintenance costs, numerous audit liabilities, and administrative requirements that place

an undue burden on front line units. These causes for action provided basic assumptions,
constraints, guidelines, and minimum requirements for the scope of this effort and the final

recommended business model:

2.1. FM and DCMS Alignment

The MS Business Model and FM Operations Model are not aligned. Business practices

are inconsistently linked or decoupled from funds management, producing gaps,

inefficiencies, and missed opportunities for greater effectiveness.

2.2. CAS Replacement

CAS is at high risk of catastrophic failure. Customizations to Oracle Federal Financials

(OFF) has prevented the application of security patches since 2008. The Coast Guard

has decided to pursue replacing CAS with a COTS product provided by a Shared

Service Provider (SSP). This strategy aligns with DHS and OMB direction on Financial

Management System (FMS) replacements and ensures a future system will use standard

Financial Systems Integration Office (FSIO) business processes. In preparation, the

Coast Guard must re-engineer its business processes to conform to FSIO standards.

2.3. Audit Sustainability

Despite unprecedented improvement in the Service's audit performance, sustaining a

clean, full-scope audit opinion requires integrated business processes that organically

incorporate audit requirements instead of routinely relying on the heroic efforts of

business and financial managers.

2.4. Federal Requirements and Best Practices

As cited in audit findings, due to current business processes, CAS and mixed systems,

the Coast Guard is not able to fully comply with all laws and regulations. Specifically:

" Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act of 1982 (FMFIA)

" Federal Financial Management Improvement Act of 1996 (FFMIA)

" Associated circulars and implementing directives (OMB A -11/123/127/136)

2.5. Previous Coast Guard Studies and Decisions

Previous studies have produced FM transformation recommendations that remain

relevant. Specifically, the 2006 Financial Management Transformation Task Force

(FMTTF) resulted in a Commandant decision directing consolidation of budget authority
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and obligation authority to an intermediate level of the Coast Guard, raising the authority

levels above the operational unit. This decision has been only partially implemented.

3. Objectives and Assumptions

3.1. Objectives

The charter provided the following objectives:

" Identify the characteristics and structure of the "as is" state.

* Develop and validate the requirements and characteristics of a "to be" state.

* Engage agencies noted for financial management success; assess their financial

management business models relative to the Coast Guard's and catalog findings.

" Develop at least three notional future financial management business models.

Include in each design authority, policy, process and organizational structure
(including people) impacts, while noting respective costs, risks, and

implementation strategies. Implementation strategies must sequence within CAS

project constraints.

3.2. Assumptions

The FM BPR provided the following assumptions:

" The future financial management business model is compliant and aligns with

relevant laws, regulations and Federal policy.

* The FMTTF (Nov 2006) and its signed decision memo provide the fundamental

vision and objectives for the transformation of the FM Operating Model.

* The FM Operating Model is compliant and aligns with Common Government-

wide Accounting Classification (CGAC) requirements and a service-wide single

General Ledger. (CGAC is one component of broader, Financial Management

System Accounting Data Standards (FADS))

" The scope of the charter includes personnel, processes, and functions involved in

the following Financial Standards Integration Office (FSIO) lines of business:

o Funds distribution and administrative control

o Request to procure
o Procure to pay
o Reimbursable management
o Bill to collect
o Grants management
o Acquire to dispose

o Record to report
o Business intelligence reporting.

Expanded assumptions and considerations for implementation subsequently submitted for

approval are found in Appendix B.
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4. Study Approach and Methodology

4.1. Overview

After assessing several approaches, the FM BPR was essentially split into two sub re-
engineering efforts with both efforts following the standard BPR methodology described
in Appendix C.
The first effort addressed aligning the FM service delivery structure with the MS
Business Model and focused primarily on organizational strategy, structure, roles and
governance. The primary goal was to "diagnose" the "As Is" state in order to define the
primary strategic misalignments that drove inefficiency or ineffectiveness. From that
understanding, the FM BRP developed key principles of the "To Be" state to address
financial and business operations weaknesses while accomplishing charter objectives.

The second effort addressed the replacement of CAS with a FSIO-compliant system and
focused primarily on standardizing FM processes and their process steps. This effort
relied heavily on previously conducted process mapping to develop the "As-Is" and on
known, standard FSIO processes and best practices to develop the "To-Be".

The two efforts were later merged; overlaying the "where and whom" in the first effort
with the FSIO process steps from the second effort. The resulting FM Operating Model
was then reviewed by Subject Matter Experts (SME) to determine how well its
principles, and the operating blueprint developed to implement them, addressed the
identified weaknesses, satisfied the charter objectives, and performed against
organizational expectations

Benchmarking other agencies was used to help validate processes, structure and other
FM BPR recommendations (Appendix D). A comprehensive Stakeholder Engagement
and Change Management Plan (Appendix E) was also employed to garner broad
organization input, ownership and support.

4.1.1. Governance and Stakeholder Involvement

The FM BPR chartered and implemented a governance and oversight structure
that promoted involvement of key stakeholders in the development of notional
FM Operating Model attributes, COA's and recommendations. The FM BPR
governance structure is displayed in Figure 4.1. Governance team members
routinely received briefs on methodology and interim decision points, reviewed
and furnished feedback on working documents, and provided advice and direction
to the FM BPR team. Appendix F provides a full list of FM BPR contributors.
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Figure 4.1: FM BPR Governance Structure

4.1.2. Benchmarkinu

The FM BPR performed extensive research and benchmiarking of previous FM

improvement efforts conducted inside the Coast Guard and by other Federal

agencies. From previous studies and implementation efforts, the team looked for

sources of fundamental strategy that have been less than fully matured within the

Service. External benchmarking looked for novel and/or proven ideas that could

be implemented "off the shelf" through wholesale re-engineering. Ultimately, the

external benchrnarking effort had mixed results, as finding a useful business

model analog to the Coast Guard is difficult. Benchmarking previous studies was

more productive, and provided several strategic findings that were integrated into

the analysis and development of recommendations.

4.2. Organizational Structure Reengineering

4.2.1. Defining the "As-Is" State

The initial tool used to dissect the current state of Coast Guard FM operations was

the "V" chart, depicted below in Figure 4.2. The "V" chart was used to articulate
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where FN activities were performed in the "As-Is" state. The rows of the "\'

chart represented units which I'ell within three primary organizational tiers:

Budget and Policy. Mission Support to Operations, and Operations. The columns

represented future FSIO processes with the FM BPR effort focused on three key

processes: Funds Distribution and Administrative Control, Request to Procure,

and Procure to Pay. A 'A" chart was developed for each Allotment Fund Code

(AFC) and included detailed information on what activities took place as funds

were distributed and executed at various levels, and what interfaces were needed

to perform those activities. A comprehensive collection of "V" charts can be

found in Appendix G.

Funds Distrbution and
Admniusrative ControlIi_

Request to Procure

Ste, Sep S Step 3

Procure to Pay

Step 1 Step ste 3

DChIS

Area

LC/SC

Distric

Missionsupport Sector
toOpetations Base

Fincen

PPC

Cutter

Operations Station

Air Station

Denotes activity

Figure 4.2: Generic Model of a -"V Chart

Describing the "As Is" state in terms of the primary requirements of the

envisioned "To Be" state simplified the task of cataloging changes to the current

structure and processes that would be required to meet the charter objectives. In

addition to identifying major variations of the current state from FSIO and the NIS
Business Model, analysis of the "V- charts identified departures from linancial

laws and policies, and misalignment with government or industry best practices.

4.2.2. Development of "To-Be" Vision Principles

Since a goal of the FM BPR was to design a fUture FM Operating Model, the gaps

identified in "As-Is" analysis were not individLtally listed for solution. Rather,

these gaps were categorized into thematic weaknesses. and for each area of

weakness, a principle of the "To-Be" vision was created. After consultation with
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the FM BPR ESC. the FM BPR developed and defined the following vision
principles for a notional FM Operating Model:

* Standardized and Audit Compliant Process Design: Codify key financial

management processes to comply with FSI( standards, and minimize

variation across support communities of practice.

* Operator as the Customer: Deliver financial management as a valued,

performance-measured service to the operational commander.

" Resource Allocation, Visibility and Control: Optimize the level to which

budgetary and obligation authority is distributed with metrics and robust

business intelligence providing for visibility and control.

" Technical Authority and Governance: Ensure positions responsible for

financial management are accountable to the FM Technical Authority.

Define standard FM roles and responsibilities. Clarify and enforce FM

process configuration control.

In addition to addressing thematic weaknesses identified during the "As Is"

analysis, the vision principles were designed to affinitize with those of the MS

Business Model as shown in figure 4.3.

Business I
CoastGuard Inte Ihgence

Operations, Acquisition, and Mission Support

Technical
Operatorasthe Iuloiy 7-1 1~Y

CCn uwin Customer Goveinance T 2a Ass g
Manj1 ' .- --- VSINII)'

I ~R .PIWV%'ft*V*, & COW-1

Financial Management System

Figure 4.3: Alignment of Financial Management and Mission Support Business Models

4.2.3. Developing Attributes of a Notional FM Operating Model:

SME sub-teams were formed for each vision principle with the responsibility of

developing primary and secondary attributes of a future FM Operating Model.

which would also inform the implementation of courses of action. Each sub-team

drew on their individual professional expertise and on the accumulated research

and information gathered through benchmarking. Development followed a

svstematic. iterative process that included approval and refinement by the FM

BPR ESC and Executive Champions. The primary attributes of a future FM

Operating Model are listed in Table 4.1 and a full list of attributes and sub-

attributes is listed in Appendix H.
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There are internal controls to ensure financial resources are obligated and expended appropriately.

Table 4.1: Primary Attributes of a Future Financial Management Business Model

4.2.4. Course of Action (COA) Development

The attribUtes and sub-attributes served as the basis for the development of three

COAs of varying levels of aggressiveness with regard to organizational change:

aggressive (Red COA), moderate (White COA), and minimal change required to
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Standardized and Audit Compliant Process Design

Financial Management structure and strategy follows the DCMS "Mission Support Business Model".
Collectively they forn the "Coast Guard Busincss Model".
Coast Guard Financial Resource Management is organized into standard finctional areas.
Coast Guard Financial Resource Management incorporates standard processes and roles.

All support activities impacting financial resources (e.g., travel orders) will incorporate standard financial
processes.
Coast Guard uses integrated, off-the-shelf IT systems and services with standard interfaces to support Financial
Resource Management.
The Coast Guard uses a standard accounting classification structure.
The Coast Guard uses a single General Ledger and standard General Ledger posting logic (lown to the
transaction level.

Operator as the Customer Team

Supporting commander(s) ("FM Provider(s)") must provide ALL FM services to operational commander
(-Supported Units").
Supported units must have ability to request FM services from FM provider(s) for unit level actions.
Supported and Supporting units will have fornal Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to govern FM relationship
and responsibilities.
Supported commander will have discretion over unit level funds.
Support unit is the custodian of general purpose property and Depot Level OM&S. Appropriate Depot
Supporting unit (Base, LC SC) maintains administrative control and reporting responsibility.
The Coast Guard has a designated financial management team capability to support contingency operations.

Technical Authority and Governance

Financial Management Techmical Authority and Governance will be designed, managed and implemented
through promulgation of a Financial Management organizational doctrine. Doctrine will be rooted in external
and internal requirements.
Financial Management Technical Authority must implement controls to maintain adherence to the Financial
Management Doctrine.
Financial Management Technical Authority must monitor and produce reports reflecting the status and condition
of the Service's FM operations.
Financial Management Technical Authority must assess effectiveness of controls and efficiency of the Financial
Management Doctrine.

Resource Allocation, Visibility, and Control

Appropriations are formally allotted to onle responsible otlicial and management will not be split outside that
official's chain of command. Collaborative stakeholder teams will help decide the allocation and use of funds.
Budget authority is consolidated at the Depot Level.
Oblvgation authority is consolidated at the Depot Level.
There is complete visibility for budget, funds distribution, obligation, and performance.
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accommodate replacement of the CAS (Blue COA). A template was developed by

analyzing common trends in attributes and sub-attributes and crafting business

model parameters to which each COA must conform. Each COA must:

" Adopt a system with 24/7 and contingent support, and binding service

level agreements

" Adopt standard FM models and processes

" Align with the MS Business Model and Field Support CONOP

* Consolidate budget authority and obligation authority at the "D-level"

* Improve and expand business intelligence, financial management

reporting and communication

" Improve internal controls and technical authority through a system of

assurance and assessment
4.2.4.1. Stakeholder Workgroup2:

A FM BPR stakeholder workgroup brought together FM SMEs from

across the organization. The SMEs were tasked with evaluating and

revising notional COAs and scoring each COA against a set of evaluation

criteria weighted by the FM BPR ESC and Executive Champions. COAs

were briefed to FM BPR Executive Champions during a "report-out"

session. The minutes and team products of the stakeholder workgroup can

be found in Appendix I.

4.2.4.2. Results and Sensitivity Analysis
The Red (most aggressive) COA was scored the highest (Appendix J).

Given wide variance in weights assigned between operations focused,
mission support focused, and overall service efficiency focused criteria, a

sensitivity analysis was conducted to see if the results would have changed

under extreme conditions. Even if a 100% weight was given to any

focused criteria, the preferred COA remains the Red COA.

4.3. Business Process Re-engineering

The second effort examined how the Coast Guard would incorporate the standardized

business processes outlined in FSIO, and delivered through the COTS FMA, into the

notional FM Operating Model. To accomplish this task, the FM BPR documented both

the "As-Is" (Appendix K) and "To-Be" (Appendix L) process states at the FSIO process

and process step level of detail, which was determined to be the lowest level necessary

to complete a thorough Gap Analysis (Appendix M). SMEs from across the Coast

Guard helped review and validate all process assumptions and documentation.
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5. Findings and Conclusions

The results of the FM BPR analysis (Appendix N) reflected the need for a fundamental shift

in Coast Guard's FM and business operations strategy. This shift is accomplished by

merging standard FM processes with an organizational structure that aligns with a modified

MS Business Model, producing a Coast Guard Business Model (CGBM). A conceptual

representation of the CGBM is presented in Figure 5.1. Fundamental components include:

* Business Line Service Delivery Structure

" Integrated Standard Financial Management Processes

* Aligned Funds Distribution, Technical Authority, and Internal Controls

* Business Intelligence, Reporting, Assessment and Assurance

" Uniform and Focused Contingency Business Operations

Business Funct

Military Pay

Civilian Pay

Reserve Orders

PCs Iravel

Operational Trav

Micro-Purchase

Formal Contract

!AAs

Purchase Order

Leases

Shipping

FEDEX

Etc.

ionsi
Strategy & Policy Level

Standardized FM
FSIO Processes

Funds Internal
Allocation Control E.pnd

Monitoring
Policy FM Reporting Match

Depot Level 
h *C

ei I Functional Mission

Support Node Assessable Units -
Com ptrollerl BM Obagak

Regional Mission COCO/KO
Admin

Proces Suport Node Admin

c 5f ]
Financial
Management Requirements
Services Y ivst

Operational/Organizational Level (Assgnedil Level by

Figure 5. 1: Coast Guard Business Model BlluCprint

5.1. Business Line Service Delivery Structure

5.1.1. Orpanizational Levels

Following on National Academy for Public Administration (NAPA) Echelon

Study reconimendations and the MS Business Model construct, the CGBLM

Blueprint segregates the Coast Guard FM and business operations structure into

three levels: Strategy & Policy. Depot, and Operations/Organization. The Depot

Level is subdivided into functionally and regionally focused units.

0 Strate-y and Poliev (S&P): S&P level consists of Assistant Commandants and

HQ Directors. S&P level commanders are policy owners over their lines of
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business. They provide initial and subsequent resource allocation decisions

based on program analysis and close collaboration with key stakeholders.
S&P level units are also "supported units" receiving day-to-day FM support

and services from the D-level.

" Depot Functional: D-level (functional) consists of Logistics and Service
Centers that represent the "back-end" of the service delivery model. D-level

(functional) units represent the single point of accountability for business

functions and service/ product lines. They oversee service-wide processes and

process efficiency, and tackle complex support tasks that cannot be handled at

a regional level. D-level (functional) units are assigned Field Comptrollers
who manage the funds associated with their specific business function. Units

within the D-level (functional) are referred to as "supporting units".

* Depot Regional: D-level (regional) consists of Bases, or large units that

perform Base-like functions, such as large training centers. Units designated

in D-level serve as "Regional Support Nodes" with each having a Funds

Manager (formerly titled Comptroller), an Administrative Management

Officer who oversees both human resources and property, and a contracting

officer (KO). Regional Support Nodes are a one-stop-shop for units within

their area of responsibility (AOR) and serve as the face, or "front-end" of

mission support with a focus on customer service. They also facilitate

customer access to D-level (functional) or "back-end" support interactions on

behalf of the units they support. To ensure coverage over wide geographic

areas, Regional Support Nodes will provide oversight to Regional Support

Detachments. Regional Support Detachments will be physically located at

"supported units" that are too remote from a Regional Support Node to ensure

customer service, but will reside in the Regional Support Node's chain of

command. Units within the D-level (regional) are also referred to as

"supporting units". These entities are also responsible for providing FM and

business operations reporting, and internal control monitoring and assurance

to the S&P Level.

" Organization: The O-level is comprised primarily of operational units and

field commands. 0-level units are "supported units" receiving day-to-day FM

support and services from the D-level. 0-Level units provide support

requirements and feedback on support services to their supporting D-Level

partners. These requirements include both requests for support and direction

on the prioritization of funds purposed for that O-Level unit.

5.1.2. Relationships and Responsibilities

* "Above the Line" Responsibilities: In collaboration with S&P level Assistant

Commandants and HQ Directors, the CFO monitors and manages the overall
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distribution and execution of funds, and serves as the financial strategist for

the Service. Any re-engineering or redesign of FM processes, systems or

structures should not interfere with or supersede the CFO's ability to perform

these functions.

" S&P Level Responsibilities: Similar to the CFO, Assistant Commandants and

HQ Directors (e.g. accountable officials) in the S&P level have certain

responsibilities and functions that should not be impacted by consolidation.

These responsibilities include developing strategies and policies, determining

initial resource allocation based on stakeholder inputs, monitoring budgeted

versus actual spending, directing execution changes or reallocations of

resources based on emerging needs, monitoring and assessing program

performance, and managing program resources at the strategic level.. From a

distribution perspective, the S&P level monitors funds execution through

business operations staffs, but do not actually execute funds. For the most

part, they are a pass-through to the D-level units who perform these

"transactional" type activities. S&P level units will have business managers,

or business operations staffs, to support these functions. DCMS, DCO, CG-8

and CG-2 will retain resource management offices to support these functions

and to provide high-level support to business managers. S&P level units will

receive their own day-to-day financial support from the D-level (e.g.

Headquarters' offices are supported by Base NCR).

" D-level Responsibilities: Budget authority and obligation authority is

consolidated at the D-level. D-level (functional) Field Comptrollers at

LC/SCs will execute funds based on policy and budget models provided by

the S&P level and will provide direct support to D-level (regional) Funds

Managers. D-level (regional) Funds Managers, specifically at Regional

Support Nodes, will provide direct support to units within their AOR. D-level

supporting units will meet the performance standards established in their

service level agreements with supported units.

* O-level Responsibilities O-level units receive direct support from D-level

(regional) Funds Managers at Regional Support Nodes. They usually have

request and receive responsibilities only, but will retain a limited purchasing

capability for exigent circumstances (Note: this capability does not include the

obligation of funds via the FMA). O-level supported units will receive

support as established in their service level agreements with supporting units.

* Operational Commander Control

Operational commanders retain the authority and responsibility for the

allocation and prioritization of funds. Additionally, operational commanders,

along with mission support providers and S&P level officials, work

collaboratively to establish and adjudicate service-wide budgets and spend
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plans through a "POP board process. Operational commanders will have

business managers. or business operations staffs, to support these functions.

[ANT and PAC will retain resource management offices to support these

functions and to provide high-level support to business managers.

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

The numerous supporting and supported unit relationships will be governed

by a series of standard. binding service level agreements (SLAs). SLAs will

detail the types of support both in normal and contingency operations, the

performance measures required for that support, processes for requesting and

receiving support. and the process for adjudicating support-related problems

and exceptions.

5.2. Integrated Standard Financial Mianagement Processes

This component of the CGBMl is comprised of two steps: standardization of mission

support activities into business lines that align the Coast Guard "back office" functions
with the Federal Enterprise Architecture: and integrating into these business lines the

standardized FM processes delivered via a COTS FMA.

5.2.1. Business Line Standardization

All mission support activities with a financial management component were

identified and categorized by object class code into business functions. which

align with the higher order business lines of Business Reference Model. Figure

5.2 displays the relationship between Business Lines, Business Functions, and

Product Service Iines.

- Program definedI Product/Service Line

3 digit object class code defined
CD Business Function

Figure 5.2: Relationship of Business Lines. Business Functions, and Product/Service Lines

.1Business Line (LOB): Describes the primary function of a group of object

class code defined business functions. Business lines are owned by Assistant

Commandant and HQ Director organizations.
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" Business Function: Activities described by a three digit object code. Business

Functions cannot belong to more than one LOB and must be "owned" by a
single S&P level program.

" Product/Service Line: Management function executed within a business
function to improve service or control by increasing expertise and focus.
Service/Product lines are created by Business Function owners and are

described by the object class code digits following the first three.

LOBs are established in the CGBM by assigning responsibilities and authorities

to the appropriate level of the organization (and by position):

" S&P level is assigned policy control of a LOB and all the subordinate
Business Functions and Service/Product lines.

" D-level (functional) is assigned process control of one or more Business
Functions and the subordinate Service/Product lines.

" D-level (regional) is assigned customer service responsibilities to provide/

facilitate customer access to Business Functions and Service/Product lines.

" 0-level is assigned customer requirement responsibilities.

Because the Assistant Commandants/Directors with responsibilities for Coast
Guard business areas do not map directly to the LOBs listed in the BRM, a
crosswalk will be required. However, potential co-ownership of LOBs does not
impact the effectiveness of this model, since Business Functions will still have
distinct owners and will still cleanly map to government-wide recognized LOBs.
This co-ownership of LOBs will, however, require cooperation in strategy
development between Assistant Commandants and HQ Directors.

5.2.2. Financial Management Process Standardization

Within business functions, FM processes are standardized in a two step concept.

Responsibility for standard process steps is first assigned to appropriate levels of

the organization based on business function responsibilities. In Figure 5.1, this is

demonstrated by the assignment of the FSIO "request and receive" steps to the 0-
level, and the "certify, commit, and obligate" steps to the D level. Detailed

process flows for all standard FSIO "To Be" processes are included in Appendix

L. The standard FSIO processes are also embedded into business functions by
tying the inherently financial steps in the business function process to the

analogous FSIO step. This standardizes how a certain financial process step is

completed across the different business functions, while restricting where and by

whom the step can be performed. Figure 5.3 provides an example using

operational travel.
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Figure 5.3: Example of FSIO Process Steps Imbedded in Operational Travel Process Steps

5.3. Aligned Funds Distribution, fechnical Authority and Internal Control

Through the creation of LOBs executing Business Functions and Product Service Lines

with standardized FM processes, the Coast Guard can strengthen funds control and

accountability, internal controls. and the reach of technical authority. Central to this

concept is the alignment of expertise and authorities. specifically to certify and obligate

funds, at D-level entities. distribution of budgetary authority (funds) to D-level entities

within Business Functions. and designation of D-level entities. that meet certain

thresholds, as assessable units.

5.3.1. Alignment of Responsibility, Authority, and Accountability

Aligned responsibility, authority, and accountability include execution of business

function or product/service line policies and processes in accordance with the

direction of the proper Technical Authority, management and execution of funds

associated with that business function, and assertion of the adequacy of internal

controls and accuracy of information pertaining to that business function. In

order to accomplish this objective. D-level entities have the following

characteristics:

. D-level entities have procurement. funds management and administrative

capabilities. creating single points of accountability. This includes a

COCO/KO. Comptroller Business Manager, and Administrative
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Management Officer to maintain accountability of Business Function
related assets (people and property). These positions are accountable to the
D-level commander for performance of duties and customer service, and
to the Business Line Technical Authority for adherence to law and policy.

" D-level entities, who meet certain thresholds, are designated as assessable
units. Assessable units are the lowest level of the Coast Guard required to

provide assurance of funds stewardship and internal controls.

" Funds distribution follows LOBs and Business Functions. Funds are
allotted or allowed past the D-level (i.e. all funds are managed and
executed by assessable units).

* D-level entities manage and execute funds in accordance with policies and
processes of the appropriate Technical Authority.

5.4. Business Intelligence, Reporting. Assessment and Assurance

To ensure transparency and visibility of funds, business activities and performance
measurements, the CGBM establishes a hierarchy of reporting and monitoring

capabilities, activities and requirements. As any single operating program will likely

encompass multiple LOBs, business intelligence will provide visibility into program
resources across a full spectrum of LOBs.

5.4.1. Analytical Reports

S&P level and D-level (primarily at the D-level (functional)) financial and

business managers are responsible for producing analytical reports from the FMA

or via warehoused data to enable LOB oversight and strategic decision making.

5.4.2. Standardized Push Reports

Standardized SLAs will detail the minimum required information and frequency

that all D-level entities will create and distribute FM and business operations

reports to their customers. This could be modeled after the existing, proven
DCMS Watch push reports provided to operational commanders.

5.4.3. Supported Unit Ad Hoc or On-Demand Reports

Coast Guard Business Intelligence (CGBI) reports and data cubes will be the

source for ad hoc, on-demand, or customized view reports for supported units.

CGBI will be fed high-quality financial transaction data by a data warehouse

which will enable visibility of unit-level financial data with a frequency and level

of customization suitable to the needs of the supported unit commanders.

5.4.4. Internal 3 rd Party Assessment

Entities designated as assessable units will be evaluated on at least an annual basis

by an independent, internal Coast Guard assessment team that will grade
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compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies, processes, procedures,
Technical Authority guidance and performance measures. Performance on these
assessments should be included in command evaluations, SLA modifications, and
Statements of Assurance produced and signed by LOB owners.

5.4.5. Statements of Assurance (SoA)

As discussed above, all D-level entities designated as assessable units are required
to provide written assurance of the accuracy of FM data and the sufficiency of

intemal controls. Internal controls assurance includes both Internal Controls Over

Financial Reporting (ICOFR) and Internal Controls Over Operations (ICOOP)
requirements. Statements of Assurance will "roll up" along Business Functions to
Assistant Commandant/Director Business Line owners who will be required to
provide signature assurance for the Business Functions under their control.

5.5. Uniform and Focused Contingency Business Operations

Business support to contingency operations should be uniform and adaptable. To

accomplish this, the CGBM leverages the capabilities developed in the model described

above in a pre-scripted contingency response posture that includes the following
characteristics:

" Director of Operational Logistics (DOL) is responsible for developing and
maintaining plans related to business support to contingency operations.

" DOL will pre-establish specific contingency integration relationships with
operational commanders. Pre-established procedures to shift TACON of D-level
Regional Support Nodes and integration of mission support personnel on operational

commander contingency Watch Quarter and Station Bill (WQSB)) will focus the
mission support enterprise on the contingency response.

* DOL-8 Field Comptroller and DOL-9 COCO will be the primary FM support to
Area-level contingency operations.

* Base Funds Managers and KOs will be the primary support to District-level

contingency operations.

" Base Funds Managers and KOs will be the primary support to Sector-level
contingencies when Sectors and Bases are co-located, and Base Detachments will be
the primary support to Sectors when Sectors and Bases are not co-located. The level
of service in both cases will be the same.

" DOL-8 will coordinate requirements for long-term support if contingency operations
exceed specified time limits.

" All contingency operations levels of support will be governed by standard SLAs that
will be jointly established by DOL, LANT, PAC and CG-8.
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6. Recommendations

Coast Guard FM, a key element of mission support, has not kept pace with a modem Coast
Guard. By re-designing and re-engineering FM to align with the Mission Support (MS)
Business Model, the Coast Guard can develop and implement the overarching Coast Guard
Business Model (CGBM) outlined in Section 5. The FM BPR recommends implementation
of the CGBM incorporating all elements of the "Red" COA. Taking this COA will drive:

" Compliance through governance, internal controls and standardization

" Consolidation through D-level support and product/service line management

" Harmonization through a unified CGBM and alignment with the rest of government

6.1. Recommendation 1: Adopt CGBM Organizational Level Designations

Right now, Coast Guard FM and the DCMS organization, the two key elements of
mission support, are structurally misaligned. In addition, The Mission Support
Enterprise has not fully adopted the MS Business Model, and although tremendous
progress has been made, inconsistencies exist in several LOBs. The FM BPR
recommends these actions:

Action: Coast Guard adopts and formally assigns/stratifies all units into the following
standard organization levels according to the definitions in Section 5:

* Strategy & Policy

" Depot level (functional)

" Depot level (regional)

" Organizational

6.2. Recommendation 2: Establish Business Lines (LOBs). Business Functions, and Service/
Product Lines with Associated Functional Owners at Each CGBM Organizational Level

The MS Business Model establishes several well-defined product lines for the support
and maintenance of physical assets and IT systems. However, it does not provide equal
and sufficient guidance for the numerous processes and services, including FM, that are
also critical to MS and the establishment of an overarching CGBM. The Federal
Enterprise Architecture (FEA) Business Reference Model (BRM) establishes a
framework to do this. Existing Coast Guard structure aligns well with the FEA BRM,
but lacks formal establishment of key product/service lines, responsibilities and
authorities. The FM BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Formally establish LOBs, business functions and service/product lines to align
the FEA BRM with associated, assigned, responsibility and authority at each
organizational level of the CGBM, to include FM processes. The FM BPR proposes a

notional business line authority and responsibility matrix in Appendix 0.
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6.3. Recommendation 3: Integrate Financial Management Processes into Business Functions
and Consolidate Budget Authority and Obligation Authority at the D-level

Under the Coast Guard's current financial system, budget authority and obligation
authority is widely-disseminated thus burdening operational units with administrative
responsibilities and reducing the visibility and efficiency of funds execution.
Additionally, some units are not well-structured to properly execute funds and some
business functions do not explicitly identify where funds are obligated. Both of these
situations increase organizational risk. The FM BPR recommends the following actions:

Action: Mandate that budget authority must be held at the same level of delegation as
obligation authority within Business Functions, which is the essence of the product
line's single point of accountability concept. Further, mandate that budget authority and
obligation authority can be delegated no lower than the D-level.

Action: Embed standard financial processes into Business Functions.

Action: Configure the new FMA and FADS structure to mirror the LOBs and support
delivery organization recommended in the CGBM as proposed in Appendix L.

6.4. Recommendation 4: Align Funds Distribution with Business Lines (LOBs)

Under the Coast Guard's current financial system, funds distribution is inconsistent
across LOBs. For example, D-level maintenance funds are distributed to and managed
by the appropriate product lines in CG-4 and CG-6. However, military pay and civilian
pay funds are held in CG-8 and managed via a unique relationship with the Pay and
Personnel Center. CG- 1 does not have a clear role in managing these funds.
Misalignment of funds management and LOBs decreases transparency, hampers
decision making, and creates inefficiencies. The FM BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Establish a funds distribution and management scheme to align funds with their
intended LOBs and Business Functions to the maximum extent possible while
maintaining visibility into resource associations with specific programs across LOBs.
The FM BPR proposes a notional funds distribution and management scheme in Figure
6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Notional Funds Distribution and Execution Schee

6.5. Reconpendation5: Alir the Comptroller EvaltiOn and Deleation Chain ith the
COCO Eva ptation and Deleation Chain to Create a F ass igChain ofCoieland"

Under the Coast Guard's Current financial syste, where FM professionals' evaluation

chains often start and end ith operational commanders the evaluated performance of

FM professionals is often based solely on custoner satisfaction, and does not adeuately

weigh technical proficiency. This imbalance weakens CFO technical authority and
creates potential for natural ethical dilemmas. Thle FMI BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Revaip the titles ofaFM professionals In the field and assign Field Comptrollers

to designated D-level (functional) units and assign Funds Managers to designated D-

level (regional) units.

Action: Employ a FM authority delegation structure that aligns FM governance with the

CGBM1 mid the existing COCO evaluation and delegation chain as depicted in Figure
6.2. Field Comptrollers and Funds Managers are embedded in their unit Structure and

are evaluated for leadership and CUStOmner service (e.g. SLA compliance) by their unit's
command cadre and for technical performance by the financial entity that granted their

technical authority.

Action: Establish DOL-8 as a Field Comptrol ter wihtechnical support and supervisory

responsibilities over Funds Managers at Bases.

Action:. Establish a miatrix of standard FMI responsibilities and authorities to align with

the FNI roles at functional D-Level units. including Logistics and Service Centers
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Figure 6.2: Notional Comptroller Evaluation and Delegation Scheme

6.6. Reconnendation 6: Develop an Expanded System of Internal Controls (IC) Including
D-level Assessable Units and Increased 3rd Party Inspections/Audits

I nder the Coast Guard's current. decentralized financial system, FM responsibilities are

often assigned as collateral duties and FM is often overshadowed by performance in

operations. Additionally, IC policies, systems and procedures are not well-known and

pervasive across the Coast Guard. As a result. IC and oversight of FM are insufficient.

Assistant Commandants often assert to their state of IC with inadequate information. In

order to confidently sign Statements of Assurance (SoA). Assistant Commandant's need

reliable input on Internal Controls Over Financial Reporting (ICOFR). Internal Controls

Over Operations (ICOOP). and compliance with laws and regulations. Currently, these

inputs are not being produced or received. Without a more-robust system to assess IC,
the Coast Guard remains at risk. The FM BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Coast Guard Office of Internal Controls (CG-85) issue standard, specific

guidelines on how these inputs are generated and provide resource requirements to

ensure units are properly staffed and responsible/reportable positions are identified and

documented.

Action: Designate all D-level units, meeting certain thresholds, as assessable units with

SoA responsibilities that roll up via LOBs established in the CGBM.
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Action: S&P level officials with SoA responsibilities establish business operations staffs

to provide ICOOP assurances and oversee the internal third party assessment program

for the associated LOB.

Action: Coast Guard develop capabilities and protocols at the functional D-Level to

conduct annual 3rd party FM assessments of all assessable units with reports sent via the

chain of command.

6.7. Recommendation 7: Develop a Uniform and Focused FM Continnency Operations
Response Capability that Aligns with the CGBM

Existing FM contingency response policy and capability is inconsistent across Coast

Guard LOB's. During the most recent major contingency, Hurricane SANDY, DOL

shifted TACON to the Atlantic Area Commander and provided a high level of focused,

effective response. However, because DOL has no FM staff, inconsistencies emerged in

FM support. Much of the FM capability remained in the hands of the O-Level units

most impacted by the storm. The FM BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Develop a uniform, pre-established FM capability to immediately detail to

support contingency operations as described in Section 5.5. This FM capability should

be centrally managed by a "to be" DOL-8 staff that would also provide strategic FM

contingency oversight if DOL shifts TACON as it did during Hurricane Sandy.

6.8. Recommendation 8: Develop a Robust Knowledge Management Capability and
Expanded Business Intelligence System

The Coast Guard's current FM analysis capability is hampered by disparate financial

systems and a lack of integrated business intelligence tools. Base budget reviews lack

the necessary fidelity to produce significant insights. Strategic decisions are often made

without a complete cost picture. As a result, Coast Guard FM has numerous "off-the-

cuff' analytical tools, data-related audit concerns and a lack of trust amongst key

stakeholders due to a lack of resource visibility. Implementing a new FMA and

adopting FADS will significantly improve the quality and utility of Coast Guard FM

data and allow for greater knowledge management and business intelligence. Using this

data, and robust, integrated software tools, Coast Guard will be able to radically improve

its activity-based costing capability and improve transparency of FM data. It will also

be able to develop systems to monitor all facets of FM operations and compliance with

SLAs. The FM BPR recommends these actions:

Action: Coast Guard fully integrate a modem, robust CGBI with the new FMA to

provide key stakeholders with complete visibility of planned funds distribution, actual

funds distribution, balances, and obligations in near real-time (e.g. level of distribution

detail akin to current AFC-30 budget model).
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The following pages include the data export from SafetyHAT for the STPA conducted on the USCG FM system:
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UCA_ CMNENAN UNNAFE_CCNJRLAC_ -- UNA_ EA~

g u4t as msirg and.1 I
A AquNpmeCt, services. 6

a lac squa ficatin

g,-nt ha ogand/r
Aequpment. Aece 

r c squaufi cati-n

Oper atNg Ult hA M.Aig And '
A 'operAbe equipment. services. N

-uppes- or hcJs quuIcai

Oper at jg u, t .as masong snd' or
2 -operabliequ-pment, se-mes, S

uocoies:o r, lacks qualrfication

operanrg Un't cannot
1 rneet operational 2

comtei
Doratmgit cor-t

NA 'ANA'atN.N NA

'emimentso

)oer atmrg UnIt Canm t

AmeetApArat-nal
,eq. remrt ats r

:-mmitmient,

".0i'atih Unit Oan't
meet perationai 2

oNamItg unt A

eet operatonAl
requirements or
-o mitmenr s

Dperatrg Unit cnno t

w metpeirat-snl 2

requirement s or

-Operatmng unit cannot
meet Peratinal 2

, peathng uret haasmisang and/ir
Inperabi equipment, S
uppes- or l140, quaiatibn

Dperatainurt -,m, -rg rndjor

iop-rble equrpmen, ,vices. 9
ur pIt, 5-0 r ac rs q-afi cat or

Operatmgur4 na""mongandWor
operabie equipmnent, se-ices, 4

sucipies- or Jacks qual ficat-o:

Oper atrj unit mhi missing and/br
Inoperable ecuprmnt, aervices. 9
su~pplies; or 13c-quitcation

Operatiurlt 3rmssnadior ,inperlbie tqupment,aer-ces, i I
suppues: wrlaccs quarficatijn

Th. o per 5ting -nit transrit the in,, rr.,t requst

'if Nat') (vendo , r dNAN . qiantity, ype, tc.),
or m AkesAe reque t N A -the Incorrect PR manager. 24N

se V Ao-preventstn sa atNN IAfrom eng
proper:y inl,#a.d by tn. PR ranageir.
The operatig unit trarrmmtstne incorrect request

'IfCrmtion (vEndo , ProdAt.quAnt yPE etC.),

or makes theI requesA to the incorrect IR mianger, 26

This aotion OreventstniatraniSaction from Oeog
pro periy mItited by th. PR mnanager.
Thes oper ating -nit is unable to tr anstoet/pride al
If -. he required requ-t nforriani w-thor
prescnrbed :ead-tme requrements, w-vchprevents X6
tme produict/3-rics, from beirg procured and
dieveired vitho nthe .. uAred nrniframie,
The oper 3ting urit aisrable to t, ansirot/provide
of the require~d requet mnfcrm-tin wihir

presceiled ead-tmorequirernietts. whtchprevets 97
tie pricdiict/sevic from beirg pro ured and
nelver-cdwitnnthe required rimerrm.

The cperat~ngunt does notrit.iate the requeAtto

1'e procuremernt reque-1 manager, which ofevented 19
t,,, product/sevw- frm berg defv ed.

03 r tivgl'dec, but te

Priroided but the
-t Aa rtrg tnmest U

X01" or tloc ate

NJot pravicedwhen
lrtn eededto ntm

--atE-y

Not Aovidedwhen The operatning rt does not irAtate 'he re est A AA
neededN nmaCNtAC tCe pNoAunrAmNA mu"AANNANAgr. which Peventd 11

U "o. ftety t he pro duct/smr.. frm ,, irg de v-red.

Not Prov,.ed when -1- ,p-Utng -rt does not iratiat. 'he ecjeat to
Crat'ing neededtomlaIt-m tilep-ocur.-ntrNiiest maNger,Which rmmeted 111

Ull ;fity tne prc duct/service frco be rg deivered,.

Nwt or-nedwhr. The operatsig -rt does not rnatatetrhe rpcquest to
neded tom I vA-m tie procurement requeat m-nger, whicharevented 24;j

U afetVy the productlservice fr"m being deliverad.

'he fuir-d aan*ger evi ewsaand .pro ve St
F A NA ANAA Ad A mNA t.b it t,'A nt5AnNA ro rsIAraccurate

argr eeu iorr mtl iomatI unt hat oreven-tsthe pr 0 l.1 reterr- 2

Managr -te,"Conectly prnog ressing t ro ugh the f 31c amar3g ement

The fund; m an aqr r-vi-w and ap prove Pe
ca mrnmnt, butIt c ntains err ar s ar lna c ur'Le

F, nds oruieat . nfarmoi tat prevents the procuremrenit rrnm 20

Mange excuedcorec y potgressingllthrough tne I nancal managem ent

,he finds monagarr revs and apprmves, the
F~ndc mrmtreqnt, but It contains errors or iccurlte

Fun r pride~bu inorati.P.thatporevet,,the procuremet wror, 21
Manger excutd icorec y progressIng through the ifnancal manag ement

Th e f-ds manaiger reviews and apprc-i oh

ol-e.bl cOrmarnoent. bittcon'- inrrrs armccure
Manage Pr-tied Icat V 'intiat-nthat Prevents the pr-,uemnertfrom 2i3

Manage execuedmcorecty rrgressIng tiriugh the financjajmngeet

The tundi manager rtvews and approvEs-.he
F-d, ol).dedbut camirent, bit It conoais errirs or inaccurate

Fandge rotedbu inc.nefornrti tt rreetsthiaprocuremerit 1ron 2-24

Manager ~ ~ ~ P exctdmorety pogressing thro gh, the finan,3 ia mangement

-1 d bu he The fords manager review. verifes ano apprcve5
Fund- 'oie~u , Oe tprocremet resque-t too saehcprevenmsthestartlrg tImps to ..

Manager request from progres r-gh the fmn-a, l
innetoit manIagemlents-yStemw t hin acaept 30 1e 1runta

L 'MCCp AP T CNMW CATEDRY

The Operatlig unit Moea nit have idecuiate
senss r nadequoat, feedb ack or InPut that enalesthem to ovde N otificaon )f

peraton, +hangp the nece sary mntorrnator regardin the expected Prcduct/Servce
fvrine poducltor ervoc.thatistobeprcvidedby the 54

v -ndor I t t he Ih frr -end It the process

Aruao Irdeto jqest ti t he pr I ur rnentmn-anag eror event s Tr ar- t
op e n.hre the pr es Trim beirg accurately Ir Complerey Requisat ( A)

,vrtme iit aled,

Excev w-. -rd ,.d 1rdsr1 to ccu:ld pre-nit

dv).ane oheneratintg -rt from convey)g the requeln ,operatng Unit
a -iMl manrol

Prc5nca t Lack 0f nedacegard,1N tne status of the
,3,n so y,-m (and SaecfIC 3lly, the status of the pendirn

nIcompletis" request lrra produiat)r ervicejcouidmhioo ite joeratirgunit
n re p-ratrvg u,,- f om ilubmtmnS the e,"uest for

product5sorservice,
ThIe perat.ng ,ni! cannot orta3n thern-esarvy

nformation re-u-d to 1;utativ. the rearuesz or
ItrnalOnton 'he o eratung"midosIt --v-anaccrate DoraigUt

wrnsor -omton accouint balorce(s) dto -rr-oussyst.rn prtngnt
rngrming repirl-ng. -rhp erroneous reportirj miry he the

result -r tlher unsate Cirtrol actions.

Fte IEccesiv workloa d ,r disnractions t-ud prevent

d tracs The -peratmgv ,,t from !nitmatng the request in a Dperatmog Unirt

t melymner

Paesr Tior J LICK of feecback regard rng tlie iatus J theI
caimpbrth- ystem r-idinniort tieoperating unit from -oisrating uirt

submicttmg !he requelt !" rPro duct s or mr-cs.

A 0?sn lor efectlve menst, prlv de the
Acutrtaeaereqas to tine pr, curement rr itnaer oreven-ts 3rarm
tprto~ag the it: at I -af th eprocos- o pro-Lre t he iiiqI, t IA)

,ve eme reqIsor pr duct - or- semv ce

Otu f-nsn Iac'"t ae "form -Oon zhat orgin-ted lrompn0'.
Ouptrotldfnancial rnacincausets feundsrmanager -ore Accoun.Ing

or-,cess contnbcutes t -ubseientlyaDprove the cbaigat..o with ystem( CP)
to sy-;ternhi r ncuaemomtopeet

Exce, -vwolkload,jlb pressurt or ditat
ouid prevm the rundshranager r'po vn F"'d" "nag er

n, accurate or correct cvrTmitmerent. bcvg

The funds mnager did not 3ccurateiy

Sensor nadequate ina-uate ,marcial irorrnatinnh1at -r9mated Rrsqjest
,peraiton, chaige frompnior step nt0 eprocess*stransm-itted to Not ficationmf

ertNme theAFundsNmAnaer. -AS

A CA$ system err r orevented the cc mtmerNt

Actuator ondequ,,to fr.m being accurately recorded.inldn the erm A

operat in charge ptroduct on -f data isror .Theae errorsprevent Reor, -'

~AA ANA. AN'A'

over oie tie AirrAt AArn prgresN furtheArNh ' A

r ancoam rhingernren-tsVqrm.
TieIfund;manwger d~inotrecord ti-e ,hgan n

prc lsmd l r i a t; mefy mnnEr due'o !ack .' t ram ig, po ar
jabat l b pimonrance.m rnpoprpr .,,nt at-no 7ndstlagrncomptOK. r w ,rk Q ad. orm, 5ng feedoackr.,eg ,I rmg t e

;1 e c,-t u-, 1,f t he lI.-
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U'AC CAP!YAEN JNSAFECNTRLAC A C'ADC
N'; - NAME TlONAC NA ACJDEN-

pe atin 1, ru"it n as arw ard!.,
I eue ete inoperable eulpmient. service.. 11

comitmntssuppvm , or iiackquaH,,aton

meet itpE r Carot_ Opegatsrn n:t !,as rmsiNg and/or
rW optioa! no perab . lo-Oment, se-vkes, 11

R'lmeant o, 1-ks DDDaRD'

AA'-AA'RRDD'AAARAAAtA

Operatn'g Uric canot

commhments

DperaDngAtAnDsA/g .rdAr

2 nm pArAble eqprAent, seme ,
AOpes;.,laA ks qAD r-A1o

Oper ting mi cnnot oe ng un r ha mi-sn ,lnd/wr
i reetpertioal inplarab* equnrm l. servlce . I1

(0 mmltler-ts

Operangl Lir cannt -,p.ratlrtun hasm- sslngand/'Or
r-et ope-aticlo-' opr beeiip et era scommetr1enL e -t 1

Do~p - ta !o

DDAAAAAt L-AAC-omeDat RperatiAnal t

requAAremLADo ADCC
cmAmeRt AAD

DA lADArgun t hamAAnAAR/Cr

2 iaperabi qupniet, , 5

LAphr AR iaks q A R

-iter atng urv t Has m)ng iand/o
c inperab e equipmrenit, .rv1 It

su~ppfies- Lr at ks qoalf C at % "

PMvded, ax theA

MInage, tesie ta10 anrtzte

Thel rund-rmaae revw-.-etie, and approe-

mianagemient s,4mi tji hieptaole mI t,

The f ,rd& managv rev-v, -erfie- and approves
the pr -- 4mn eus toeo ast. ehl h prever: the

mianagemen-t oslsem withm acceptaole Ihia

'-1h he fAnds AR' n A r R, r Dfies ad appreRPtvdcbu he pr-mrCmWn request tc r ate WhCh prevets the
a'W e, o late manag~ehent W st emw ith, -ept ante Imt

or-vdeii, bu~t the -the f ndZ manage re--"w -ef-e an-d addrve,
iunh- startmg, "es to, tt,,prorlementreustoaencoeette

r-analterielt 9vsten wthir, aceptapllt -

. rv be,bu the .F unci ,1bg too late. whc pr~e ert -tnepvo u-ri

rvIdm Tt e

a o -r L, t late

SRAAAD'ADA

.. Up' ro ie, but the

Managr strngtreso
son r : t 1 lote

. A rDD ed, b the

maaer5 st ng t, mre tot
Maae Con toc late

Operanog nitcannt pgtr rtha m--lmgard/ar P-,- eabut the
AD pRADA 2 inop a 9bAeeq o At,Aser s, 15 stamr e- St

reurmeto splso' lachksqwh"Cal on sg orst o Clat e

Op.rating U ,t cahnt a' i ha inadoP -mbtV
lee oleratr- 2 inoperable eaupment. .rvies. i5 Mn er sqar;rgt:mest

o upr ~ rac qa cto Ysnag rto, flle

Opert in Uni canot pe,- an-gun-,t has milssmg ,a
me roenatsoa 2 ioperablpl.u-Oment.svk

requiementor suphes: ", acks a'.hfhcation

Operating unrt C.0nrT Ow., r E-,qand o
me--oenatsonr 2 iperlbieQ'p-mn. servtet

requ-erntc w sppes; ar lacks aifration

-,per atrog L liart -de atirg unt nas isr rdb

Piet Oemea

CAD AA'''DAADAARADAtion

Ihetfudimange reirds tle commated
rla',ratior nc late. whit pr-vet s eprcrmn

lrm prgesg through triefmnialmngme

7hef-nds manage rcrstecmitd

-,blaten toc late,wh plevent theprowremnent
fromrprogresstngtmrouightnefmranc4alraagmet

7hvf:,dma--gee.-rd !hetmm-tted
ab. Cat-, t- late.whNJPrevents the prouremero

rvom.pmgreSsiN roughal- an ar me
7y I- -

The funds maniages. nrordzt!e -- mrmtted
cil gationr t oe rat , which p!revet I Ih - 0r ocrme -no

fru m pr ogre ssorqthtroughthinant: a I ma, gement 20

Not wtav ied wen The f-ud, manager did not lppr,-! he rlbhgat ,,'
16 neeateato iaintar wi Ch eatibsequet step n Prourer-et 5C

Managler wkt " ,,, es.; Ino cru -n".

. N-tprnvdedwp the t idlFMal 87 VCI C rK t ap p, ve -he cb. uat to, r

saae, E~ ety Pr, cesm fro; it cu n,

N it wr mvded When he fundYs r ;ngE d id no t a Pr Vt e I bhgfat.o ,t

if, needed tomana which vevys 3ubsaqjent qep ;n prn curvmenz 3
mag. afe: P":c fro " n it ,

_ -- NC ^_DU E

ADAA A RA A ADCA sytrAAA'Ar A'r AretdA AhDAmrDmn

deay Ae A ARrement A C A ddevery of te
9 opera n~ciarge producm,, evcstteeaedtrfr

fvecm fllw~nnmai managernent or procuremenat
acttvd-es

iA;

Exce1v,,workloade fil hreSsue. o' di1s2tition
ExA o DDwen tDAe D unADs manage fr n

dit ur1bancl' ii emrlelic tg &ecsryse r tmy
n, anner.D ont r eCA . D . A ARA A ' ' LA CADse e ro r v n s he c m i m n DMl A Ao nt n

tmpnn rurfr- bentg t wiple-e m a t-mely rr;ann,.. 'yqsen ( rP'.

.perati, dilan mna onwaF -ta:,.Ule tobe aErtttleh Wotitat F

AA Ada AA nAc l A tD elymR nneR ,

Pr-7"-mVde. hinL- e r o
a nI "anelynanne, dueto atk-ftrom-rg.Po,

;cob aor j erformancp. -mpraper pmrntaat on if unvF MA~nater

w-rlad. , r, S-jn leedback regrdirq t:*-
5" tat's of the' Sslsen.

oonhegc nrlipu fr m ldJft-ret flund& mahagfr lvrr de . or Au 1,1 unC

ailhln oy welayed .rtixrdg the rb.gno CAS. syst-m (Cp)

Densor ",adaqAAe Ak Af niAratA-n trAD CAA'adg th
.P.r o~harge stats f the Iyaemll:.d delay thefunds

AAAAADAA i AnAgDr'RDAH'R'AARDAmtADnhAA'RAA

ADard

:AS 'S,'

Attut, noadequate Th~e f-:n oanlgeatt-mntedtoC I rV tle k.or
,)-'an DAChange AA'Abut3ysten)er pr)eetectne Obbga!'-nEn

-vEtm'e art,. rfrw,,berq , ompecmvia Ume) mane. :Ab'A)

ACAy t ARv AEntRtADe o atCn trm beR
omeedantd r-mred m tirne!y mranner, C-r Aci-untngcrpon~entf lue wh delays t[ aacq sition at theprdC~tr yt (PChangCmera- sell Ce.

Ex el F.-xcrv w o a d, 1, b p, alur, rd ra tt:

oudprewet a hfund zma:Nager fr mr elode -naManager

Actueto, tinadeftpate ThEfuncl-anager at-emntedto riacusathe ke'uh,
ipr ho,h -ne Ibhgaz, n. butthi.ac-rn - not c -m un alev -,ttial "n

o-e One. tc, the -o e a i nt ng Fystemi. -A 5 A'

11to....HUT,,ein-vn,3v-!nhat shwuid nvebeen prov ded
tnu o mrle ie funds-maar 1 1 mi e'r.1i'm restm r A e,-un trn

prcsmsernc-r,.ete v 2-trate nfvratwr-ntlto-e systen(,

ADon 4 AIDD ' Dy'A R A

Nwt pravided w&non The f, ds maragE- oid rot approve The rb, Cat on-,
needed t, nam~an" which, aeays Subsequent step, 1n p, 011 -- etMDCgr s "D roes rAAADCDAADRADm DRAAg. ADADA

'Cpu Af Aontroded Ms'rq D nDMA aD reultsA. CRD ',(r'AA wD mCAng

5' process won1mbu:,- p-revet acta repn,,rg of 7,na-c1a4
f- nyte azarv , aemn nf~r t
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AGC 'O ACODENT HAZ- HAZAR, NOA CAMPNEN UNTDAFEr. tA UjA DEC
NO T NAVE TiN - 1

Oper ating Unit cAnnAt

rfEet operatlo na,
L 2

reqrwernent s or
,ommitmientsTper'altut Cno
mAATeeAReratE'E;

iEpeRabitEequpment,rv2cT, 3
,upphle5 or lacks quallfcartor.

1,perang unit hasiSSmgand/or
jn-perale ecupmoert, service, 4
-,ipi: C, lack- qualincstion

COperaitigu.,thno, -ssiig and/ior
rnrperible ecupment, se-vies. 4

rzuophes: or lack, quanheft'rn

Cpeatingunit nasmissingandlor
m2e inoperabl e-inant - s 4

OpArstN LEAt EAFE'R Eltrt DrEghT EAERETANandEE
AR ert'cr 2 incperate eauTpment, ADces. 4

Gppnes; or acks quaification

commtment.

1)piarvt 1ng Uhlt crarot
m-eat opet,!os a
remtm .- r
E~to E T ED

A'per YtE ' -t ', rms'' g ' d'E D
2 inoperable equpm ent T Re 4

SuppiesGrERiAks quaiiciAE

O pert gutEhEsrEsg ander
2 inpeabie equiprAentE . Sevce , 5

EuP Es' E' lacks FTE'ETEn

"T t t Oper'Arg ut has mirsig anA
"etoetOw 2 inoperable eculpment, 5ervces. 5

oquiel~r~t or suppies: or lacks qouohl.Cation -

com t m eain al 2 - p ta ia e u m n . -c s
Opem YE t Eit 

Opertin U tcan ot Perai until has m siog andior
rmeet aperatmonal 2 inoperable troupment. erce, 5

tecl ernet~or supphes: or lacks qualificatin-

-peratn Unit car Mt C - r - n - I a d o
req t emeratsolr 2 inoperable eulpment, ,rces, 5

co mitnartsc Cpphes; " i'ck, quafication

,opertmng rt cnn

-,pe at~rit U it rperatirg unith sm siong Ind/cr
meto eai nl 2 inciperoble ecullment, sevce ,
Commtmens upplies: o r lacks quahfl catton

Oper.atirlUnit Cannot -peratng unit -rcssngn/cr
mneet opera- .na 2 inoperable equlpreent, senoice,

requements or suppl-s or taOks qaiiain

TEAmT ErpA AARETATA A A

Op rain~ ntcnnt OpTER 'Tr E n'thA Dm'D ss nA nd/ rY

mDRAEEt pFRtin
2 YoEAb~E ETupE't, EATpRITEs, 6

TEAuremp'EEFAr ETEREETAD A
EARATAEuppTEEs rE'TEAEks qATETEATEEn

PCRcrTmen ?r1ded,butthe

NReqeT startiEgtimelstoo
Manalar sso of ) to late

TheprocutRement reAue maager'mFaTedT Fe

p-cUrement request o late .ird )ye its 5'

progrEsthrogh the fini al - gernent TF'yT' m,.

YE percurement re ueTY marager did not ratit e

Pirocuremen Not pf- iadwe tv Th ri e- n eus a grdl otrta
the prcurement requeoz which prevented the

p-o ducinservtce from progresimg thr i.ughn :he
V;,qer steh, financial manlgemnerot system.

EGTEEr' 'uEmetreD' uesgmREDEr FEdi d oTEtAt
PEAT REme NATp ET TEATwReRE

Y'ETT'T'A' ADE'AADEEE ThE pTTE'DTrnrA TRRDRqu Tes TAi pEvYA ete
TRequeRA nERdATR DERE 'TTDEm TETTTPTTT .FET R

RrdATsrv ATEmee rgh ug te
ManagerRETREETE

ETnAnTEARE m Daero E AYAFAETATErn. T

procuremen NotpJTovidew en pEEEGERet A e aeAdo A
t Requst '-d t , . i tr the pro Cureminer,1 : equest t,, h p reveted the 11t~eqest neeedtoai P,.r prouti'srv e froI.pr-gre. sg thr .ugrithe 2

financialmanragement sstem. .
P~osr~reh ot !-,epvh- The pracui-rent requestmanjager did not ratiate

t Request needed to ma~h in the proiee~ qetWihp r h
pr-duct/'sen-iifromocgre-ng thrqghthe

V~anl, .etv f-nancalmnanagermentsyse..

The prociuremnert reques mar-ager did not irnitiate
.r- een 14,t Dr-vde-Vweq thep-e- o-1411P- WL1t Request needed to mai3ntain Pcc52hic f- ng.I h-I r
Manager safety fi-lfia.- Ver

Provilded. burth The peratin~g -- does not roide al if toe
Oprtn itniyasnorc requredlrewueit irform3ton to accurateiy irnitiate 14

too mu- or to . httle) the prlcure-rt pirocess.

-rovded, but the The oper itirt; unit does mot cirovide adl Or toe
interztyi sircJr7ect requieloremueit arlrntiontoa ccuratesy~ite 115

(tjo rlch "r too IttWe) thep1 ueertpoes

Provied. but ',he The operstrg -,i dre, not ov-ia .1 f the
TRAArE nAEnisty 'nrcorect reRAE red reIRuestA4r-1on Ao aCura'ely irtiale 10?

-C!, muhr ta; little) thE prrwUaeret ciocesi.

Th. tpersuing unit -ransmitr the inco rrect requoest

EorTEnY(RATEnrREduETr ty. type, etc.) .
-perating Pr ovided, but 4r ake lhereqes prodt qncretP, aae.

Umt mecutedmicorrectly o aeterqei hecretPRnnig.

prnoperiy ,it ated by the PR mariager-

Tro perat.rg unit Drrrm. AtsThe hco- r est

ctnrdad ut ,ormat on (yend orduc. quantity, type,et..
"prair" "'vddbt o makest re r eque a t2 the mcc rrect PR manaiger.

U e, tAed retly ThEs aTto prE ent',t'he TRnsanonE ftom being

properitAd bythe 'R marager.

The rperatongunittrar- - op. incorrectreiqu.s1
C Dw ivrg P, ded, bu ' hrmat iieh- r, Product. quirtity. type, etc.),

Urf UtedC oje~ty Iriakey the request tu the rncurrect DR mnanager.

This act),)n preyent3the tr-sactilan from being
pm perry-mt tated ny the DR mnosgir.

TmpE'ET 'Alu, E fr- beg Teorded. and delay theTrERA Systr' (C)chneover time
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Appendix C

The following is a summary of the Vensim System Dynamics Model Variables and Input Values,
obtained using the Vensim Documentation feature:

(01) Backlog Building Effect on Accuracy([(0,O)-(10,1)],(0.0 1,1),(2.44648,0.745614),
(3.60856,0.70614),(4.77064,0.666667),(9.90826,0.5)) Units: Dimensionless Accounts for inaccurate
transactions processed, base on the rate of request submission and backlog.

(02) Backlog Influence on Accuracy=Backlog Building Effect on Accuracy (Effect of Backlog
Building Rate) Units: Dimensionless

(03) Dampening Effect on Workflow Variation=0.1 Units: Dimensionless Smooths the effect of
the ordering variations on the FM workforce. Initial set at .1

(04) Degree of Inaccuracy= Inaccurate Transactions Completed/Procurement Requests Completed
Units: Dimensionless Provides a ratio and relationship between the total work completed, and the
number of inaccurate transactions that occurred for future structure and analysis.

(05) Degree of Inaccuracy Effect on Productivity([(0,0.5)-(1,1)],(0.01,0.9),(0.318043,0.885965),
(0.397554,0.631579),(0.987768,0.513158))

Units: Dimensionless Look up table for the degree of the backlog and the corresponding effect
on worker productivity

(06) Effect of Backlog Building Rate=Operating Unit Request Rate/Procurement Request
Accomplishment Rate Units: Requests

(07) FINAL TIME = I0OUnits: Week The final time for the simulation.

(08) Inaccuracy Impact on Productivity= Degree of Inaccuracy Effect on Productivity(Degree of
Inaccuracy) Units: Dimensionless Accounts for a the loss of productivity created by causal factors--
distractions, mental models, disruptions, work environment.
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(09) Inaccurate Processing Rate= (1-Backlog Influence on Accuracy)*Procurement Request
Accomplishment Rate Units: Requests/Week The rate at which inaccurate transactions are created in
the system.

(10) Inaccurate Transactions Completed= INTEG (Inaccurate Processing Rate, 0.1)

Units: Requests Represents the number of inaccurate transactions (orders) that were processed
that requires additional work. Possibly a future audit liability.

(11) Initial Operating Unit Request Rate=6 Units: Requests/Week Initial value (rate) of requests made
by the operating unit. Set at 6 for the baseline.

(12) INITIAL TIME = 0 Units: Week The initial time for the simulation.

(13) Maximum Processing Rate Based on Pending Requests= Procurement Requests Made/Minimum
Time to Process a Request Units: Requests/Week The maximum rate requests can be processed based on
the number of request that are made.

(14) Minimum Time to Process a Request= 1 Units: Week Represents the minimum time it requires a
system controller to process a request. Scalar.

(15) New Work Due To Inaccurate Transaction=0.25*Inaccurate Transactions Completed Units:
Requests Accounts for the approximated introduction of "new work" added the system based on prior
incomplete transactions.

(16) Noise Start Time=1 Units: Week Start time for the random input.

(17) Operating Unit Request Rate = MAX(Initial Operating Unit Request Rate*Request Workflow
Variation* 1.25,0 ) Units: Requests/Week Operating unit order rate is exogenous. A variety of test inputs
which allows for different patterns, including a step, pulse, sine wave, and random noise.

(18) Pending Request Backlog = MAX(Procurement Requests Made-Procurement Requests
Completed,0) Units: Requests Backlog represents the difference between the number of request made
and the number of request completed at a particular point in time.
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(19) Pink Noise= INTEG (0,0) Units: Dimensionless Pink Noise is first-order auto-correlated noise.
Pink noise provides a realistic noise input to models in which the next random shock depends in part on
the previous shocks. The user can specify the correlation time. The mean is 0 and the standard deviation is
specified by the user.

(20) Potential Processing Rate Based on Workforce= Workforce Productivity*Workforce
Size*(MAX(Request Workflow Variation*Dampening Effect on Workflow Variation , 1)) Units:
Requests/Week Represents the rate the workforce can process work requests relating to the procurement
of products or services.

(21) Procurement Request Accomplishment Rate= MIN(Maximum Processing Rate Based on Pending
Requests, Potential Processing Rate Based on Workforce ) Units: Requests/Week The rate at which
procurement requests are accomplished based on inputs and other variables.

(22) Procurement Requests Completed= INTEG (Procurement Request Accomplishment Rate,0. 1)

Units: Requests The total number of request completed in the system.

(23) Procurement Requests Made= INTEG (Procurement Request Accomplishment Rate + Operating
Unit Request Rate, New Work Due To Inaccurate Transaction) Units: Requests The number of request
made by the operating unit.

(24) Pulse Quantity= 0 Units: Dimensionless* Week The quantity to be injected to customer orders, as
a fraction of the base value of Input. For example, to pulse in a quantity equal to 50% of the current value
of input, set to .50.

(25) Pulse Time= 45 Units: Week Time at which the pulse in Input occurs.

(26) Ramp End Time=Ie+009 Units: Week End time for the ramp input.

(27)
week).

Ramp Slope= 0 Units: 1/Week Slope of the ramp input, as a fraction of the base value (per

(28) Ramp Start Time=5 Units: Week Start time for the ramp input.
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(29) Request Workflow Variation= 1+STEP(Step Height,Step Time)+ (Pulse Quantity/TIME
STEP)*PULSE(Pulse Time,TIME STEP)+RAMP(Ramp Slope,Ramp Start Time,Ramp End Time)+ Sine
Amplitude*SIN(2*3.14159*Time/Sine Period)+ STEP(1,Noise Start Time)*Pink Noise Units:
Dimensionless Input is a dimensionless variable which provides a variety of test input patterns,
including a step, pulse, sine wave, and random noise used to evaluate the performance of the system. This
variable shapes the input of the request made by the operating unit.

(30) SAVEPER = TIME STEP Units: Week [0,?] The frequency with which output is stored.

(31) Sine Amplitude=3 Units: Dimensionless Amplitude of sine wave in OU requests (fraction of
mean). Initial value of 2.5.

(32) Sine Period= 13 Units: Weeks Period of sine wave in customer demand. Set initially to 13
weeks (1 qtr).

(33) Step Height= 0 Units: Dimensionless Height of step input to customer orders, as fraction of
initial value.

(34) Step Time= 15 Units: Week Time for the step input.

(35) TIME STEP = 0.125 Units: Week [0,?] The time step for the simulation.

(36) Workforce Productivity= Inaccuracy Impact on Productivity Units: Requests/(Week*Person)
Represents the productivity of an employee. A 1.0 productivity measures represents the individual or
entity is fully productive. 0.9 would represent a 10% loss is productivity.

(37) Workforce Size= 7 Units: Person The size of the workforce. The initial workforce size (capacity)
is related to the steady-state condition where work request can be processed at full efficiency without the
creation of a backlog, or excess capacity in the system. Initial value of 6.
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